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Qtalk Applications Total 
1) Health 

@ a viable solution to speech impairment/impediment 
@ allows the blind to write documents and programs 

2) Education 
@ an excellent tool for teaching the relationship between the written 
and the spoken word 

@ a valuable aid to those assisting the dyslexic or for students with 

reading problems 
@ an amazing new method for teaching or learning the translation of 

one language to another 
® touch typing made easy with keyboard echo 

3) Indust 
@ enables verbal output of readings/warnings from independent 

peripherals. (BUS, IEEE, RS232 etc) 
@ can be used to give instructions to an operator 
@ could be set up as an answerphone or entryphone 

4) Entertainment 
@ allows the user to verbally list programs while checking them 

against a hardcopy listing 
@ can be made to hum musical tunes 
© provides a whole new dimension to computer games 

tv orcevn 

LK ~ INA 

Hardware Features FLASH 
RS232C, Selectable baud rate, DCE or DTE 

@ will operate on any computer with an RS232 port 

@ at any standard baud rate 
© does not tie up the expansion port 

Three adjustable presets: 
@ allows adjustment of Volume, Pitch and Pitch range (16 levels) 

Black Eurocard enclosure, QL plug, power lead, socket and serial cable 
© simply plugs in between your power supply and QL 
@ maintains the integrity of your computer system 

(Note. CST Thor version is powered through the serial lead) 

Software Features 
Full 68000 Text To Speech software incorporating 16 levels of pitch. 

@ lightning fast conversion of any string into speech 
@ any multi syllable word may be split, with different syllables 
spoken at differing levels of pitch, allowing intonation 

@ 20K of code. Will work on standard (128K) machine and Thor 

Built in Exception Table (BET) 
© certain words defy all logic and no amount of rules can cater for 

these. Therefore, their pronounciation has been permanently set in 

an exception table. eg ‘thorough’, ‘ghoti’, ‘Lbytes’, ‘flp1’ 

Size selectable User Exception Table (UET) 
@ Users can set up their own table of any size and fill it with their 

own words/pronounciations. This overrides words in the built in 

table therefore allowing translation of languages. This table can be 

saved and reloaded for later use. 

Over 400 rules to convert text to speech. 
© If the word or string is not found in either table it will be 
pronounced via a sophisticated set of rules. 

Full Device driver implementation. 
@ a new device called ‘QTK’ is added to the QL’s list of devices. This 

means that you can use all of the built in basic keywords to send 

information to QTALK. eg PRINT, LIST, DIR, COPY etc. and also 
use QTALK with other computer languages (PASCAL, FORTRAN 

etc) 
@ a set of clever superbasic extensions is also included to make 

QTALK a breeze to use 
@ may be set to pronounce or ignore punctuation 

Multitasking screen editor 
© can be called up any time to set up and add, alter or delete words 

from the User exception table. Comprehensive on screen help. 

© Hopefully the last word in QL clocks — talking time and date 

Many more thoroughly documented features 

ALIEN HIJACK 
The year is 2003 and you are working on the S.P.C. Forward, as ship’s 

engineer. On the 23rd day you are attacked by an alien space ship and 

all hell breaks loose. You must regain control of your ship, against some 

mighty tough opposition. 

The first TALKING game for the Sinclair QL. Possibly the most 
amazing QL graphics seen to date 
@ 3D graphics 
@ Full 68000 code 
®@ 192 colour screens 
Note. Alien Hijack does not require QTALK to run but it certainly makes 

it a lot more fun. Works on a 128K QL. 

@ fast, dynamic, challenging 
@ talking hero and aliens 

PRICE 

Alien Hijack £15.00 
VAT £ 2.25 
Post/Packaging £ 1.00 

Total £18.25 

PUZZLE MANIA 
Your mission, should you decide to accept, is to journey about the 

danger ridden cells of Maniaville to retrieve the lost loot of Lawless 

Lenny. Several obstacles will attempt to thwart your progress and only 

the smartest gamer will survive. 

The second TALKING game for the Sinclair QL 
@ full 68000 code — 40 colour screens — fast, arcade action 

@ spoken clues to help you win (if you are good enough) 
@ Truly addictive challenge 

Note. Puzzle Mania can operate without QTALK but is much more fun 

with it. 

PRICE 

Puzzle Mania £10.00 
VAT £ 1.50 
Post/Packaging £ 1.00 

Total £12.50 

Buy QTALK, PUZZLE MANIA and ALIEN HIJACK and receive £5.00 

Special Introductory Offer iscount pre var totat 

SQLW 4 
Name 

Address 

Please rush me 

for my QL/THOR (cross out one which does not apply) 

with software on 3%" disc/mdv (cross out one which does not apply) 

| enclose a bank cheque for £ ——__—————————————————— 

or please debit my Access/Visa card (cross out one which does not 

cioteLitrittitiirtsiin) Card number 

Expiry date Signature 

| appreciate that no funds will be deposited until despatch of goods. 

Please allow up to 21 days for delivery (airmail). 

Maxtronics R&D Ltd 
(New Zealand) 

ORDERS TO: 
CHI — SOFT: 20 Chandos Way, Wellgarth Road, Hampstead, 

London NW11 7HF, Great Britain. Telephone (01) 458-7249 

or 

Maxtronics R&D Ltd: 26A Conway Street, Christchurch 2 

New Zealand. Telephone (64-3) 325-546 
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a4TURBO V2.0 
Turbo V2.0 is the very latest version of Digital Precision’s acknowledged world-beating 
compiler. SuperBasic programs compiled with Turbo can run 100 times faster! Ever since 

its release just over a year ago Turbo has astounded the pundits and amazed its users not 

just by its speed, but by its incredible flexibility and, in combination with the Turbo Toolkit, 

its vast array of powerful commands. 
Turbo v2.0 has a totally reworked front-end user interface, allowing a huge number of 

compile options and - amazingly - a setting for how good a programmer you are! User con- 
figurable in advance and at runtime. Helpful error messages supplement the 350 page user 

encyclopaedia. Features smart auto-correction - Turbo is tolerant! 
Turbo Toolkit now provides 200 additional commands, procedures and functions to 

increase the power of Superbasic, nearly all of which are available CSE 

be used as a stand alone utility or to complement existing toolkits t a! Dae] 

such as Supertoolkit - it costs £29.95 by itself. For a full feature - list GEARS 

see our ad in the January '88 issue of QL World. 

Strict deadline! Upgrades for Supercharge (send everything) to Turbo system will be 

available for £70 up to 10 April - and for £80 thereafter. 

under the interpreter and Turbo. Turbo Toolkit is RAM-based and can 

Turbo V2.0 system including Turbo Toolkit £99.95. 

SUPERCHARGE SPECIAL EDITION 
An exciting and definitive release of the first and most famous SuperBASIC compiler, 
with all the features of standard Supercharge plus: 

* FASTER RUNNING CODE - Up to 65% of Turbo's speed! 
%* NOLENSLOK!! Tremendous ease of use... 
Supercharge Special Edition is priced at an absurdly low £29.95. There is no more 
reason to hold back - here is the product you always wanted, and it is improved in 
performance, with non-budget features at a budget price. 
Guidance notes from DP: The ultimate SuperBASIC compiler will always be Turbo, 
whose range of features, flexibility and speed make it state-of-the-art. 
But, if either: a) You cannot afford Turbo 
or b) You want a taster before investing in Turbo 
then Special Edition Supercharge is ideal. 
Standard Supercharge owners - send us your cartridge and a £20 upgrade fee. 

“Superb...it exceeds feature specifications 

found even in the best word processors” 

ERIS EAI EKK Sinclair QL World. 

‘DP Classic & At last a word processor 

Eye-Q is the definitive 
graphics package for the QL. 

STUNNING HALF PRICE - JUST £29.95 

THE EDITOR facut 4 EYE-Q 

Eye-Q is a program which will enable you to 

3D PRECISION 
At last, a 3D modelling and 

CAD graphics package 
that truly does justice to 

the QL’s potential. 

3D CAD on the QL has always 
been either too slow or too 

crude to be of any practical value - until 3D 
Precision. 3D Precision is a full featured, 

menu driven 3D designer and toolkit which 
enables you to easily produce professional 
looking 3D designs and drawings: there is 
no requirement for uniform cross sections 
and no restrictions on minimum step size. 
3D PRECISION permits continuous, pre- 

programmed and co-ordinate based drawing 
with pan, scroll and rotate about any axis, all 
at astounding speed. Functions include 
recolour, rescale, recentre, zoom, edit, 
stretch and reposition. Perspective is con- 
tinuously adjustable by zooming, translation 
and rotation of the ‘camera’. Fully rubber 
banded autogeometrics are provided. 
3D PRECISION comes with an easy to 

use toolkit which adds 100+ commands to 
SupeiBesic and machine code. It’s fast 
enough for animation, and gives you all the 
effects and controls you've dreamed of. 

3D PRECISION provides advanced users 
with facilities for artistic/technical modelling, 

conceptualisation and manipulation in 3D. 
Needs at least 256K ram expansion. 

3D Precision complete with 
fF [J toolkit and manual — only £49.95 

CEE 

ae 
The definitive QL 

graphics/CAD system 

AF eS BF 
whichever option is selected: anything that 
can be done to the whole screen can be 
done to any part of it. 

Eye-Q is 100% handwritten machine code: 

ep P Classic > 

CER IC ERIS GRAZ for the QL with truly profes- 
sional facilities. The Editor is a word, text, 
character and file processing system of very 

superior capabilities. With 200 commands, 

very high speed and great flexibility, The 

Existing users - upgrade to Special 
Edition Editor for only £25 

Editor handles text files, Quill files, programs 

in SuperBasic and other languages, data 
files, screens, object files etc. Editor natively 
multitasks. A comprehensive configurator 

gives you total control over fonts, system 
defaults, colours, cursor speed, sizes...For a 
full feature list see QL World Dec. ’87 issue. 

The Editor V1.17, which works on any QL, 

EDITOR V1.17 £29.95 
SPECIAL EDITOR V2.05 £49.95 
comes with a comprehensive 90 page book. 
The Special Edition Editor V2.05 requires a 

minimum 128K extra RAM, has 40% more 

commands and a new 160 i ry 

page manual. It’s the last word. 

make the most of your artistic/design talents this gives it unsurpassed smoothness. 
via an unequalled array of features and 
“drawing aids”, an intelligent (and highly con- With fully comprehensive A4 manual. 
sistent) user interface with pop-up menus. In 
Eye-Q, the same keys do the same things 

44 DESKTOP PUBLISHER 
A full function DTP system for the QL with 256K RAM expansion. 
Acknowledged by the press to be equal to anything available on a home micro, Desktop 

Publisher incorporates many of the features found on professional DTP systems costing 

many thousands of pounds. Desktop Publisher will give you the power to produce sophisti- 

cated documents; it will tackle anything from leaflets and posters to brochures, catalogues 
and newsletters. Desktop Publisher costs £59.95. 

Desktop Publisher Special Edition is an enhanced, more powerful version for QL configu- 
rations with 512K RAM and a disk drive. It will enable the ambitious user to create more 
professional looking documents more easily. Full feature list in QL World Dec. ’87 issue. 

It is recommended that DTP is used with quality WP and graphics software. 
SPECIAL EDITION DTP £79.95 ERIK ERI 
SPECIAL EDITION DTP & EYE-Q £104.95 DEP Classic & 
SPECIAL EDITION DTP & SPECIAL EDITOR £11495 Besceass cele 
SPECIAL EDITION DTP, SPECIALEDITOR& EYE-Q = £139.95 * , 
DEDUCT £20 FOR STANDARD DTP el 



4 MICROBRIDGE 
Microbridge is a superb contract bridge 
bidding and playing program which can also 
teach bidding in a series of sixteen lessons 
used in conjunction with a brilliant manual. 

The tutor is followed up with a virtually 
unlimited set of hands for further practice 
in bidding and play. Lots of fun. 

Microbridge is one of the strongest bridge 
programs available for any computer. It 
understands many of the subtle elements of 
card play and never cheats by peeping at 
hidden hands. This makes it a challenge for 
skilled players as well as a non-abusive 
instructress for beginners. Microbridge’s 

fluent commentary is a first in computing. 

Microbridge needs 256K RAM 
expansion and costs £34.95 
“Ten out of ten” - QL World 

SUCCESS 
Now with automatic CP/M-type disc recognition system! 

0 CP/Mis the most widely implemented operating system. Famous programs like 

Wordstar, Supercalc, dBase and Perfect Writer, and a huge library of public domain 

software, is available to run under CP/M on disk (either size). 

O QL owners can break into this program bank using Success. Success stands 

for Supreme CP/M Code Emulation System. No knowledge of CP/M is required. 

1 Success goes further than CP/M emulation - it replicates the Z80 chip! 

© Success is much more than just a CP/M emulator. It has full QDOS file han- 

Nothing succeeds like Success - only £49.95 

4 DIGITAL C 
Digital C is both the best and the 

fastest C compiler available for the 
QL. Highly trans-portable: exceeds 
the Small C specification. The 
QDOS library gives the most com- 

plete degree of QL compatibility. 

Digital C generates machine independent, 

compact, stand-alone, multitasking executable 

machine code. The supplied library manager and 

generator allows integration of C functions into 

library modules for later use. Ideal for a beginner, 

sufficiently sophisticated and advanced for a pro. 

Digital C can be used with Quill: to get the very 

best out of it, use it with Editor (either version). 

£39.95 Complete with manual 

RESS..STOP PRESS. .STOP PR 

Need guidance? Call/write for our new 

REVIEW DIGEST: a collection of independent 

critical press reviews. 52 page product brochure 

also available. Both free. Both different. Prize 

draw. £2,500 worth of prizes must be won! 

Bargain basement. Disk i/f £65, ICE £20 (£30 

with cholCE), GigaBASIC £12, 3 channel sound 

board slashed from £80 to £40 (only a few left)! 

Inside QDOS. The full 260 page ROM dis. 

Send your QL's serial no. and £29.95, quick. 

Transfer utility. Converts any unprotected car- 

tridge program to run from disk: you need Tebby’s 

toolkit (almost certainly in your disk i/fROM). £10. 

Hardware. Our brochure contains details. 

ANNOUNCEMENT. Due to popular demand, 

DP extends its prize draw deadline to 31 May 

1988: to enter, call for our brochure. Enter as 

many times as you want. 

Laserprinter Bureau Service. Send us your 

DTP document (A4) disk, we will laserprint it. £7 

per page. No proofing/corrections undertaken. 

[7 LJ SUPER SPRITE 
GENERATOR 

The ultimate tool for the creation of high quaility 

high speed sprites, whether for fast action/adven- 

ture games or serious applications. Now the truly 

professional tricks of the top games programmers 

can be recreated with no machine code knowl- 
edge required on your part. 
@ 100% flicker free 
@ real time collision detection 
@ comprehensive diagnostics with error trapping 

@ Up to 256 multicoloured sprites and planes 

@ 16 frame animation 
“The results that can be achieved are sim- 

ply excellent” is what QL User said way back in 

1985. Now with many more new enhancements. 

£29.95 complete 
£5 off if V4.0 is bought with something else. 

- The Supreme CP/M 

Code Emulation System 

BETTER BASIC V2.0 £24.95 
Just that - a program that will improve all your 
programs. Analyses, corrects, and annotates 
Superbasic Programs. The program is totally 
user configurable and very easy to use. 
“Excellent, a five star program” Sinclair User 

SUPERFORTH V2.0 £39.95 
The full multitasking, stand-alone, high speed 
Forth 83 system is supplied with an extremely 
powerful compiled Othello (which beat the 1983 
World champion). Now with extended 100 page 
manual and full string handling. Fully compatible 
with 68000 code and QDOS. 

ULTRAPRINT V2.0 £19.95 
Soup up your Epsor/Oki compatible printer. 22 

different type sizes and styles, giving you control 

over all aspects of text and graphic output. Easy 

to use, fast, multitasking and fully compatible with | 
| SUPER ARCADIA - Two games for the price of Eye-Q. Supplied with manual written for idiots. 

DISKS FOR CARTRIDGES 

Send us your working new/used microcartridges | 

and we will send you brand new blank disks. 

One 5.25" for 2 cartridges, one 3.5" for 4. 

Minimum quantity 12 cartridges. A super deal! 

}: Digital Precision, 222 The Avenue, London E4 9SE 

i Please send me... 

i lenclose (cheque Cicash (RO. 

1 C2 Access/Mastercard 

2 Visa/Barclaycard 

for (aMOuNt) £..........:eeeeee Card NG jenna. 

| Do you have 1) 3.5"disks 0 5.25"disks O Microdrives only 

| If you have disks, do you get CI 720 sectors 0 1440 sectors 

SUPER MEDIA 
MANAGER 

Frustration with corrupted data? Never 
want the experience? SMM provides 
everything you are ever likely to need in 
one integrated menu-driven package - and 
it's not just for when things go wrong. 
@ Copy any (yes, ANY) disk or cartridge 
@ Sector loading, copying and editing. 
@ Auto file recovery @ Directory sort 
@ String searching @ Hardware diagnostics 
@ Direct file copying from other disk for 

mats i.e. PC-DOS, MS-DOS, Acorn DFS. 
@ Text file translation utility. 
“The definitive blockbuster... 
includes every possible facility” 

ONLY £39.95 Cartridge only 
version £24.95 

| PROFESSIONAL 
[7 LJ ASTROLOGER 
The most advanced, accurate and extensive 

|| astrology package yet produced for any home 
'| micro. Professional Astrologer is suitable for 
‘| those with advanced astrological knowledge, but 
can be used equally well by curious amateurs. 

The program offers the most complete readout 
possible including ten pages of personality/char- 
acter delineation, six pages of day-to -day and 
year-to year personalised text predictions and 
three pages of ‘synastric’ text comparisons 
between two people. These are just some of the 
astrological features offered: 

|| @ Transits @ Progressions @ Seven house sys- 
tems @ Individually adjustable orbs @ 158 birth 
data files @ Eclipses @ Closing aspect indicator 

Professional Astrologer can be supplied with its 
| complementary program; Professional Astro- 
nomer. This program features a full planetarium 
display, automatic parallax correction, planet 
faces and solar system display in parallel projec- 
tion. Astronomer on its own costs £29.95. 

“One of a kind...every requirement provid- 
ed for...descriptions like superb, ultimate, 
excellent are hardly adequate” QL World 

Professional Astrologer £59.95 
| With Astronomer £69.95 
| Super Astrologer (elementary) £24.95 

4 GAMES £7 (1) 
| BLOCKLANDS - fast addictive maze game with 
| super-smooth multi-directional scrolling.£9.95 
| DROIDZONE - The all time classic space shoot 
‘em up - astounding speeds. £9.95 

one! BMX burner is a 64 screen arcade adven- 
ture, + Grid Racer for only £9.95 
SUPER REVERSI - the strongest version of the 
classic board game around. £9.95 
SUPER BACKGAMMON - fast response, clocks, 
3 play modes. Complete with rules. £12.95 
Any 3 for £24, any 4 for £30, all five for £36! 

or Telephone 01-527 5493 Jf 
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COMPUTERS 
QL JS 2.3 software £169 

QL640K JS 2.35 s/ware £260 
Psion 2.3 sets £10 

Psion 2.35 sets £23 

(inc 2.38 Archive) 

DISC SYSTEMS 
Dual 3.5 in. + Trump Card £350.00 
Single D/D 3.5in. drive £125.00 
Sandy Megaboard +20Mb HD phone 

Dual D/D 3.5 in drive £209.00 

Dual D/D 3.5 in. & i/face £295.00 
Dual 3.5 in. &512K SQB £350.00 
Cumana disc interface £ 86.25 
768K Trump Card £199.00 

£27.50 

£6.25 
£3.85 
£9.50 

£10.25 
£7.50 

£25.80 

M/drive assemblies- complete £27.50 
Voltage regulator (high output) £4.75 

SUNDRIES 
10 Microdrive cartridges £17.50 

£5.50 

£5.00 

£3.75 
£36.00 

£129.00 
£79.50 

£29.00 
£16.00 

£94.00 
£29.00 

100 Microdrive labels 

Powerclean filter 

: 10 DS/DD discs 3.5” (brand) 

: Joystick + adaptor 
: 512K internal U/G 
: Centronics Interface 

@ ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK MAINLAND DELIVERY - 

PSION ORGANISER 
Organiser XP 32K £138 
128K Datapak £100 
32K D Rampack £55 
Harvester Superchip £99 
Data Organiser £35 

512K Rampack 
32K Rampack 

128K Rampack 

QL - Z88 link 
Centronics interface 

COMPUTERWARE 
the QL stockist 

Tel: 0303-81-2801 

BUSINESS 
Flashback (c-d) 
Cash Trader (PDQL) rt 
Cash Trader + Analyser £105.00 
Decision Maker : 
Entrepreneur 
Finance M 
Home Finance (Buzz) 
Investment Monitor 

CPM Emulator (c-d) 
Assembly Lang. Toolkit 
Page Designer 2 
Desktop Publisher 
- S/Edition (d) 
Front Page (c-d) 
Front Page Extra 2 (c-d) 
ArchRTM 
ICE Eprom 
Paste Arn 
Key Define 
Locksmith 
Mailfile (256K) 

PCB Designer 1 
QFLASH Ramdisk + toolkit £19. 00 
QFLASH Ram Eprom £25.00 
QFLASH Ram utilities (c-d) £10.00 
Reconfigurable toolkit 2 
4 Matter 
Recover 
Sideways 
Sidewinder Deluxe 
Archive Tutor 

Super Media Manager (d) £40. 00 

Grafix 
Super Toolkit 2 (Eprom) 
QIMI + Giga Mouse 
QLiberator (c-d) 
QLiberator (budget) 
QLoad & Ref 
Success 
QRam (c-d) 
RPM 
Task Master (c-d) 
Speed Screen 
The Editor 
The Editor - special edition £49. 00 
Turbo (c-d) 
Turbo Quill (c-d) 
Turbo Quill + (c-d) 
Ultra Print 
SPY 

CAD 
Concept 3D 
EyeQ 
Mandebrot Magic 
Technkit 
TechniQl 
The Designer 
Viewpoint 

3D Designer 

LANGUAGES 
Assembler Workbench 
Basic-Ally 
Better Basic 
BCPL Development Kit 
C Compiler 
DevPac Development Kit 
LISP 
Digital C 
MonQL (Eprom) 
Pascal (Computer One) 
Pascal (Metacomco) 
Pro Fonran-77 

Using the Psion Organiser £10|QDOS Companion £7 
lang. Programming £9 | inside QDOS £20 

Other QL titles a 

Assembly 
QL Advanced Programming £15 | QL Service manual £20 

ilable - phone for details - 

Pro Pascal 
QMON 
Super Forth + Reversi 

LEISURE 
Area Radar Controller 
Chess 
Cosmos 
Flight Simulator 
Matchpoint 
Bridge Player 2 
Professional Astrologer 
Super Astrologer 
Scrabble 
Snooker 
Squadron 
Super Backgammon 3 
Strip Poker 
Type 22 
War In The East: 
1 Barbarossa 
War in the East (set) 

Microbridge 
lon Gold 

ADVENTURE (text) 
Heart of Gern 
Horrorday 
Talisman 
The Prawn 

ARCADE 
Blocklands 
Archanoid 
Death Strike 
Fictionary 
Hoverzone 
Hyperdrive 
Jungle Eddi 
Karate 
Knight Flight 
Montville Manor 
Quboids 

GST Macro Assembler + 
Assembly Lang Book £39.00 

10 DS/DD discs 
3.5" unbranded £12.50 

WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE @ 

Phone for details of other QL products OR send SAE for our latest catalogue 

Credit card phone orders accepted, or send cheques, postal orders, Eurocheques t 

EUROCARO 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 



Creative Codeworks 

finds facts faster 
Quickfax is the second compares Quickfax to22lineslongandvaryin is in ascending or 

product from Creative favourably ' to Archive, length according to the descending order or by field 

Codeworks, following citing virtually instan- information stored to save values. The program runs 

Speedscreen. The program taneous searches and fast memory space. Prompts asan independent task. 

is a data storage system load and save. The card file can be added in contrasting For more information or 

which can be used as a function is designed to be user-selectable colours. written notification of re- 

card-file database or as a easy to use, fast and Quickfax can _ send _ lease, send SAE to Creative 

powerful data source for flexible, with the ability to reports to any device, with Codeworks, PO Box 1095, 

other programs. move, add or delete fields at +a choice of layouts, headers Birmingham B17 OEJ. Tel: 

Creative Codeworks any time. Fields can be up and page numbers. Sorting 0214265199. 

Seven fonts 

precisely 

Main Games has produced 
a set of seven extra fonts for 
use with the Digital Preci- 
sion Desktop Publisher, 
providing up to a dozen new 
text styles from Olde 
English to LDC. The pack- 
age is available on 
Microdrive or disc for £10 
inclusive, from Main 
Games, 48 Ledgers Road, 
Slough, Berkshire SL1 2RL. 
Payment should be made to 
V. Napolitano. 

Main Games is offering £1 
each off this package and 
Bowled Over cricket to QL 
World readers. 

At one stroke 
Cue-well from Rob-Roy 

Software allows programs 

to be loaded on the QL with 

single keystrokes and pro- 

vides a directory of any 
device which can be sent to 

the printer. Cue-well can be 

customised to the user’s set- 

up and has single keystroke 

operation throughout. 

The program costs £5 

plus a formatted cartridge 

from Rob-Roy Software, 94 

Teignmouth Road, Cleve- 

don, Avon BS21 6DR. 

aa 

TTA ia 
COA 

\ 

Winnie | pit! TTY . — . 
- _ = — a ced 

plug for mains protection 

The Supa 7 mains filter plug reaching computer Further information 

from Warwick Products, equipment via the mains. from Warwick Products, 50 

rated at 7 amps, is designed The plug costs £14.95 Marsh Wall, West India 

to prevent voltage spikes exclusive of VAT, plus 50 Dock, London E14 92ZJ. Tel: 

and RF _ interference pence postage and packing. 015382535. 

LLL 
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Archives on 

record 

I would like to draw atten- 
tion to a serious mistake in 
the December QL World in 
the Psion Selection article 
by Simon Goodwin. Apart 
from the error, the article 
was very interesting and 
worthwhile. The last half- 
page is devoted to Archive, 
Archdev and Archive RTM. 
The author states: “There is 
no way beyond the 64K 
barrier, so the figures in the 
table show the maximum 
number of records you can 
manipulate with QL Ar- 
chive.” 

another. 

computer? 

and 25. 

look for our competition. 

HHT 
FROM tiny acorns great oaks grow. What has this to 
do with the QL? Well, if you locate any piece of new — 
or newly-acquired — computer equipment, you will 
find somebody nearby who is going quietly nuts. This 
is an immutable law of the universe. It has happened 
— and will happen — to all of us at some time or 

People who are new to computers suffer most — and 
since the QL is attracting new users all the time, we 
have started at the bottom this month in the first 
instalment of QL First Form with the question: What is a 

Let us get that straight first... 
Also this month, the QL Gold Club is back with a new 

game, new utility software which can be built into a 
routine library, and new special offers. See pages 24 

Last but not least this month, we have Paul Walton 

and Technical Helpline. Next month — next month — 

The statement is untrue. 
The 64K barrier does not 
relate to Archive but to 
each database file. I have 
Archivist which uses Ar- 
chive RTM 2.38 with 18,312 
records running in multi- 
file mode. According to the 
table referred to, I should 
be able to access only 4,600 
—one order field. 

The maximum number of 
records which QL Archive 
2.38 can handle at any time 
is dependent on both the 
index limit and the number 
of files it can have open. 
The author states: “If you 

outgrow those sizes — in 
the table — you will need to 
upgrade to an IBM clone 

and run the MS-DOS ver- 
sions of Xchange.” Perhaps 
he would like to revise the 
statement in the light of the 
foregoing information. 

Earlier in the article he 
states: “Archive was the 
only program which con- 
tinued in development after 
version 2.35. This was 
almost entirely due to the 
persistence of Chas Dillon.” 
While acknowledging 
Dillon’s contribution in this 
area, I know of several 
other individuals and 
companies, including my 
own, who equally badgered 
Psion into fixing the in- 
dexing bugs. 

Richard Howe, 
Ark Distribution, 

Ventnor, PO38 2LA. 

Archive users desperate to 
have plenty of data on-line 
can split records of identi- 
cal format between several 
files, as Richard Howe 
suggested, but I would not 
recommend it. Archive 
commands work on a file 
rather than a group of files. 
Ability to manipulate data 
is restricted severely if you 
split what is logically one 
file between several files on 
tape or disc. 

For instance, Archive 
commands to search, insert 
data in sequence, or to sort 
records, work with only 
one file at a time. You could 
switch manually between 
files or write a program to 
do that but it is difficult to 
keep things in order, in 
every sense. Even the 
normal commands for 
moving back and forth 
through your data must be 
re-written if you need an 
easy way to browse 
through several files. 

With a good deal of effort 
and plenty of time to spare 
you can program around 
these problems. In practice, 

I do not think a database 
package should require 
people with large files to 
scramble their data 
deliberately. 

The Archive manual 
claims that a file can con- 
tain up to 65,535 records 
and that is incorrect. My 
table pointed out the real 
limit on the number of 
records in any file. 

It is difficult to know ex- 
actly who pestered Psion 
into fixing the bugs in Ar- 
chive. I dare say Howe 
played a part. A senior 
Psion employee told me 
that Chas Dillon was the 
main force behind the cor- 
rections to Archive and 
Psion gave his firm, PDQL, 
the rights to distribute 
Archive version 2.38, so I 
stand by what I wrote. Will 
others wishing to take 
credit for Psion corrections 
please form an orderly 
queue — in single file, of 
course. 

Simon Goodwin, 
Warley, 

West Midlands. 

Self expression 

I shall be getting around to 
reading your AI series soon 
but I have a hint which I 
hope is not mistaken for 
nitpicking. To do an SGN in 
a single expression, use: 

DEFineFuNction SGN(x) 
RETurn (x > 0) 
END DEFine 

I did not write this one — 
I wish I had. It is straight 
from a book on QL Basic. I 
thought it might be of use. 

G. R. Bruntlett, 
Sunderland. 
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More for small 

traders 
S D Microsystems has 
developed a new package in 
its Small Trader series. The 
new program, General 
Ledger, can produce regu- 
lar reports based on all 
income/outgoing and bank 
transactions, including a 
profit and loss statement. 
SD Microsystems tells QL 

World that the system is 
designed to be easy for non- 
accountants to use, featur- 
ing automatic double entry 
with cash/bank balance 
adjustment, auto-sort by 
date option, many user- 
definable headings, and 
user-definable accounting 
period. Auto-calculation of 
VAT is an optional feature. 

Year end/to date results 
can be produced by im- 
porting individual file 
totals. 

General Ledger can be 
used for simple cash 
trading, or run with the 
Small Trader Pack and 
Invoicer. 

The program is available 
on Microdrive for the QL or 
3in. disc for the CPC, priced 
£19.95 plus £2 p&p payable 
on overseas order. S D 
Microsystems, PO Box 24, 
Hitchin, Herts. Tel: 0462 

675106. 

Palantir dips further 

into the Inkwell 
Inkwell Deluxe 2.8 from regular, double and quad first edition cost £16. The 

Palantir Products is the height, print widths new improved edition costs 
updated version of Inkwell variable from regular £12 inclusive — £1 p&p on 

for the QL. New features width to more than eight overseas orders. Holders of 

include change of print times that, and operation the older version can up- 

style by altering the default with any Epson-compatible grade by sending £4 plus 

settings without returning printer, including single- their old cartridges. 

to a word processor, density bit-image mode 

obtaining a Directory from machines. Palantir Products, 78 

within the program to show Palantir also has a new Leighton Road, Bedmin- 

file sizes, printouts in lower price for Inkwell.The _ ster, Bristol BS3 1NU. 

The brains in Spain 
Qlave, the Spanish QL user QLib review, along with 

group, has now been estab- local groups, news and 

lished for two years and has letters. 

Gara ike a membership of more than The club runs its own 

UMN NS “Tichamar is -«-200. “With a few more software library of more 

2 See members we would be able than 70 programs written 

to produce more software,” by members or in the public 

says a representative. The domain. 

December issue of its Membership is 4,000 

stapled magazine has 64 pesetas per annum — more 

pages in Spanish, including than £20 — and enquiries 

articles on Forth, QL/ should be addressed to 

Macintosh code, chess Qlave, PO Box 403, 50080 

playing, equations and a Zaragoza, Spain. 

A Spy in the files 
Ark Distribution has multi-file capability, schedule of up to 32,767 

announced The Spy, a_ allowing fast file switching columns and modem 

powerful multi-file screen and block transfer between control code files for 

editor to read, investigate and within files. There are communications. It can 

and write any type of file three levels of status line also modify exec files 

from binary to text. Written information, fast keypress maintaining executable flag 

entirely in assembler, The response and economical and data status and for 

Spy occupies less than 20K memory management. The Microdrive-to-disc conver- 

and is designed to execute program can be used to edit sion in exec and data files. 

as a multi-tasking function itself to customise most of 

in less than five seconds the functions to the user’s The package costs £14.95 

from disc. It needs no requirements. (U.K.), £16.95 (Europe) oF 

secondary or extension files Projected applications £18.95 (rest of world), from 

and can be used under include fast program Ark Distribution, Corve 

front-ends such as the development in most lan- Farmhouse, Chale Green, 

QRAM utilities. guages, creation and modi- Ventnor, Isle of Wight PO38 

The main feature. is fication of documents anda 2LA. Tel: 0983 79496. 

Stop Press. Schon Key- 
boards believe it has an 
answer for users of its key- 
boards who experience key 
bounce. Contact Schon for 
more information. 

Message from GAP 

Peter Chambers of GAP 
Software has asked QL 
World to pass apologies to 
his customers for recent 
delays in dealing with 
orders and queries. The 
recent illness and death of 
his father-in-law have 
prevented him keeping up- 
to-date with business. 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 
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CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
24 Green Street, Stevenage, Herts SG1 3DS 

Telephone: Stevenage (0438) 352150 

INTRODUCING THECST 16 Bit Performance 
The all new CST Thor XVI is a sign of CST’s commitment to 
developing and expanding the QL compatible marketplace 
and in particular the unique architecture of the operating 
system. Together with a full 16 bit bus implementation, David 
Oliver and his team have gone back to fundamentals to build 
into the new generation of computers a refined, streamlined 
Qdos compatible operating systems: Argos. 

While fully compatible with Qdos and the QL, the Thor XVI has 
enhanced networking, single key multitasking, up to 6.5 Mb of 
dynamic ram and all delivered at the very least at twice the 
speed of the QL. For the professional user there are now 
20MB and 40Mb hard discs complemented by a choice of 
either single or dual 3.5” floppy disc drives. 

For our overseas customers (and for not a few foreign 
language students in the UK), the keyboard layout may be 
selected dynamically along with national error messages and 
character sets for more esoteric languages such as Greek 
and Russian. 

CST THOR XVI— ORDER NOW! 
Because of the huge initial demand for Thor XVI's (see 
“Dansoft’” article “opposite), delivery times have reached 
between 4 and 6 weeks. To ensure delivery, CST are now 
taking advance orders: CST will give an expected delivery 
date on receipt of order, if the date is acceptable, the order 
may be cancelled. Orders will be processed on a strictly first 
come, first served basis from date of receipt or order. 

Orders should be accompanied with cheque or credit card 
number in the usual way, but these will not be cashed until the 
goods are ready to ship (cheques will be banked 7 days 
before shipment to allow clearance). 

Please supply:- UK inc VAT 

disc Interface 4 (3.5in. util disc) £79.95 [_] £72.70 
Qdisc Interface 4 (5.25in. util. disc) £79.95 | | £72.80 
QEP-ill Eprom programmer (QL/THOR) £129.95 £116.00 
RAM-plus 512K QL memory £139.95 = £125.20 

£200.40 rH Dual 3.5in. cased floppy discs £219.95 | 
Q-488 GPIB instrument interface £224.25 

est QDISC SCSI interface £203.40 PERI NOO  sicsaiciviocsvieserescasosonsesessscossascesivescoenrevensehsasedasbessanscassansien ersiss tott¥anstoeseouistsspndaqseesistesse 

He 4 RAM act erg —, £408.00 = niche 
i -plus + dual 3.5in. oe OS Se etree rene ich ictcachaviesnbinatatee seucecctate nossa uel abansh saohssi tle hose teesiabecha = 

OL SPEEDSCREEN 351 Pn eet dv) “2000 £18.00 [_ 
Ll eee 

Thor XVI CF (Workstation) £690.00 £650.00 
Thor XVI IF (Single Floppy) £805.00 

PROGR sccctnstaconseserseotiat 

Thor XVI FF (Dual Floppy) £920.00 = l enclose a cheque/PO of £ 

Thor XVI W20F (20Mb Winchester, 1 Floppy) £1610.00 [ | : 

Thor XVI W20FF (20Mb Winchester, 2 Floppies) £1725,00 £1550.00 Please deduct my Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Diners Club/Vector a/c 

Thor XVi W40F (40Mb Winchester, 1 Floppy) £2300.00 
Thor XVI W40FF (40Mb Winchester, 2 Floppies) £2415.00 | __ 
Additional RAM for the Thor XVI Range: eae 
IMb Board £230.00 | | £210.00 
2Mb Board £920.00 (“} £620.00 (— 

Prey Cede Loeb TTT iad | 
ERED ssditin cerstteeevicissickenncctonserimice ies 

For the Thor Range 
Philips Monitor (Monochrome) £92.95 CJ) £111.40 CJ 
Philips Monitor (Colour) £295.00 C) £30040 CI ee ee Re en Ne A SR 
Beige Mouse £74.75 a £72.00 (1) 
Psion Chess £24.95 a £22.70 (I 
INTROM I from Interlogic £49.45 (jy £4400 (4 
SPEEDSCREEN rom for Thor £29.90 =| £27.00 [4 
ROM installation on your Thor £1500 CJ » 
Floppy Discs 3.5”, pack of 10 f1500 CI e400 
Additional 12m Service contract (1F&FF) £85.25 ee Prices are inclusive of carriage 

Additional 12m Service contract (WF) £115.00 [1 CST reserve the right to Ger pines and specifications without prior notice 

QL Trade-in against Thor Export administration 
Deduct £70 (UK) £60 (0/S) [—_] Airmail outside Europe 
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No. 880309 

DANSOFT CORNER 
THE MARKET 

With beta-testing successfully completed, 

Dansoft’s Hellmuth Stuven visited CST to discuss 

their initial requirements. CST executives were 

taken aback though, when Stuven immediately 

placed an order taking up the whole of the initial 

production batches! 

A confident Stuven said “TI 
am very pleased with the 
results of the beta-testing; 
this machine is just what 
my customers have been 
waiting for’. 

CONFIDENT 

After many long hours of 
detailed negotiation a deal 
was finally struck. With 
CST not wanting to 
——— the home 
market a compromise was 
agreed and machines are to 

Dear 
Hilde... 
In the past CST have made 
a point of ensuring not only 
compatibility but also 
upgradability within their 
range. Is it possible to 
upgrade to an XVI or am I 
oing to be left out on a 
imb with my FF. 

A Hopeful Undergrad 

Dear Hopeful 

Compatability’s no 
problem, just boot up and 
away you go but hang on to 
your hat! If you want to 
meet the grade, you will 
have to change to new 
hardware. this doesn’t 
mean your stumped 
though: a nice young man. 
at CST told me that they 
could do a good deal on a 
trade in. But why not add 
an XVI on to your FF — it 
takes too to network! 

Hilde 
THOR TIMES 

AGONY AUNT 

Next Month: 
Sinclair/QL World April 1988 

be allotted to the UK 
market from the start of 
May. A system of first 
come first served will be 
operated with advance 
orders. 

A CST spokesman said that 
they appreciate some 
customers have been let 
down in the past by other 
firms and they therefore 
will not cash cheques or 
process credit card orders 
until they are ready to 
ship. 

WIN A DUAL 
FLOPPY MACHINE! 
This is your chance to win a 
brand new twin floppy Thor. 
Just use your ski and 
judgement to choose the 5 most 
ne reasons for choosing 
a Thor from the list below. Note 
the features in order of 
preference in the boxes 
provided. In the event of a tie 
the winner will be the 
contestant with the most 
original caption for our picture 
of Glyn, one of CST’s 
production engineers seen here 
getting to grips with a tricky 
iece of hardware. Cut out the 
‘orm and send to “CST Caption 
Contest, 24 Green Street, 
Stevenage, SG1 3DS”. 

THOR FEATURES 
Wide range of compatible 
models 
Xchange business software 
included 
Optional Winchester 
Up to 6.5Mb ram 
Multi-tasking operating 
system 
3.5” 720Kb floppy disc drives 
2 serial and 1 parallel port 
Networking as standard 
QL compatible expansion 
port 

. Separate keyboard 
Battery backed clock 

. Dynamically selectable 
keyboard layout 

. Single key multitasking 
Mouse interface OZ EPA mom BOO wD > 

The current world shortage 
of some components has 
been giving the procurers 
at CST a few headaches 
too. They are confident, 
however, that all obstacles 
can be surmounted. “The 

Stuven testing the XVI at the home of CST chief Oliver 

Danish order has created 

some bottlenecks but with 
the market bouyant and 
the order books full it’s 
something we'll have to get 

used to”’. 

Do you 

ever need 

some help? 

‘ UPER 
e 

pote 
& 

Fp UREAU 
8 

x Genuine independent 

professional support 

for all users of. the 

THOR 

AVI 

FULL BENCHMARK RESULTS 
ll 



MNO LL qu Y 

PDQL 
SOFTWARE — HARDWARE = TAILOR- 
MADE SYSTEMS YOUR PROBLEMS ARE 

OUR CONCERN 
TC WL 

aque 
55 3 

5 mB um 2 
-2 

‘ Programs for Programmers 
Systems for Businessmen 9g 9 

ARCHIVE DATABASE ANALYSER ..................0000000 £7 
CASH TRADER UPGRADE version 2.4 ARCHIVE esi FORMAT PRINTER ...................- = 
eel Qe ane £15 
<edlanac als ES i easements 
eer ct wlll cries SuperBASIC MONITOR .......0........ccsccssesssesseessecneeseenes £7 

UPGRADE for CT Upgrades Programs for Everybody 
(Support Scheme members) 

SUPPORT SCHEME MEMBERSHIP 
fee per annum 
CT ANALYSER (extra memory required) 

MAILMERGE de LUXE 
PDQ-PAYROLL 
SUPPORT SCHEME MEMBERSHIP 

ArchDEV/RTM version 2.38 ....................cccceeeeseeeeeeee 
Pe TUPI, oie coc cccccccccccccoscnesescsgenciuncenansaey 
eae dac bons cecgiadev nen s¥naveuvasiesenet Candee 
FLASHBACK 

fee per annum : NAMES & ADDRESSES (extra memory required) ... 

TRADING ACCOUNTS (extra memory required) (With RTM extension) ............:ccsseseceseceseeeeees £3 

New Users PSION PRINTER INSTALLER and Configurator en- 

Special Discounts for Cash Trader Users hanced and TURBOcharge ..............:::sccccccceeeseesenenes £6 

SUPPORT SCHEME MEMBERSHIP aeons ect cab oi ences <ackaencevyatscn nd eeeae een £8 

fee per annum Paes SaaS wh sa dh oss. -nssnnscasceuedscentesssanvecenge £20 

SPECIAL EDITOR latest edition (extra memory re- 

CN oes eakcon assis cic vasessnssonsecesegeregeBencestavags pranat ad £49.95 

Re NEI ac accu thn ctanumiabds shoes es'ce Godeae the ene he aascntReaee aamaene 

Programs for Leisure a a RRR TRS 
SPELLBOUND and FILEBOUND (compiled version) 

(extra MeMOry required) ............ccccceeseeseeseeteereeeenees £35 

eoean tour ; FILEBOUND (send disc/cartridge and S.a.€.) ..........-. £5 
(extra memory required) TASKMASTER (extra memory required) ...........-.-.- £25 

PSION SUITE upgrades 
versions 2.35 Quill, Abacus, Easel and Archive 

HAR DWAR E version 2.38 £5 each, send disc/cartridge and s.a.e. 

All hardware we sell is tested by us before delivery — ask for special terms for TRUMP CARD 

and NEC drives — 7% PDQL program voucher on hardware purchases. PLUS Unbranded aes. 

discs £20 for 10, Fuji MFDD £32.50 for 10; Fuji MD2DD 5.25 discs £22 for 10. Disc cleaning kits 

£15. THOR enquiries welcomed. 

MANY OTHER General Utility, Archive Utility and Application Systems. NEW Systems or 

adjustments to existing systems built to order. All PDQL SuperBASIC programs are 

TURBOcharged. All PDQL built programs are THOR compatible. 
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TRADING ACCOUNTS 
A brand new flexible Accounts package — Cash Trader Data files 

easily converted — built at the request of Businessmen with extra 
book-keeping needs. 

At least 256k memory required. 
All the advantages of Cash Trader Upgrade plus many new features 
— navigation by initial letter as well as scrolling; varying size 
Groups a feature; Analyser included with Bank Reconciliation 
option, daily summary totals and other features designed to speed 

up both book-keeping and reporting 
Special prices to existing cash Trader users as follows: 

GUOUE RBI TV OT COE oso oss os cegics ssn cepenascosssenncsenasenacers £84 
Upgrade customers ......... * 

Support Scheme Members .................. . £40 
Upgrade customers with CT Analyser ........... . £20 

Support Scheme members with CT Analyser ................. £15 

PDQ PAYROLL 
Takes the aches out of producing the weekly pay-packets. Pre- 

printed pay-slips available. Handles all aspects and reports for 
PAYE PUurpOSe ..1..:...cc0ss.cscencessccsescsnsccncsnenscssncenecssenscnascasecasssnssenes £70 

Annual Support Scheme: .........:...-cessscderssesseceocerseossonsosssnesesens £15 

COMPARE 
Displays in character, HEX or decimal any differences between 
two supposedly identical files, each sector containing a 
mismatch shown on screen; reposition by number and magic 
panel alignment to continue the scan. Program line numbers can 
RO ONTO 85; 5-0 nscch (5. 0acostes e065... -nnnccupnehesentsonaralppsint@pmdaeseash herteay £10 

PDQ-XREF - Indispensable 
Provides a full glossary of user-defined key words in your 
SuperBASIC program. Every occurrence listed in alphabetical order 
with line numbers reference and type of user summary gives 

warnings of names used but not defined, or defined but not used. 
Typing errors immediately Spotted .............ccsceeceeeeeesserseeeseesenetes £15 

LAZARUS raises from the dead those text files lost on disc — grieve 
GUD TIONG cca ckceccstsoctade stotnaasethasexecoidadensaggaiseradonsssctyasseesecenescmmigsnasecoall £20 
SPEEDSCREEN speeds up your QL, window handling, scrolling, etc, 
in Psion and Other Programs ............cccscecceeseeeeeseeeeeseeeeeaeeeeneneneeaes £20 

SPELLBOUND checks as you type 
FILEBOUND (Turbo’d) checks old documents in; 
SPELLBOUND at three words per second (minimum) 

WOIOUWOR sa sdanpectsviccnsensecccssetsevetvevseuslssssvocvsnsveveteeotensserscee £35 
FILEBOUND on its own £5 — send s.a.e. and blank disc/cartridge 

with remittance. 

THE EDITOR SPECIAL EDITION printer driver included, block-copy 
by line, character or column, many other improvements ........ £49.95 
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Computer UNIT 1, HEATON HOUSE 
Systems and CAMDEN STREET 
Software BIRMINGHAM B1 3BZ 

QO2A 200 23SA3 

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR QL AND THOR 
for home or business use — Order from list or write for current catalogue. Prices include 

VAT and postage within the UK. Cheques with orders to, and full descriptive list available 

from, PDQL. Please state details of toolkit, extended memory and/or disc 

UPGRADES: The following programs have been UPGRADED on the dates shown; users 

may UPGRADE their exisiting versions; send master + £5 - SEDIT (Jan 88); RECOVER 

PDQ-XREF and COMPARE (July 87); MAILMERGE de LUXE (Dec 87). 

graFix + SCREEN DUMP 
The printer driver you have been waiting for; now you can print from 

Front Page or Desk Top Publisher on any dot-matrix printer com- 

patible with the QL. Very simple to install. Can rescale your graphics 
horizontally/vertically and it can print sideways .............:ses £16 

IMAGE D 
A brand new three-dimensional drawing system with a difference — 

moves to any required perspective — displays four perspectives on 
demand — shaded options — option to combine a number of 

separate drawings — capable of designing commercial products 
and domestic items — create Own 3D LOGO ............scccssescesseeseeeeeee £24 

CASH TRADER UPGRADE 
The Accounts program built for the small business. It provides a 
complete and easy-to-enter Accounting Routine with instant up-to- 

date Balance sheet, Profit & Loss A/C, Audit Trail, VAT Report and 
VAT Return as well as a Trial Balance. 
Accountants use it - nuff said! 

FOO W OTE oo asisnnnicssnacuihemn-ccqtetiegenianrnctucecndpinptmphaeaped £85 
Existing users (send boot Cartridge) ...............eseeseeees £44 
ANNUAL SUPPOTESONOMC oo55s5.c2cieces scene ccscnesenacseapenenerecgees £15 

CT 2.4 Upgrade for Upgrade users send master disc/cartridges .. £10 
(Support Scheme Members) ...............::ccsccssseeereeeseeeenseees £5 

CT ANALYSER 
Compatible with Cash Trader Upgrade — this new module provides 
the means of producing analyses for management and audit pur- 
poses. Needs extra MEMOTY ............ceseeseeseeseeteenaeeettnteattneessenenees £25 

FLASHBACK the new data handling System ..........-....:seseseeeeees £25 

PSION Suite upgrades: v. 2.38 Archive and vs. 2.35 Quill, Abacus and 
Easel £5 each —sends.a.e. + disc/cartridge with order 

ARCHIVE TUTOR — gives a full explanation of the mysteries of the 
PE CVAVGNARFUA GO L555, Bas iccccinsndeseeicescedota louavesaisvboncahues sdukisd ces Scsendennay £21 
PDQ-COPY — Not merely a fast copier, it can compare two volumes 

displaying file sizes and dates copied, highlighting files of the same 

name but of different sizes. You can copy all files, by Y/N from the 

directory, by (up to three) strings, in alpha or arrival sequence, 
pause before over-writing, formal option, all for ...............::sssssse0+ £8 

SEDIT is the easy way to create or edit your Archives screen; fast, 
coherent and with line graphics; full ink and paper colours ......... £15 
SCREENPRINT prints our your Archive Screen in three pages; as 
displayed, field lengths and co-ordinates; paper and ink colours .. £7 
NAME & ADDRESS (extended memory only) gives a full database 
system, label printing, insert, amend, short and full listings — can be 
converted by you to suit your own special needs .................000088 £18 

(For ArchDEV/RTM users an RTM interface is available at an 
additional £18) 
MAILMERGE de LUXE — The prince of Mailmerge systems designed 
for mail-shots, Club Membership Lists, etc. Write your Quill letter 

and use your Archive d/b to personalise both letter and label ..... £14 
RECOVER — Shed no more tears over your lost Archive database 
POROGCIAT em Ba MEIER iS y io snsce <sne sone dango Awan ckeenccpannsienasadichiodaphces £20 
ARCHIVE D/B ANALYSER scans your database records and reports 
Tiss OUMUESONENRIN CTT TOTO PEE RINNE oes 0s ccsinccvnidapdapdenpnananght-boae-tescundbsadseeseevier £7 
ArchDEV/RTM — The developed and run Time Module Archive 
PACKAGE — VEFSION 2.38 ..........ceescesseeereesrceessereceneesneessnsesseeneeenaees 
TASKMASTER — Multi-tasking in comfort ... 
DOMINATION — at last, time for leisure. THE game of economic and 
WYP IRR Ot IIR ccs odes ngs aces sia dcichassnsia ccd chop enti ipeesapeovtacdasodbedvesanes £9 



packages. 

Product: Graphic 
Construction Kit 

Price: £19.95 

Source: Ul 

Vennhaus 
1000 Dus 

West Germany 

ne of the more 
interesting 
aspects of the 
QL is the ease 
with which 

graphics programs can 
be produced for it. If 
your programming is a 
little shaky, a number of 
software houses have 
produced collections of 
sub-routines which link 
graphic procedures and 
functions into 
SuperBasic, making it 
possible to have the best 
of both worlds — fast 
machine code coupled to 
the relative ease of 
writing in SuperBasic. 

One such collection of 
routines, the Ultrasoft 
Graphic Construction 
Kit, will enable you to 
write a sophisticated 
program for producing 
graphics” screens, 
possibly even rivalling 
many of the commercial 
programs available. 
Although a few of the 
extensions in its reper- 
toire and avail- 
able directly from 
SuperBasic, you have 
machine code options of 
ZOOM from any of four 
screen quarters to full 
screen size; REDUCE 
“shrinks” the screen to 
quarter size; ROLL ro- 
tates a specified area of 
the screen by pixel di- 
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Ron Massey draws his con- 
clusions on a trio of graphics 

mension and _ position, 
pan and scroll, with full 
image wrapping; 
MIRROR, vertical or 
horizontal mirroring of 
either a specified screen 
area or the entire screen. 
RANGE is available for 
setting window sizes in 
terms of either specified 
dimensions or with the 
use of the cursor keys. 
MONO converts a colour 
display into mono- 
chrome. 
A large part of the 

system is devoted to 
manipulating memory, 
enabling whole or speci- 
fied portions of the 
screen to be moved to, 
from and to different 
areas of screen RAM. 
Optionally, defined 
blocks may be deleted 
from memory or even 
saved as individual files. 
An integral screen 

compressor reduces file 
space by about 30 per- 
cent, depending on the 
complexity of the image. 
If used for compressing 
images held in RAM, up 
to 16 channels may be 
used for storage of 
compressed images. 
SET—CUR provides a 
means of controlling a 
graphics cursor; PLOT 
sets a point at the speci- 
fied position and in the 
defined colour. If either 
of those extensions is 
used with the XPOS and 
YPOS extensions, the 
position of the cursor 
will be printed at a 
specified screen 
location. 

One unusual feature 

included with Graphic 
Construction Kit is that 
it includes two exten- 
sions purporting to 
convert Spectrum 
screens to the QL 
format. As I do not have 
a Spectrum, I can make 
no other comment re- 
garding the quality of 
the conversion. 

That Ultrasoft did not 
include a machine code 
FILL routine — or, as it 
is often called, PAINT — 
to distinguish it from the 
SuperBasic somewhat 
flawed FILL in this 
toolkit in its otherwise 
excellent range of 
commands is surprising. 
My only real criticism 

is the presentation of the 
manual. It is supplied as 
eight loose 145mm. 
square sheets — not page 
numbered, so _ finding 
specific information is 
rather difficult. 
The demonstration 

program supplied is very 
impressive. Although it 
is not so fast as, say, Eye- 
Q for many of its 
functions, considering 
the controller program 
is entirely in Basic, its 
speed is more than 
acceptable. It would be 
interesting to see if 

compiling the controller 

program would result in 

an increase in speed. 

Product: GraFix 

Price: £16 
Source: PDQL. Unit 1, 

Heaton House, 

Camden Street, 

Birmingham B1 3BZ 

Tel: 021 200 2313. 

ot off the 
drawing 

board, the 
latest PDQL 
Chas Dillion 

release, GraFix, is a 
printer driver program 
for dumping graphic 
screens produced with 
Front Page Extra and 
Desk Top Publisher to a 
dot matrix printer and 
includes several 
important differences. 
Although supplied 

with their own printer 
drivers, DTP and Extra 
have the limitation that 
they are confined to a 
fixed hard copy size 
relative to the size and 
proportion of the page 
content in the respective 
programs. Also, with the 
best will in the world, it 
has not been possible to 
cater for all the many 
possible printers within 
the structure of the two 
publisher programs. 

If you find you need a 
driver which will cater 
for a ‘variety of 
specialised require- 

ments, GraFix could be 
what you have been 
waiting for. Observing 
the presentation con- 
vention of other PDQL 
programs, user response 
is dialogue-orientated 
and supplies the pro- 
gram with three 
categories of informa- 
tion the type of pub- 
lisher file, Extra or DTP; 
the printer to be used; 
and the scaling, if any, to 
be used. 
The first category 

needs to know four 
things — the publisher 
filename, if a DTP file, 
the page size using DTP, 
whether the DTP page is 
vertical or horizontal 
and whether the ink and 
paper are to be inverted. 
Although intended for 
use with a _ printer 
directly through the 
more obvious serial or 
parallel printer ports, 
GraFix will output to 
any suitable device. 

Since the parameters 
of some printing 
requirements, such as 
scaling or inversion, can 
take up to 20 minutes to 
process, you may find 
that sending the output 
to a file will prove to be 
faster. That may be par- 
ticularly pertinent if 
multiple copies of a 
single page are required. 
One of the most 

interesting features of 
GraFix is the structure 
of its printer —dat file. 
Rather than the usual 
raw data file, gdriver— 
dat is a straight text file 
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i>! which also includes 
considerable documen- 
tation and can be ex- 
panded or modified with 
Quill or any text editor. 
Remarks can _ be 

included anywhere in 
the __dat file; only lines 
beginning with “;” serve 
a functional purpose. 
Lines beginning with “.” 
serve the same purpose 
as the SuperBasic 
“Remark”. Individual 
groups of data pertinent 

ERONEPREEZ 

1C)1 

-- 

gtaFlx -- 

any printe, 
to a specific printer are 
headed by “Name,” and 
the identifying name of 
the driver. 
Following the name of 

a driver, 12 parameters 
are used by GraFix to 
send the correct codes to 
the printer when 
dumping a graphic file. 
Although the majority of 
printer manuals provide 
the information needed 
to build a custom driver 
for your printer and/or 
requirements, users 
with more obscure 
printers may have to 
resort to some experi- 
ment to achieve a suc- 
cessful printout. 
The next stage of 

printer-related dialogue 
concerns selection of a 
specific driver held in 
the gdriver_ dat file; 
names are limited to 20 
characters and are pre- 
sented in a menu. Selec- 
tion of a driver is made 
by its associated ID 
number. If the required 
driver is valid, the 
message ‘‘Selected 
printer: printer_name” 
will be displayed. If the 
driver is either invalid 
or enter< ENTER> is 
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pressed without select- 
ing a driver, the program 
is stopped. 

The final category of 
dialogue will tell the 
program whether to 
scale the screen image or 
not. You are first asked if 
you wish to alter the 
scale of the image. If you 
respond with “y”’, you 
will be asked to enter the 
output scaling figures, 
horizontal and vertical. 
Since the figures being 

entered are for the out- 
put scaling, the QL will 
assume that the x and y 
dimensions are set in the 
ratio as one. 

If you have selected a 
horizontal scaling which 
is wider than the 
capacity of your printer 
the hard copy will scale 
down the horizontal and 
vertical dimensions 
automatically. 
The only limitation 

applicable to GraFix I 
have been able to 
discover is that it 
requires memory ex- 
pansion of the order of 
150K, depending on the 
size of the file to be 
printed. This limitation 
is imposed because the 
entire graphic file has to 
be held in memory. DTP 
page files are a fraction 
less than a 100K in 
length. 
One of the most 

interesting aspects of 
GraFix is its inherent 
flexibility. Provided you 
are willing to experi- 
ment, I would be sur- 
prised if it could be de- 
feated by even the most 
exotic dot matrix 
printer. 

Product: Copyn 

Price: £9.! 

Source: TK Ce 

ouching briefly 
again on the 
subject of media 
security, TK 
Computerware 

is supplying a program 
called Copymate which 
performs a byte-for-byte 
copy of a master car- 
tridge. In effect, the 
program makes an 
attempt to produce an 
exact copy of the 
original, not only in 
terms of the contents of 
the files on a Microdrive 
cartridge but also in the 
sector positions occupied 
by the files. 
When a cartridge is 

formatted some of the 
possible sectors are 
flagged as “bad”. In 
some cases, such sectors 
are genuinely bad and 
are never written to but 
some types of protection 
routines rely on having 
specified sectors defined 
as bad. The odds of 
formatting a cartridge in 
the normal way and get- 
ting the same sectors bad 
are extremely high. 
Once formatting of the 

destination cartridge is 
completed, Copymate 
makes an attempt to 
duplicate the sector map 
contained on the source 
cartridge. If sectors 
flagged as “bad” are 
usable, they will be 
written to. Otherwise, 
Copymate will obtain as 
close a match as pos- 
sible. 
Considering the com- 

plexity of the Microdrive 
file structure, the 
Copymate success rate is 
impressive. Even so, a 
certain amount of luck is 
needed to obtain a 
working secondary 
master and you may 
have to try several car- 
tridges before you find 
one suitable. 
There are all kinds of 

arguments, both for and 
against, regarding the 

ethics of making a pro- 
gram like Copymate 
available. Be that as it 
may, very few software 
publishers use the 
sophisticated protection 
routines developed 
during the early days of 
the QL. 

Most tend to rely on 
the honesty of the 
average user. At most, 
some programs include 
coding exceptional to 
and related to individual 
purchasers. Unfortu- 
nately, however, with- 
out programs like 
Copymate, many of the 
older programs would 
now be unserviceable. 

The master cartridges 
of programs in constant 
use, even when working 
mainly from the man- 
datory back-ups, are 
susceptible to the same 
wear affecting all forms 
of magnetic media. 

My feeling is that pub- 
lishers have every right 
to protect an investment 
which can easily amount 

to thousands of pounds 
but not at the expense of 
the consumer. The type 
of protection systems 
evolved in the computer 
industry have been 
largely successful 
because of the mystique 
surrounding the rela- 
tionship of hardware 
and software. 

Individuals involved 
with the wholesale theft 
of intellectual property 
do not seem to be con- 
cerned unduly with 
protection systems; 
many regard cracking 
protection code and 
piracy as a game, albeit a 
destructive one. So, in 
the end, the argument is 
really unresolvable. 
Perhaps the answer lies 
somewhere in the area of 
finding other alterna- 
tives to the types of pro- 
tection in vogue. 
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UTILITY FILE 
EXTRA 

eeping you in- 
formed about 
the latest 
developments 
of QL products 

reviewed in QL World, this 
edition of Utility File 
updates reports some 
interesting improvements 
to several top-selling 
products available. 

Q Jump has completely 

re-designed its internal 

mouse upgrade. First 

reviewed in the October 

issue, the new slimline 

QIMI has been made even 

more compact by a new 

printed circuit board and 

use of miniaturised com- 

ponents throughout. The 

surface-mounted chips 

have also been re- 

positioned to provide 

security if the PCB is flexed 

during installation. 

Other improvements 

include longer connecting 

pins on the bottom of the 

QIMI PCB, improving the 

connection of QIMI with the 

two IC sockets into which it 

is located. 
Prospective new users of 

the QIMI mouse interface 

or those wishing to upgrade 

existing systems have the 

option for an additional £10 

of obtaining the QIMI with 

a real-time clock back-up, 

complete with a re- 

chargeable nickel-cadmium 

battery. 
Reliability of the battery 

backed-up clock system is 

said to be largely dependent 

not only on the QL ROM 

version but on the version 

of 68008 chip as well. 

Generally, however, reli- 

ability of the clock main- 

taining its set time is 

reported to be very good. 
Palantir has released an 

upgrade for its Inkwell font 

editor and print utility 

program. The revised ver- 

sion of this popular pro- 

gram, Inkwell DeLuxe, 

includes two new functions 
— the baud rate can be 

changed in the program 

and users can alter the bit 

image mode. 
The latter feature enables 

Inkwell to work with 

printers which have only a 

single-density _ bit-image 

mode and can accommo- 
date quad-density mode on 
printers having this 
feature. As with the earlier 
versions of Inkwell, print- 
ing defaults to double- 

density. 
Other additions to 

DeLuxe include a provision 
for displaying a -—lis 
document on-screen in a 

close approximation of the 

way it will appear in its 

printed form. This feature 
can save considerable time 
and expense by eliminating 
the necessity of printing 

test runs. 
Although provided with 

the particularly good font 
editor included with earlier 
versions of the program, 
two new fonts have been 

added to the DeLuxe rep- 

ertoire. 
With never-ending 

enthusiasm for a very good 

product, Gap Software has 
released a new version of 

Front Page Extra which 

includes a number of 

revised and some com- 

pletely new features. 
Graphic fonts are now 
supported and Extra is 

supplied with five types, 

with a built-in facility to 
design additional fonts by 
amending those included in 
the sample file or by using 
the Extra drawing facility. 
Alternatively, Gap will be 
releasing new fonts for use 
with Extra. 
Full file-handling 

facilities are provided to 
store, save and load any 
number of fonts and a 
demonstration file is pro- 
vided to give users new to 
the art of font construction 
an idea of the process in- 
volved. The line drawing 
routine available with 
keypresses <F3> <F3>, 
has been completely re- 
written and is now faster. 
Additional drawing options 
are provided for MOVE, 
DRAW or WIPE modes. 
MOVE, incidentally, now 
no longer erases. 
Double-pass_ printing, 

superimposing dots over 
the previous pass of the 
printer head, now offsets 
registration slightly on the 
second pass, improving 
print quality. Extra is now 
completely compatible with 
the Sector Taskmaster and 
the Thor. 

Are You a QL Archive User? 

If you are, then 

‘Managing Data with QL Archive’, 
by Albert Russell, 

is the book for you! 

* Excellent introduction to using QL. 

* Explains how to create, sort, search, updaie, 

collate and analyse records. 

* Provides a programmable database system that 

can be tailored precisely to the handling of 

business records. 

ISBN 0 273 02602 X/£7.95 

Other related titles are: 

Good Programming with QL SuperBASIC 

0 582 296625 £7.50 

Word Processing with QL Quill 

0 582 29665 X £7.95 

Calculating with QL Abacus 

0 582 296757 £8.95 
How to Order 

Tel: 0704-26881 
For full catalogue details and further information please contact: 

Sharon Nugent 
Pitman Publishing 
128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN 
Tel: 01-379 7383 

Prices are subject to change without prior notice. 

1/88/M/SN 
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Please contact our distribution centre at Southport: 

Pitman 

ua Tony Firshman Services 

“COMPUTER CLEANER Tried and tested mains filters. Fullspec—LCR ~ 

filters + spike suppression. 40 to 80 db noise reduction. 130 joule 

cut in < 10ns for each spike filter. 

“A test rig supports it’s claims to being an effective and efficient design. 

Response time to mains variations is somewhat better than 

advertised” — Ron Massey QL World (Sept '87) 

1-way (5a-LCR + one spike filter) 

3-way (5a-LCR + 3 spike filters (L/N, LE, N/E) ....0-.500s. 

4-way (13a - spec as 3-way + 1.5m lead) 

Fed up with your existing software? 
Want a multitask with an expanded QL? 
Want to send files using XMODEM? 
Want incoming log to printer/files? 
Our software will do all this and much, much more 

Viewdata/ASCii/VT52, phonebook with qutodial/log on. Viewdata and text 

editors. Transmit files. Phonebooks for Astracom (incl Hayes Version), 

Tandata/Miracle QL Modem & Modaptor (incl PLUS version) £30 

ASTRACOM intelligent modem with text status messages. V21/23 Hayes 

protocol, parallel printer port (6k buffer), with QL ser2 lead 

MPT GUMEINOD 5. rccncrestccsactdatonessbasiacecacness nddudhees das tetedtosoyiesenvssdvinetans 

As above with 1200/1200 full duplex (v22) . 

V22 upgrade to existing Astracoms 
(Converts to Hayes — ring for details) ..........:csesssseseeresesisseneeneneneneanenes £98 

QL TELEPEN BARCODER Read and write ASCII barcodes (text, numbers 

etc) - for EPSON compatible printers. Will print ASCIl text from keyboard 

or file (Quill print files. Basic programs, Psion export files etc). Use for 

archiving, stock control, library booking etc. 8085 processor. 

TELEPEN Barcoder (renovated professional model > £500) 

+ QL program 

1.5m serial lead (std QL lead with 25 pin plug via ser2) 

1.5m serial lead (25 pin socket via ser1) 

Prices inclusive of VAT, post and packing 

12 Bouverie Place, London W2 1RB. Tel: 01-724 9053 

Telex: 265451 (quoting BT Gold 72:MAG90645) 

Prestel MBX: 017249053 
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3D DESIGNER 

The outstanding new 3D CAD 
package that allows you to create 
and rotate Wireframe graphics 
* Real time rotation - watch it on-screen 
#* Fast and flicker-free display 
%* Easy to use - online help. 

# Magnify and shrink 
#* 2D elevation display 
# Runs on an unexpanded QL 
* Full design/edit features 
3% Supplied with comprehensive manual 
A fully professional 3D graphics 

program. Suitable for all kinds of CAD 
applications - and great fun too! 

Sinclair QL Adventures £2.50 
Quill, Easel, Archive & Ab al £4.00 
Inside the Sinclair OL (Hardwar £6.00 
Advanced Programming with ine Bincia QL £4.00 
Using Graphics on the Sinclair O £4.00 
Qu cg £4.00 
Quatum £4.00 
cadet Language erounmme: on the Sinclair Ql £7.95 
QL Service Manual £8 
QL Handbook £6.95 
OL Games Compendium £6.95 

Cartridge Doctor Exploring Artificial Intelligence on the OL £3.50 
Copier £2 How 10 compulerise your business successiully £3.00 
Eye-O £26 Sinclair QDOS Companion £6.96 
Turbo £82 The Big Red Book of C £7.50 
QFlash &Toolki! £19 
QL RAM Diec (Graphiql- ) £13 

rump Card 
rump Card & Singie Drive 
rump Card & Dual Drive 

Buy any of the above Trump Card Systems and we'll swap 
your used microdiives for NEW DSDD 3.5° dscs 1 for 1 

or 
Moriville Manor 
Jungle E ddl 
QLiberator Budge! Version 

on 

Sandy Disc Inierlace t 66 
Interface & Dual Drive £276 HARDWARE 

UK: FREE on orders over £10 
£1 on orders under £10 

Europe: £1 plus £1 per book 
Oulside Europe wrile 

Book Pack 2 
Centronics Printer Interface £ 20 90 * 3.5" Lockable Storage Box £ 12 QDOS Companion only £10 
Citizen 120D Printer £200 | 10" bo ben f : age OLE 
Serato t 8 | Tobeoo Unbranied Gload 35° decs £11 Inside the OL (Hardware) Keyboard Membrane £7 s Miracle E xpanderam £76 ervice Manual 
Microdrive Cartridges £ 1.80 | Oflash Ram Disc £18 Quantum Theory 
Miracle Modem £ 42 Oflash Ram Disc (rom) £ 26 RRP: over £40, Now only £22 |/Exploring Artificial Intelligence on the OL 

Schon Keyboard £ 54 | Mouse Mal t 7 UK « wie totes wee Quilt, Easel Archive 6 Abaous 
Sandy Keyboard £ 95 Elite Joystick e le ROTW=£.10 y r 

MPC Software, 72, Julian Rd, West Bridgford, Nollm. NG2 SAN 
Tet (0602) 820106455114 

Mal ord only 

TYPE 22 
by J G Burns 

An excellent naval simulation 
program - one of the largest ever | 
written for any machine, which has | 

taken nearly two years to develop. 
Type 22 is an accurate real-time 

simulation of a Royal Navy Type 22 frigate. 
You will be attacked by enemy aircraft, 

missiles, submarines and ships and will | 
have to deal with over 20 targets at once. 
The program uses a comprehensive and 

well thought out scoring system which 
gauges your performance accurately. The 

military detail is true to life throughout. 
Supplied with full instructions and 
guaranteed to give you hours of 

enjoyment. No two games are the same! 

Special Offers 
Tankbusters & Deathsirike 

7 QL Books f for on ly £10 
be clon 10 

Using Graphics on ine Sinclair OL 
Derebene ee on the — OL 

Miroducing the Sinciai 
aa fea non ihe a 

Advanced P) pring by bod 
Desk top compunne with f Hak QL 

RRP: over £50 
Postake: UK « tree, Europe » £8, ROTW «= £16 

Book Pack 3 

Postage UK « free, Europe « £7, ROTW «= £14 



computer?’’ 

ith its impress- 

ive power and 

sophisticated 

software the 

Sinclair QL 
attracts a surprisingly large 

following among peopie who 

would not describe them- 

selves as computer literate. 
While Sinclair QL World 
strives to cater for all QL 
users, many articles and even 

some advertisements assume 
an understanding of a number 

of computing concepts and the 

technical terms used to 

describe them. Letters we 
receive suggest that is not so. 

This short series is designed 
to introduce the newcomer to 

the fundamentals of comput- 
ing concepts, technical terms 

and jargon. 

Computing can be broken 
into three distinct areas — the 

physical parts of a computer 

system, the programs runona 

system, and the programming 

languages in which programs 

are written. The series is 
divided in the same way. This 

month's topic is hardware. 

First, what is a computer? 

That might seem to be a 

18 

In the first of three articles on 

beginning computing, Mike Lloyd asks 

the ultimate question: ‘‘Whatis a 

ridiculously easy question but 

few computer owners will 

know the correct answer. 
Imagine your QL at work. 
Unpiug the screen display. Is 

what remains still a com- 

puter? Of course it is. The 
screen is just an ancillary de- 

vice or peripheral to allow you 
to see the computer output. 

Unscrew the casing and 
remove -—- only in your 
imagination — the keyboard, 
the Microdrive mechanisms, 

the buzzer and the electronics 

which produce television pic- 

ture signals. Do the depleted 
remains of the circuit board 

constitute a computer? 

Surprising 

Bearing in mind that what is 
left is virtually useless by 
itself, it might be surprising 

that they do. The components 

removed are not essential 

parts of the computer but 

rather components of a com- 

puter system. 

A computer has five essen- 

tial parts. At its heart it must 

have a memory store, an 

arithmetic logic unit and a 

control unit. The memory 

store, a series of silicon chips, 

is divided into two parts. One 
part stores its contents per- 

manently and although its 
contents can be read they 

cannot be altered, this part is 

known as the read only 
memory. The ROM contains a 
series of instructions which 
guide the computer in its 
dealings with the rest of the 
system, particularly the hand- 

ling of the information it 

receives and disseminates. 
This is called Qdos and it is 

an example of an operating 
system. The ROM also con- 
tains instructions allowing the 

computer to interpret and 
obey commands given by a 

programmer. These are 
called collectively 
SuperBasic, a computer pro- 

gramming language. 

The second part of the 
memory store is more temp- 
orary. Information held there 

can be changed, moved 
around and over-written. 

Because the computer can 

reach for information from any 

part of this memory area at 

will itis called random access 

memory. its_ flexibility is 

somewhat offset by the need 
for a constant electrical 
supply to maintain the infor- 
mation heid in it. Turn off the 
power to the QL and in little 

more than one-fiftieth of a 

second the RAM will be 

empty. 

Precise 

Information is held in the 
form of patterns of electrical 
signais. Each pattern repre- 

sents a precise value. The 
ALU performs calculations on 

those values. On small com- 
puters like the QL and ALU 

cannot work directly on values 

stored in the memory area but 
only when they have been 
moved to a central location. 
information is thus being ex- 
tracted constantly from 
memory, taken to where it can 
be manipulated and then 

returned to the memory . 

All this moving of informa- 

tion, along with much else, is 
governed by the control unit. 

The control unit, the ALU and 

the number processing area 
are all combined on to one 

chip, called the central 
processing unit. 
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The other two essentials of 
a computer are the means to 
acquire input and the means 
to deliver output, jointly called 
1/0. information must be 
obtained from somewhere 
and, if it is to be of any use, it 
must eventually go some- 

where. Sources of information 
include the keyboard and 

Microdrives. Destinations for 
information include’ the 

screen display, printers and, 
again, Microdrives. So far as 
the computer is concerned 

both input and output are 

streams of electrical signals 
and what their sources or 

destinations matter little. 

Qdos does the worrying for it. 
CPUs are measured by the 

speed at which they work, the 
size of their processing area 
and the size of the portions of 
data on which they operate. 

Speed is measured in millions 
of operations per second or 

MHz. The QL CPU works at a 
constant speed of 7.5MHz. The 
controversy surrounding the 
other factors is better 
understood by examining how 
computers hoid information. 

Everything in the computer 
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memory is stored in patterns 
of electrical impulses. Circuits 
either hold power or they do 
not, i.e., they are ON or OFF. 
That has obvious parallels 
with the binary counting 

system where the only digits 
are one and zero, hence each 
impulse is known as a Dit or 
binary digit. One bit can hold 
very little information but each 
extra bit added to a pattern 

doubles the number of varia- 
tions of ons and offs which can 
be obtained. The QL memory 
is arranged to hold informa- 
tion in patterns of eight bits, 
called bytes. 

Any value 

Each byte can represent 
any value between zero and 
255. In other words, there are 

256 patterns which can be 
made with eight bits. Every- 
thing in the QL memory, 
without exception, exists as 

one or more bytes. Memory 
size is measured in thousands 

of bytes or kilobytes, often 
abbreviated to KB or just K. 
One kilobyte is more strictly 
defined as being 2°, or 

1,024 bytes — the influence of — 
binary again — and 
computer like the QL has 
131,072 bytes of memory 
space. 
The physical link escwens 

the memory chips and the 

CPU down which data travels 
is called a data bus and it is 
made of eight parallel wires 
along which impulses flow in 
both directions, one byte at a 
time. Having arrived inside 
the CPU, the bytes can be re- 
arranged into groups of one 
byte, two bytes or four bytes in 
temporary storage locations 
called registers. It is there that 
the ALU can perform arith- 
metic on them. The QL has 17 

registers, all of which can hoid 
up to four bytes or 32 bits. 
Thus the QL CPU has an 8-bit 
data bus but a 32-bit internal 
architecture. 

Controversy 

Controversy arises when 
the chip is described as being 
8-bit or 32-bit without specify- 
ing exactly what feature of the 
chip that describes. Sinclair 
was very keen to emphasise 
the 32-bit properties of the 
chip but critics of the QL never 
Saw beyond the 8-bit data bus. 
So far as the ordinary user is 
concerned the debate is 
academic, because their 
interest lies in how fast the 
computer handles useful 
programs. 

Having stripped the com- 

puter to its essentials it is time 
to restore it to the state in 
which it can be used. The 
Keyboard, buzzer, Micro- 

drives and the TV set or 
monitor are examples of per- 

ipherals, things attached to 
the basic computer to turn it 
into a usable computer 

system. Qdos calls all the 
major sources of information 

devices. 

Another device which can 
be added to the QL is a disc 
drive which, like Microdrives, 
provides a semi-permanent 
method of storing information. 
lf a Microdrive is like a tape 

recorder, a disc drive is like a 
record player — both store 
information as small magnetic 
fluctations imprinted on a 
special surface. They are 
produced electrically but 
persist after the power source 
has been removed. Disc 
drives give much faster 
access to information than 
Microdrives and store much 
more information on one disc 

4 

ay Gost much more than 

o yes drives can 
attached to the QL via a 

- suitable interface which slots 
into the left-hand side of the 
computer. Many _ interfaces 
include extra chips which 
provide © additional memory 
and also include ROM chips 
which contain new com- 
mands. 

Peripherals 

The QL can be connected to 
a television set via its aerial 
socket but improved quality 
displays can be obtained by 
using a monitor, a television- 
like device which has none of 

the components which allow it 
to receive broadcast tele- 
vision pictures. Connection is 
via a special cabie in place of 
the co-axial aerial cable. 

Other peripherals include 
modems, which allow the QL 
to transfer data via telephone 
lines to and from other com- 
puters; high-quality key-_ 
boards, often described as 
iBM-style because of the 
layout of their keys, and — 

printers. 

Printers 

Printers fall into three basic _ 
categories. Dot matrix — 
printers create letters from — 
patterns of dots, are capable © 

of producing pictures such as 
graphs or screen images, 
work very fast but sometimes _ 

lack print quality. Daisywheel — 
printers produce high-quality — 
printing from a circular 
printhead at a fairly slow rate 

and cannot produce graphics. _ 
Finally, /aser printers are fast, 
versatile, high-quality and 
very expensive. 

Having assembled the 
hardware of a computer 
system it needs to be given 
instructions. The easiest way 
to achieve it is to use pro- 
grams written by somebody 
else, the subject of next 
month's instalment. 



QUANTUM COMPUTING 
PRESENTS 

QMONIX CODE SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

Item Name Price 

# U01 Cloney The Copycat £10.00 Type-22 Talent 14.95 Deathstrike Talent 

#U17 *Qmonix File Manager £14.00 Hover Zone Talent 11.95 Farmer Talent 

B10 *@monix Adress Book na | | Serer a Us Se Bic 
# Bll Qmonix Checkbook Manager £19.00 Karate Eidersoft 11.95 BJin3DLand Eidersoft 

# $01 Qmonix Keyboard Drill Sergeant £10.00 BJ the Return Eidersoft 8.95 Super Croupier Pyramide 

# bs i i 
Mister Smith Pyramide 8.95 Vroom Pyramide 

> *QL on Aid £14.00 Wanderer Pyramide 11.95 Othello 3D Pyramide 

ROU! Qmonix Computer Chef £14.00 3D Chess Psion 15.95 Match Point Psion 

# G05 *QL Tabletop Draw Poker £10.00 Flight Simulator Microdeal 16.95 Ql Defusion Realtime 

4 C08 *Qmonix 300 Baud Conference £15.00 S. Davis Snooker CDS 11.95 Bridge Player 2 C.P. Soft 

; Scrabble L.Genius 11.95 Tank Busters Sellasott 

4 Game Pack (BJ Returns, Citadel, Zapper, Eagle) ... Eidersoft 13.95 

ADVENTURES Only Only 

<< Talent 11.95 

Nemesis Talent 11.95 Zkul Talent 11.95 

West Talent 11.95 Mortville Manor wo. Pyramide 11.95 

ART AND DESIGN Only Only 

Datacad 2 Datakey 17.50 The Designer Pyramide 11.95 

Graphic Toolkit Pyramide 9.95 Nucleon Pyramide 11.95 

GraphiQL + Talent 19.95 TechniQL Talent 39.95 

UTILITIES AND BUSINESS Only Only 

Basic-Ally Talent 15.95 Spellbound Sector 29.95 
14.00 

Multi-Window Terminal Program 

Gridland-Holocast £9.00 
(nuclear war simulation game) 

Now you can conduct your very own multi player nuclear war simulation. 

Right within the privacy of your own home. 

QCAL! 
Memory resident pop-up background calendar for the QL. 

* Means Programs Require Supertoolkit II Commands 

Quest for the Dragon Sword 11.95 Horrorday 

To Order Contact: 
Task Master Sector 24.95 Datakey ..... Datakey 

Touch T: t Sector 9.95 Ram Disk/Spoole' Talent 7.95 

IN EUROPE: Onn a a orenk 1806 (BERiSlhy pea “Talent 15.95 

HB COMPUTER SALES Cartridge Doctor Talent 11.95 Cosmos Talent 11.95 

LITTLETON HOUSE 
ICE (eprom) 24.95 Drawing Office 19.95  ArtiCE 

LITTLETON ROAD ASHFORD 
‘ 11.95 CholCE 

MIDDLESEX TW15 1UQ 
TELEPHONE: ASHFORD (MX) 0784 248616 Joystick Adaptor 

Quickshot 2 joystick 8.00 20Cartridges 

Quickshot TURBO joystick 13.00 3.5" Disks (10°DS/DD) 

Miracle Trump Card 189.00 Centronics Interface .... 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS POST 

Telephone (0636) 79097 for 24 Hour Credit Card Hot-Line or send 

Cheque/PO to: 

— 
BYTEBACK swencsie 

J. TONY TEBBY Software (QJUMP) 

IN AMERICA: 
QUANTUM COMPUTING 

BOX 1280 
DOVER, NEW JERSEY 07801 — USA 

TELEPHONE: (201) 328-8846 

QL SUPERTOOL KIT Il by Tony Tebby QRAM “new” M “new” COMPLETE OL MULTITASKING FRONT END A TRULY 

THE ULTIMATE QL ENHANCEMENT AMAZING DEVELOPMENT FROM QJUMP POP UP MENUS, FAST | 

Over 118 Commands:- Full Screen Editor, Key Define Print Using, RAM DISC, UTILITIES, HOTKEYS SCREEN/WINDOW DUMPS, dy 

Last Line Recall, Altkey, Job Control, File Handling, Default PRINT SPOOLER ETC @£ 29.90d [> ( 

Directories, Extended Network QIMI QL Internal Mouse Interface. Keeps your Rom port free OPEN I 

16K Eprom Cartridge VersiOn .......er.sssusn @E€ 29.90d Qim! + R/T BBU \ sactvecesvene @E 39.790 fn) Ss 

Configurable Version on Microdrive @£ 28.754 imi + QRAM af 63.25¢ Sam-5pm Mon-Thu ) 

SANDY PRODUCTS QIMI + MOUSE af 79.35¢ Sam-4pm Fri-Sat R 

Sandy SuperQboard (512k, TOOLKIT II etc) @£187.45d IMI + MOUSE + QRAM @E£ 98.90c 
Sandy 512k THRU-CARD @e 86.25d QFLP (Micro/P disc interface upgrade) @Z 14.95¢ Q 

ones a” eS & QRAM Front End @£105.80d QMON II Microdrive eit west @£ 19.95¢ YW YP fli 

indy Disc + Printer Interface + Utilities QMED (Medic disc interf: rad at @£ 80.50d ic ace upgrade) . 14.95¢ INI m 

par il a om ea ca QPTR Pointer Interface m/drive (atte @f 34.50c \ ta 

ultitasking Front End by Tony Tebby. Quality Mouse, PTR +35" 

512K RAM, SUPERTOOLKIT II, Disc and Printer Interface, oe Se nceenea 4 es aie + re a 800 ST ALBANS ROAD, Qi 

Cadpak Graphics ..... £236.90 remem ee EE ; 

Hard disk and disk i/face with 1 Mb RAM — Please call for ZITASOFT Software By Steve Jones GARSTON, WATFORD, = 

ps LOCKSMITHE copies M/DRIVE — M/DRIVE ...ccccs0ne @E 11.500 HERTS. WD2-6NL : 

OL HARDWARE 
4MATTER + LOCKSMITH copies M/DRIVE — DISC ...... @£ 23.00c ~ z 

R SHRIVEL memory shrink prog user definable ie 128k or 192k or 256k Tel: 0923-6721 02 

Single 3.5" Disc Drive & (Own PSU) @£115.00a_ etc... cai ootibbcee  G@E 6.90c : Inf 

Dual 3.5" Disc Drive & (Own PSU) .. : @£195.50a ae. utilities to allow the creation of customised mdv doctor shi 

“Multi Drive 5.25" - 3.5" @£218.50b : . sssseesseee @E 11.50¢ con 

Citizen LSP — 10 printer .... ; a £186.30a poco puntooba amazing PRINT utilities Screen dumps to any size dat; 

7 aoe Membrane @£ 13.80d A anaes stamp to 20ft banners Prints sideways, roti 

i Base Computer aoe @£139.15a = SI + : _ 

QEPIII Advanced Eprom Programmer @£121.90d ‘ella Mode, Sn aeet ae time 

Care Eprom Cartridges each @£ 8.05c ; — hun 

Eprom 27128 250n/s 16K .. @e 5.75¢ 
field 

atch £ 89.93 

MAGNETIC MEDIA Philips BM7522 Amber Hi-Res ......... ies ct ae 92 ae QO Fielc 

Microdrives (each) a 1.98c¢ — Philips CM8833 “new” Colour Med- @£289.80a a lines 
3.5" (each) ........ 1 af 2.30c Philips AV7300 Tv/Tuner for abOVE ...........-+-000» £ y anti 

3.5" (10 Of), ssccesseenne «© 20706 Philips Tv/Monitor 1010 Bo GE 74756 each 
: Remote Tv/Monitor 1210 ... Gittins @£262.20a 

THE Q CONTROL BOARD READYMADE LEADS aife79.45a 
As specified in the Colin Oppie Connextions Series — RGB QL DIN to Phono ra @& 5.75¢ 

— = details @£ 89.95d so 8-6 pin DIN Bama ERTL @£ 7.13¢ DELUXE Quicl 

nalogue/digital chip @£ 26.91c B 8-7 pin DIN (Hitachi) .... + OE 7.13c i 

C RGB 8-7 pin DIN (Ferguson) ae eae SIDEWINDER Quick 

ross Assembler 8048 or 6502 af 18.40c RGB 8 pin to SCART (Euro) € 9.43c RT va ces a ; 

OL GAMES 6way PCC-25way ‘D’ (Printer-Ser1) ....... @t age = wl Te 

AMBITION By Way Ahead ..... GE 19.95¢ “epee Please add carriage. 2-£1035 b-£5.75 Q 

Business Orientated Strategy “Super Monopoly” rs HOW TO ORDER: BLS c-£1.15 d-£2.30 

DUEVAHTZEE  cecicsccocccrecersonersnnesnreresrsisaeersnsssvsesromseoensesorees @E. 9.206, BY Past Enclose your Cheque/P.0. made payable to CARE tlectronics. Or use ACCESS/VISA. Allow 7 days for delivery ‘ ‘ae ‘a 48 48 I a aw / Sinclair/( 



THE BEST YET! 

SPEEDSCREEN ROM 

SPEEDSCREEN, the fast QL display upgrade, is now available asa 
plug-in ROM cartridge - faster and more flexible than before. 
Upgrades are available for existing users. 

SPEEDSCREEN makes software faster and easier to use, by 
replacing slow routines inside Sinclair's QL with new code that's 
up to 12.6 times faster displaying text, or 8.2 times faster at 
scrolling. Cursor and window clearing operations are also much 
faster. Displays look just the same, but appear much more quickly. 

The SPEEDSCREEN ROM uses the latest fast components: a QL 
can read code data in our cartridge twice as quickly as code in its 
internal memory. The SPEEDSCREEN ROM is even faster than 
most makes of add-on memory. It's instantly available when you 
turn it on, and speeds up the display without using up any of your 
program or data memory. 

Programmers: ROM SPEEDSCREEN supports FOUR COLOUR 
FOUNTS - character sets printed up to 12.6 times faster than 
normal, where each character can contain red, green, black and 
white dots anywhere on a 72 pixel grid. All versions of 

SPEEDSCREEN come with Toolkit commands, new character 

sets, test and design utilities, plus full documentation. 

News of QUICKFAX 

the follow up to SPEEDSCREEN 

so a short entry in a big box does not waste Quickfax can be used as a stand-alone ‘card 
space in memory or on a file. file’ data base, or as a “database engine’ for 

other programs. It is much faster, friendlier, ‘ Helpful information, reminders, or prompts 
and more reliable than Archive. can also appear on the card in your choice of 

colours. You can have several card layouts 

for a given file, and swap between them as 

you work 

Our prototype running on a QL with CST 
RAM and floppy disc, can find data (eg. a 
surname) anywhere in an un-sorted file of 
215,00 characters in less than one second. 
Records can be inserted or deleted instantly. 

REPORTS 
Quickfax can issue flexible printed reports to 

odeWorks 
P.O. BOX 1095, BIRMINGHAM 
B17 OEJ, U.K. 

oo “Does it work? My answer is a definite yes, 

and the proof of this is that when I do not load it 

and use something screen-intensive, like Quill or 

Editor, I wonder what on earth is wrong, as 

everything seems slowed down. The effects of 

TURBOQUILL+ and SPEEDSCREEN are 

additive and make Quill very acceptable in use. I 

think SPEEDSCREEN will be one of those 

programs no one will want to be without.” 

Review in QUANTA, January 1988. 

the package is well thought-out, thoroughly tested, 

easy to use and sensibly priced...it has the 
advantage of enhancing almost every piece of 

software available, without requiring any 

computer literacy from the user..SPEEDSCREEN 

will be very popular indeed.”” 

Review in QL World, December 1987. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

The QL SPEEDSCREEN package costs £30 

021 426 5199 

Quickfax loads a 102,400 byte file from 
floppy disc in eight seconds, or from 
microdrive in 18 seconds. Microdrive SAVE 

takes 20 seconds. 

Quickfax copes with sorted files of up to 

32,760 records. Individual items in each 

record can be up to 32,760 characters long. 

CARD FILE 
Information can be flicked through on the 
screen, like a box card file. Each record 
contains ‘fields’: boxes on the screen where 

data can be entered or edited. 

you can move, add or delete boxes at any 

time. There's no problem if you enter a few 
hundred records and find you need an extra 

field - you just add it on. 

Fields can be any rectangular shape up to 22 
lines long, with ‘word wrapping’ at the end of 

each line. Only the data you enter is stored, 

any device, with numbered pages, a choice of 
columns or blocks of text, and whatever 

fields and headings you choose. Records can 
be ‘selected’, much as in Archive, so you can 
limit reports to certain exceptional records 

Quickfax can sort data into ascending or 

descending order, based on the value of any 
field, or a sequence of fields. Data can be 
loaded into Quickfax from Archive, Quill or 

any text file, with no need to re-type. 

PROGRAMMERS 
Quickfax doesn’t force you to learn a new 

programming language. It multi-tasks and 

communicate instantly with any language 

that supports “pipes” - ¢.g. interpreted or 

compiled SuperBASIC, Pascal C or 

Assembler - so you can write programs that 

read, Write, and compute Quickfax data, 
using Quickfax to keep records in order, 

adding whatever ‘front end gloss’ you want. 
Quickfax runs as an independant task. 

Quickfax is being developed and tested now If you want to be notified in writing as soon as 

Quickfax is available, please send us a Stamped Addressed Envelope. 

Take the brakes off your QL 
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complete, for the ROMCartridge, utility 

files, manual and ROM implementation 

notes. Please tell us whether you want 

the extra utility software on microdrive, 

5.25 or 3.5 inch 1440 sector floppy disc. 

UPGRADES from the RAM version cost 

£20 - please state the serial number 

printed on your original disk or cartridge 

when ordering an upgrade. You keep the 

RAM version: we send the ROM cartridge 

and extra documentation. 

The RAM version of SPEEDSCREEN is 
still available, priced £20, On microdrive 

or disc (please specify). 

All SPEEDSCREEN versions are 
available now. Prices include first class 

or airmail postage anywhere. PAYMENT 
MUST BE IN STERLING: 
UK P.O's or cheques, Eurocheques or 

Bank Drafts. 7 day service. 

THOR owners: SPEEDSCREEN for the 

THOR is available direct from CST. 
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fter negotiating the traffic to the 

office | open the door, switch off 

the alarm and switch on the 

coffee percolator. It is 9.10am. | 

think | should have stayed in 

bed — it was warmer and tidier. 

The next task is to play back the Robin 

answerphone, courtesy British Telecom, 

and collect the messages from sometime 

since 9 pm the previous evening. | light my 

pipe continually and restore the tissues 

with a mug of coffee before collecting the 

post. The damp weather can cause prob- 

lems both with the Minolta photocopier 

and the computer equipment. | am grateful 

for the storage heaters. As a precaution | 

switch on the electric fire. 

The post consists of assorted orders, 

enquiries, queries on supplied programs 

and circulars. | power up the QL, a JS ROM 

Acai 
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“She’s telling Ronnie how to avoid 

another crash.” 

A DAY IN THE LIFE 

The QL 

hates a 

vacuum 
version with Trump Card and NEC drives 

from Miracle. | am testing the Trump Card 

and drives before despatching to a 

customer. | use a Microvitec 653 Cub 

colour monitor. | also have Medic (512K) 

and in PCML (256K) interfaces with 

Cumana 5.25 in disc drives to cater for all 

customer requirements. A Thor is also 

available. We insist that our programs are 

Thor-compatible. The Trump Card and 

NEC 3.5in drives suit my purposes the 

best. 
| do not enable the Trump Card toolkit 

because most of the PDQL programs | use 

operate with Turbo Toolkit. | load 

Speedscreen and then run the boot file on 

my system disc. This was built specially by 

Chas Dillon; it loads Turbo Toolkit and 

requires me to enter the date and time. 

The menu is displayed from which | can 

select any of the Psion programs, our own 

PDQ-Copy or Compare or go _ into 

SuperBasic. | have Taskmaster but am not 

using it since | will be running only multi- 

taskable programs. 

From SuperBasic | run ED/TOR v. 2.05. 
Before | can begin the day’s corres- 

pondence the telephone — Viscount 4 — 

rings; | have a digital telephone with the 

facilities of Star services. Although there 

is only one line | can engage in three-way 

conversation or put the current caller on 

hold while | talk to the next caller or ask 

him to wait. | can also re-direct callers 

when | am away rather than rely on the 

Robin. | can store 10 of my most-used 

numbers and key them in with code. The 

re-dial button is also a time-saver. 
The caller has a problem with Archive 

2.38 which | sent to him recently. Locate 

appears not to work. What we need to 

know is what error message he receives 

or what other problem he has experi- 

enced. It is also helpful to know his 

environment and what else is in the 

machine. 

It appears that the version | supplied, on 

disc, was configured by me for data on 

flp2, not unreasonably. He has a single 

disc drive. | advise him to re-configure, 

using config—bas or our compiled and 

debugged version, to re-configure Archive 

to flp1— use for both system and data. 

Cleaning again 

Another call, another problem. A Trump 

Card purchaser cannot use the copy 

command from the toolkit. Have you typed 

in tk2—ext? | ask. He has not. All is joy and 

light for a few moments. He rings again to 

say that still copy will not work and there 

are problems with flpi— which is not 
functioning. | suggest that there are three 

possible solutions — the heads and the QL 

board need cleaning; the Trump Card 
should be removed carefully but replaced 

firmly so that all connections are made; 

return the equipment and we will examine 

it. He telephones 10 minutes later and 

confirms that it was the connections. With 

Trump Card properly in position all was 

well. 
| usher a visitor into the computer room. 

Would | demonstrate Cash Trader Up- 

grade. He knows nothing about computers 

and is starting a new business with a new 

QL: he is considering a Sandy 

SuperQBoard. The CT demonstration is 

easy and impresses him. The important 

question is whether the system is suitable 
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John Silk of PDQL faces another tough day 

in the life of a QL user. 

A re! i cations 

for him, or whether he needs the more 

flexible — and slightly more expensive 
Trading Accounts — the latter needing 

extra money. Both systems are used and 

welcomed by accountants, especially with 
Analyser, also requiring extra memory, 

which can generate any ledger account in 
date analysis and date order regardless of 
the date of input. 

His business depends on nine or 10 
customers with 15 products. | tell him that, 

apart from not being able to take 

advantage of Analyser, Cash Trader on his 

standard QL will cope with his accounting 
needs. He takes the four-cartridge version 

and leaves with the intention of acquiring 

extra memory. 

The telephone brings a frustrated Ar- 

chive user to the line. He had just added 25 

records to his jazz record database when 

his wife switched on the vacuum cleaner. 

He gives his credit card details and asks 

how soon | can send Recover, and does it 

work? | tell him to-day and yes. The two 
most common reasons for suffering a lost, 

or rather an inaccessible dbf are failing to 

close the file before leaving Archive and a 
power surge. In any case Recover will 

recover most if not all the lost data. It is 

one of the two PDQL insurance programs 
and like all insurance most people tend to 

buy after rather than before a disaster. 

The other program is Lazarus, dedica- 

ted to raising lost test files from a cor- 

rupted disc. It is still less painful to make a 

back-up and, if using discs, to use the 

more expensive media for everyday use. 
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s 
text Files 

We recommend Fuji and Maxwell 

branded; it is false economy to rely on the 
cheapest un-branded discs, whether 5.25 

or 3.5in. 

Generally | visit the bank and Post Office 
at lunch time. | can then devote the after- 
noon to catching up on customer prob- 

lems, prepare the mailing for the evening 

or the following day’s post and other 

administrative matters. | have to ensure 
that | have stock of all titles we sell 

whether PDQL built or bought from other 
publishers. Generally | devote one after- 
noon every week to the program-building 
task — an evening as well if a ZX Microfair 

of Quanta workshop looms. | talk to 

Helmuth Stuven of Dansoft about PDQL 
products for the Thor which he is handling 

for Scandinavia. | also have to make up the 

latest TK Computerware order. 
The copy for the next QL World adver- 

tisement is due. | like to vary the copy from 

month to month, especially when new or 

revised programs are on offer. | see from 

WDIR that there are two advertisement 

files for last month and with WSTAT | see 
that both are about the same length. | exec 

Compare to see more easily what textual 
differences exist between the two files. | 

then read into Editor the corrected copy 

for last month and make a few changes. 
The telephone rings intermittently dur- 

ing the afternoon, mainly for orders and 

enquiries. One caller, a self-confessed 

novice, asks how to start Domination, our 

strategy game. ‘I tried the usual,’’ he 

says, “like Irun (boot). There were no 

instructions.”” | refer him to the 
accompanying letter; the guide is on the 

cartridge as a Quill doc. | explain that 
lrun—device—filename is the command 

to run a SuperBasic program. You have to 
“execute” a compiled program, using 

exec or exec—w, or similar, | suggested 

he tries exec—w, or similar, | suggested 
he tries exec—w udvi—domination; and in 

any event reads the doc file in Quill. 
| would like to enter the customer details 

on our name & address dbf using Archdev; 
there is no time because | expect a caller 

at 5pm. He had built a new program which 
he thinks may have commercial pos- 
sibilities and requires us to handle it for 
him. He arrives and his SuperBasic source 

is loaded. | tell him that he will not get rich 

on a single programe at 14 percent 
royalties on gross sales. Before running 

the program | copy his files to disc. | then 
load the program and exec PDQ-XREF. 

impressed 

This program reports the number of 

Toolkit and used-defined names used and 
gives a full glossary in alpha sequence, 

specifying the type of usage. The report 

concludes with a warnings list of names 
used but not apparently defined and words 

defined but not apparently used. 
We note that keya is listed at line 950 as 

assigned a value while key—a is listed on 
lines 345, 560, and 1115 as being used but 
not defined. Clearly a mis-spelling has 

occurred which might have taken hours to 
discover. There are other examples of 

names listed as being not used. We make 
a note, correct the spelling where appro- 

priate and run the program. 

| am impressed, make some sugges- 
tions for improvement and decide to add it 

to our prgram list as soon as the polished 

and Turbo-charged version and docu- 

mentation is available. 
After he leaves | have one final task. | 

load Spellbound and exec Filebound. | 
must check the spelling in my article ‘‘A 

day inthe lifeof...”. 

If there are any other OL users — in any 
capacity — who wish to trace their QL day 

from dawn to dusk, write to the editor for 

details. 

Product sources 
Trump Card and NEC drives, Miracle 

Turbo Toolkit and Editor, Digital 
Precision. ae oe 
Spellbound and Taskmaster, Secto 
Software. ee 
ArchDEV/RTM, Archive and Quill 
Psion, pee ts 

Sandy SuperQBoard, Sandy (U.K 
PCP. 
Thor, CST. : 
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support readers by ens access to 
auc. offers and cut price services to 

nts, and special : 
e ©Microdrive — 

subscription rates and discounts 
r bargain reader offers. 

in top of this, anyone applying for a at 
joid Card can take advantage of the 

al extras including a new practical 
lication, a new game, and useful 

So if you want to pick up the best of 
ware, news and advice in the maga- 

zine every month, or simply stock with QL 
goodies, now is the time to do it. 

: : p re a 16 oe thing? Wilbur's education is a full colour, 

oon completed coupon to: ; adve ith our hero pursued by teachers, flying canes, the slime 

Si aa QL World room: siders as he leaps from platform to platiorm to collect his 

Sinclair QL Wor them to admaster’s study. 

Greencoat House Even the t played every one of the 31 screens. You can take them 

Francis St. on for just £3.75. ees ee 

London SW1P 1DG mn 

"FOCUS 
MAGAZINES 

Inventory 
LA practical Archive application which can be used to make an inventory of anything 

you possess, collect, and so on. Designed to provide a complete survey of your house 

contents for insurance, the program is easily customised for other uses by judicious 

pruning of the procedures. Details of this together with user instructions ar 

contained on a Quill file: 
Many procedures are standardised and may be incorporated into your own 

applications, for anly £3.50. iN CLAIS OL | 

Low-price Microdrive Exchange 
All QL Gold cardholders are entitled to a 10% discount on software ordered from 

Microdrive Exchange. This offer is valid for one year, the duration of your QL Gold 

membership. 



Sinclair Q 
QL owners This card entitles 

the signatory 
to the QL GOLD 
benefits described 
in the April issue 
of QL WORLD 

| 
QL 0976 

THE OPTIONS 

Program of the Month 
Every month The Progs and Microdrive 
Exchange feature a star program picked 

from among the best programs sent to us 

from all over the world. For just £20 we will 
send you the next six Programs of the 
Month, each on a Microdrive. 

This service would cost you around £35. 
So make sure of the best of The Progs by 

ordering now. 

P— ee ee eS ee Se Se SS Se ee Se SS Se eee ee | 

iORDER FORM 
Please send me my QL Gold card and free software. | enclose a cheque/postal 

order for £ made payable to Sinclair QL World Ltd. 

Storage Boxes 
Do you keep your precious Microdrives in 

a cardboard box? At the bottom of an old 

carrier bag? On the floor? We think you 

really mean to treat them kindly but have 

not got round to it. 

Don’t lose your programs! Transform 

storage boxes hold 20 Microdrives in neat 

rows so that you will be able to read them 

in an instant. For multi-Microdrive users 

several boxes will slot together into a 

single unit. 

You can buy a five box with cartridges in 

it for £11.50, or with 10 for £17.50. 

AAAreSS cccecerccccesereccccsccscccsssccnscnsesessescnscccsssnsenssnsnensssceneesnuenssenssensusenensnenssonsaesessossensens 

| Please send me a copy of each of the next six Programms of the Month at the total 

price of £20 inc. VAT (1 

| would also like to take advantage of the following QL Gold offers (tick box if 

required): 

| 
| Please send. . . . Microdrive storage boxes with five cartridges @ £11.50 each 

Dust Covers j ine-VAT 
Flash our exciting Sinclair QL World dust 

| Please send. . . . Microdrive storage boxes with 10 cartridges @ £17.50 each 
cover at your friends. The covers usually 

cost £4.60 but we are offering them to QL| | inc. VAT O 
Gold Card holders at the special price of | 
£3.95. Please sendme. . . . SQL World dust covers (@ £3.95 each inc. VAT | 

| | would like a subscription to SQL World at the reduced rate of £13.50 (1 

| Please send me copies of Inventory on Microdrive, price £3.50 each 

| inc. VAT 2 
Metalogic Datastor 
The Metalogic 8000M Datastor is an 
ingenious credit-card-sized pocket caicu- 

lator and databank with a 20-digit alpha- 

numeric display. It can store 7,951 
characters in the form of telephone 

numbers, names, appointments and other 

data. Personal information is protected by 

a special code. 
This useful, portable electronic note- 

book usually costs £24.95 plus P & P. QL 
World can offer it to OL Gold card holders 

for the reduced price of £21. 

| Please send me copies of Educating Wilbur on Microdrive, price £3.75 each inc. VAT ) 

| Please send me a Metalogic 8000M Datastor, price £21 each, inc VAT (1 

| Send your completed application, together with remittance, to: QL Gold Offer, Sinclair 

| QL World, Greencoat House, Francis St., London SW1P 1DG. 

| 
| Current members save £1.50 on renewal 

| Existing QL Gold cardholders can renew their QL Gold cards for the next year | 

| at a reduced rate of £13.50 instead of the new members’ rate of £15. Just 

write to us, quoting your QL Gold card number. ; 

| 

I 1 am already a member of QL Gold and want to renew my privilege QL Gold | 

| card at the reduced rate of £13.50 ( | 
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Britain’s leading weekly computer 
title focusing on the Sinclair QL, 

with a 16-page full colour 
supplement 

Itis a must for all QL owners 
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; STUDIO PRODUZIONI 
ELETTRONICHE MASOERO 
PROGETTI DI CIRCUIT! 
ELETTRONICI 
REALIZZAZIONE PROTOTIPI 
INGEGNERIZZAZIONE 

(oe 00/Z/0NE 

COLLAUDO PROGETTI 

S.P.E.M.DI MASOERO GUIDO FORNITURA CIRCUIT! STAMPATI 

New address 

VIA AOSTA 86 10154 TORINO 

QL SYSTEM/2 SPEM 
=G({]] al This new QL in an aluminium cabinet has aPC 

oD AT style keyboard, dual internal floppy, and 

internal power supply to save your money 

Inside is the QL main board, your memory 

expansion, your floppy disk and interface. 4 slots 

are available for expansion — units as QEPROM 

for EPROM programs (192kB total) and floppy 

interface 

Space for switching power supply and hard disk. 

External keyboard with 84 key, complete numeric 

pad, 10 function keys, flat cable 30” long, 

inserted in QL board 

Available now directly from SPEM Italy or from 

the best dealers in England 

Kit with cabinet, Bus extension for 4 slots, cable, 

screw, switch, extension cable for MDV and 

instructions 

ANEW GL MEGA-TEXT ADVENTURE 
During a routine flight to the moon Admiral Cola and Captain Franklin learn that the moonbase 

and mineral mine have been taken over by hostile aliens. To avoid enemy radar they land their 

spacecraft some distance from the base and then set off ona dangerous mission to recapture it 

Packed onto two cartridges this big-value mega-text adventure contains over 150 descriptive and 

imaginative locations and a wide variety of problems, traps, mazes and puzzles with logical solutions. 

It includes an extensive vocabulary, over 50 objects and a number 

of intelligent characters capable of carrying out tasks. 

Special offer £10 (including postage and packing) Send you 

cheque or postal order to the address shown below. Or telephone 041 

552 0759 and quote your Access or Barclaycard number 

Javid Systems sinc. 

QL systems/2 mounting kit only £99.90 

Keyboard QL complete only £99.90 

Spem video digitalizer only £130.00 

Internal memory for 640k only £85.00 

Floppy disk interface only £59.90 

QEPROM for 3-4 EPROM 27512 = only £34.90 

QLrom for Plug external 

B/L.05 ANGLES EPROM 27128 only £4.90 

PM 01:12 37, Mandelbrot Quickly for 

wt alr a, ho age expanded QL only £17.90 

irk fey EJ ay | a QCS CAD for Professional PCB only £99.90 

Tom EF) boxed Ka) Please write for catalogue and dealers price 

World Time Function. What f Fi £ i z i i 1 Please use postal orders only, not credit 

cards, in Italy Ht 
=| [Ez Hit i life th 

Now Only ........---02eceeeeeeeeeees : 

(Also Spectrumvintertace VIBM PC versions available. Please state) 

Please add £1 for P & P. Orders: send us a cheque or postal order. 

(No Visa or C.0.D.) made payable to: 

DATA-SKIP, OOST Haven, 58, 2801 PE Gouda, Holland 

Tel: 1820-20581 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 
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PSION ORGANISER 
EIDERSOFT QL 

The machine that thinks with you 
. TOI -FARE ITEM: TAKI-FA 

AMOUNT: 5.24 PS” eee 
ee ping 

“iP 
gas incei

74? 

74558441227 BANK MANAGER 

TOPE P eee eee eee e eee CeCe eee eee ere errr eee e eee ere ras) 

eee PPPOE OE OCUCCOCCCCCOCCCOCCOCOCC CCE) 

oe eee Pee eee PCCP CC CPC eee ee ee eee eee) 

Organiser Il CM ................ £99.00 
Organiser II XP ................ £139.50p 

Fete: Finance manag@er ................ £29.95p 
me] DICTIONATY .......-..-.esescssersrearenes £29.95p 

Seer MAM eivicc22 iii. nadia £59.95p 
a £39.95p 
EEESONE, ne icew sess onssndbhanibe £19.95p 
enema 208320, 029, £34.95p 

Z 64k datapak ........ecereeeseen £79.95p 
Py Raa OMONG C5 2052s ik eh Bie £99.95p 

Fea) Book on Organiser .............:cee £9.95p 
fo gS eee £39.95p 
/ Leather case for Organiser, battery and 
PN snaed cob rienaxintsaewsia-nvathers £12.95p 
/ Nylon waterproof protective bag ..... £10.95p 

ee | HOSEN... eeeceeesseeeessteeeseeesenseeens £39.95p 
Organiser fax-holds Organiser, fax paper 
ea ESA RIBS EI se RR A 

A database creator, allows you to create your own database, 6 
different field types. Import, export to archive, use main 

database supplied on 32k datapak. Not copy protected plus free 
calculator to calculate +-/ and %. 

£59.95p 
Buy an Organiser II and get 20% off QL to Organiser or 10% off Obase 

EIDERSOFT QL 
86 Commercial Road, Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6DT 

089 283 2552 



The Cambridge Systems 

Technology Thor has so far 

been the most successful filler 

of the market gap for a direct 

upgrade for the QL. Witha 

new, markedly different 

upgrade of the Thor on 

the horizon, Ron Massey looks 

again at what the Thor has to 

offer QL users. 

he computer industry is 

perpetually plagued by promises 

of new and exciting products 

which, for a multitude of reasons, 

fail to materialise with dis- 

heartening regularity. A Sinclair-produced 

successor to the QL, despite the very 

genuine enthusiasm exhibited by its many 

users, proved to be no exception. 

The Sandy QXT-640 was available as 

either a DIY conversion kit or a ready-built 

upgrade for a short time. The lack of an 

appearance of the QLT, later re-christened 

the Futura, has failed to fill a gap in market 

requirements for users wishing to move 

upwards from the QL. 

On the other side of the same 

metaphorical coin, a viable successor to 

the ever-popular QL was almost destined 

to be produced. It is, after all, one of the 

finest micros available and the CST Thor is 

rapidly proving itself heir to the throne to 

dedicated QL users. 

The upward movement of Cambridge 

Systems Technology from solely a manu- 

facturer of excellent QL peripherals to the 

big and somewhat risky arena of computer 

manufacture was announced in May, 1986 

with the release of the first models of its 

Thor PC micro. 

First reported in the pages of QL World 

in July, 1986, the Thor is a direct 

replacement but lacking the much- 

maligned Microdrives for the QL. The 

main PCB is derived from the original QL, 

although there seems to be stricter quality 

control on shipped machines than was 

observed by SRL. 
The CPU housing, enclosing most of the 

Thor electronics, consists of a steel case 

into which is also fitted its integral power 

supply, internal 640K of fast RAM and the 

optional disc and/or Winchester drives. 

Connectors on the back panel of the 

Thor provide entry points for the mains 

input lead, a mains output connector for 

external peripherals, two network ports, 

two control ports, keyboard socket, 

external ROM port, system expansion 

port, monitor socket and a UHF modulator 

socket — for use with TV sets. 

Optional printers may be connected to 

THOR: 

nail on 
either the parallel or one of the two serial 

ports and a integral standard DF-9 mouse 

port connector is also provided. Users 

wishing to add a mouse to their systems 

should observe the Thor requirements 

for a three-button mouse. 

Mouse driver software is provided in 

ROM to allow simulation of normal key 

presses; with the Num Lock off, the Thor 

ICE system uses the number “'5"’ key fora 

single click, the ‘‘0’/"“INS’ key for a 

double click and the “."/““DEL” key for a 

treble click. Mouse buttons are 

programmable to simulate any normal 

keyboard entry. 

Keyboard 

A magnificent 85-key separate key- 

board, connected to the CPU unit by a 

coiled wander lead of more than adequate 

length, is included with the Thor kit and is 

a joy to use. Keys are positioned in three 

groups. 

The left end of the keyboard is occupied 

by 10 function keys, labelled F1 to F10. The 

central key panel consists of 57 keys 

making up 48 character keys and nine 

contro! keys — ConTRoL, TAB, two Shift 

keys, Caps Lock, Space, Enter, ALTernate 

and Delete Left, indicated on its keycap as 

Backspace. 

The right-hand key group consists of an 

18-key number pad, comprising ESCape, 

Number Lock and Scroll Lock — this key 

doubles and is the QL equivalent to 

<CTRL> <F5>; Break, by pressing it in 

conjunction with the < “SHIFT > Key); Sys 

Req, Thor equivalent to the QL <CTRL> 

<C> used for switching between tasks. 

Left/Right and the Up/Down cursor keys 

are located on the number keys 4, 6, 9 and 

2 respectively and are available for cursor 

movement so long as the Number Lock is 

off. Although no indication is given on the 

key caps, numbers 1, 3, 7 and 9 will move 

the cursor diagonally on the ICE screen. 

LEDs, located above the number pad, 

indicate Cap Lock on, Number Lock on and 

Scroll Lock on. Regarding the latter LED, if 

you ask for a wildcard directory or any 

other option such as VIEW which requires 

writing to the Thor main screen, a scroll 

lock will be generated by the system when 

the height of the screen is filled and will be 

indicated by this LED. Pressing the Scroll 

Lock key causes the screen to scroll up 

another page. Scroll Lock is also equiva- 

lent to the QL <CTRL> <F5> — Pause 

function. 

Extension feet, located to the rear edge 

of the bottom of the keyboard case may be 

folded out to extend the rear height of the 

keyboard, effectively tilting it forward, 

facilitating greater ease of typing. 

Initially, the Thor may be bought in any 

one of four configurations — without disc 

drives, for use solely as a terminal, witt 

one or two 3-%%2in. 1MB_ unformattec 

floppy disc drives or with one 3-Vin 

floppy and a 3-in. 20MB Winchester 

Users may at any time elect to upgrade the 

specification of the machine by adding 

additional drives. 

Users are provided with SuperBasi: 

extensions for use with machines witl 

operating systems prior to version 4.2 

One of the extensions provides KEYROV 

emulation, to maintain compatability witl 

QL software. According to the 

Updates- doc supplied with 

the Thor examined for > 

this report, users Las 
are warned that Fete 
use of KEYROW 
in new programs Yy 
is not recommended. 

Users are encouraged 

to use INKEY$ instead. 

Other extensions available in 

this routine include SET-LANGUAGE 

for selecting the keyboard layout — 

for the range of languages available 

to it and ‘“name$=Language$”’, 

which returns the name ofthe 

current keyboard language. 

A pleasant revelation and 

against all reasonable 

expectation, the Thor User 

Guide proved nottobeadirect ' 

copy of the often-maligned — 

QL manual. With a few 

minor exceptions the manual is presente 

in aclear and concise manner. 
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COMPUTER mcTOnBO = 

The Thor: disc drives only, an 
upgraded quartet, anda 
‘magnificent’ separate 
keyboard. 
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The User Guide is a single document 

comprising four manuals and five parts 

relating with the XChange program suite 

and deals with various aspects of using 

the Thor and its accompanying software. 

Manual 1 describes the Thor hardware 

THOR: hitting 
the nail 

on the head 

and connections to the system. Manual 2 
provides detailed explanations of 

SuperBasic and its syntax. Manual 3 is a 
glossary of SuperBasic keywords and 

provides evidence that much of Tony 

Tebby’s Toolkit Il has been incorporated 

into Thor SuperBasic. 

XChange 

From Manual 4 onwards users are given 

detailed instructions concerning the use of 
XChange and the parts following it deal 

with each of the components of the 

XChange system. Parts 2, 3, 4 and 5 are for 

Quill, Abacus, Easel and Archive respec- 
tively. 

Part 6 is devoted to the appendix which 

is divided into three sub-sections, cover- 

ing finer details such as Import and Export 

of files and matters relating to printers. 
Copious explanations and examples 

concerning language syntax have been 

provided in manual 2, initiating a user new 

to SuperBasic into the finer points of 

programming. 
Looking through the section devoted to 

keywords it soon becomes obvious that 

SuperBasic on the Thor includes a fully- 

implemented version of the skeletal 

framework of error-trapping added to the 

QL JS ROM. 
| feel that there are two weakness in- 

herent in this otherwise very good manual. 

In common with the QL User Guide 

before it, an index of the contents has not 

been provided, leaving the user to search 

for specific information in relevant sec- 

tions. 

The other point which CST may care to 

consider for future editions of its manual is 

that binding paper by its edges, as oppo- 

sed to stitching a book in sections, suffers 

from pages working loose until, ultimately, 

the manual consists of a collection of 

loose sheets. 
In common with the QL, the Thor pack- 

age includes the now industry-standard 

Psion quartet of business software 

XChange and is supplied as a single 

program package with an integral dedi- 

cated multi-tasking controller. Users may 

elect to switch between any number of 

versions of Psion Quill, Archive, Abacus 

32 

and an enhanced Easel with an option for 

a 3D graph display, within the limitations 

of available memory. Individual copies of 

the programs are assigned user-defined 
task names. 

On start-up, you are presented with the 

—a 

| 

a 

XChange Task Control screen. 
Superficially, its appearance is in a similar 

format to that adopted by Psion for each of 
its four business progams. Command 

prompts, positioned in the traditional 

Psion manner, appear at the top of the 

screen and may be toggled off and on by 
pressing<F2>. 

While in this mode, provided data is 

available in two or more of the current 
programs running under XChange control, 

you have the option of transferring data 
from, for example, Easel to Quill. It is 

strange, however, that no provision has 

been made to exchange data selectively 

between two copies of Quill. 

Return to specific programs is made 
from the XChange front-end menu with the 

cursor keys and by pressing <ENTER>.As 
with the individual Psion programs, help 

with the XChange commands is available 

by pressing <F1>. 

XChange commands are accessed by 

pressing <F3>.Eleven command options 

are available to the user: 

BACKUP — A file from one device to 
another. 

CONTINUE — Continues an existing 
Task. 

DELETE —A specified file. 

LIST — Lists files on a specified device. 

NEW — Creates a new Task. 

OUTPUT — XChange spooler. 

RENAME — Re-names a specified file. 

SET — Setting the default devices for 
Help and Data files. 

TSL — Task Sequencing Language. 

Produces a file of key presses. 

XCHANGE — Exchange data between 

tasks — ie, Archive, Easel or Abacus to 

Quill. 

QUIT — Quit XChange. 

The main screen consists initially of a 

list of four tasks, two default devices — 

devices for Help and Data — and the 

printer status. Selecting one of the four 

programs listed with the cursor keys and 

<ENTER> you are then asked to input a 
Task name. Having done so, you are 

switched into the program selected. 

Return to the front-end is made by press- 

ing <F6 where you may start another task 

or return to the one you just left. 

While the XChange Quill is a vastly- 

improved product over the original, us 

will welcome — or otherwise — som 

the quirks to which we have all bec< 

accustomed. One of the oddities of e 

the latest versions of QL Quill is that 
prone to dumping parts of a sente 

preceding the cursor position into 

following line. That anomaly appears « 

in the display; sometimes it is ¢ 

correcting and sometimes you have 

press < SHIFT > < F5> toforceascreer 

draw. 

Other QL Quill endearments take 
form of Quill seeming to lose its rela 

place between memory and display 
positions. This is most notable when 

COPY command is used, although it 
happen at other times, and when you tr 

scroll forward a paragraph at a time — 

pressing <SHIFT> and <DOWN>. 

What seems to happen is that the cur 

usually but not always remains in 

same position in the display but, if ' 

have started a following paragraph v 

bold, underline or sub/superscript, ' 

can see the “TYPEFACE” prompt indic 

that the memory and display positi 

have become dis-synchronous. Od 
enough, this happens rarely wt 

scrolling by paragraph upwards throug 

document. 
XChange Quill is notably faster in m 

of its operations, especially COPY < 

other block manipulations. While still 
hibiting the Quill propensity to becom 

dis-synchronous when scrolling do\ 

wards, it did not, during the preparatior 

this report, exhibit the QL Quill tendency 
go off and do its own thing with the scre 

display. 

One of the new Quill features wh 

Thor owners are able to enjoy is tt 

when updating a current document 

saving while it is in the process of be 

edited — you do not have to hunt for | 
“Y" key if you wish to over-write | 

document on the current disc. 

Screen dump 

Instead, you are offer: 

“Overwrite,yes’’, requiring you only 

press <ENTER > if you wish to do so. TI 

idea is consistent with options offered 

most other word processors. 
Another improvement to Quill is thai 

now Offers the option to inititate Search 

or Exchanges within the current docume 

from either the current cursor position 

by pressing < ENTER > —orfromthetop 

the current document— by pressing <T 

QL Quill always searches a docume 

from the top downwards. 

Two other improvements to the Searc 

Exchange facility is that the time taken 
search a big document has been reduc: 

drastically and the previous search stri! 

entered is offered as the default option f 
the next search. 

In addition to XChange the other pr 
grams included in the Thor repertoi 

make it into a very powerful workir 

system. QDUMP is a very good graph 
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printer driver; the keyboard utilities allow 

you to alter the key responses to the 

language you are typing. 
Other routines, such as FLP COPY —a 

fast copying program; CONVERT COPY — 
for converting occurrences of mdv into fip 

in a file; FILE EDITOR and DISC EDITOR 
have been available for some time and are 

tried and tested utilities. 

In many ways, the transition from the QL 

to the Thor evokes a feeling akin to deja 

vu. The similarity between the Thor and 

the QL is like comparing English to the 
American variation of the language; while 

not exactly identical there are enough 

similarities to acquire an immediate grasp 

of your environment. 
Although most QL programs will run on 

the Thor it is possible some will not. One 

such program is the Psientific Software 
Keydefine. Other programs may Suffer 

from the minor differences between QL 

and Thor screen handling. Users wishing 

to convert their ‘‘protected’’ Microdrive- 

based programs for use on the Thor will 

need to contact either the publishing 
house concerned or CST directly. 

Light touch 

Most of my criticisms of the Thor have 

more to do with personal working pre- 

ferences than any serious grievance. The 

keyboard, while a superb instrument, is a 

little too light for my taste. Perhaps this 

preference owes its origin to years of 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 

working on a manual typewriter and look- 

ing unconsciously for keyboards which 

need greater key pressure than the Thor 
requires to produce a response. 

Re-setting the Thor is accomplished by 

pressing five keys simultaneously. While 

this ensures protection against accidental 

re-sets, the keys used require a wide 

finger spread. 

The battery-backed clock on the Thor 
reviewed in this report maintained the 

correct year after switch off but had the 

disconcerting habit of re-setting the date 
and time whenever the machine was 

either switched on from cold or after every 

re-set. 
While this was no great hardship it was 

slightly irritating until, after reading 

further into the manual, | discovered that a 

separate extension, SET—CLOCK, was 

used to transfer the time set with the 

SDATE command so that it would become 

the remembered date and time. 

One of the curiosities encountered dur- 

ing the compilation of this report is that, if 

you start XChange from the ICE utility 

supplied with the kit and return to ICE you 

no longer have access to the command 

line in windows#0. This anomaly occurred 

only if XChange was started from within 

ICE. 
On the positive side, Thor saves its 

screens. It is a real delight to be able to 

switch from XChange to SuperBasic by 

pressing <Sys Req> and have the original 

an pee. Poss 
ae Lat 

Inside: A steel chassis with optional single or dual disc drives, or 

sat 
OSE AP Bie OT AF Bing Pode 2 

Winchester drive combination. 

screen still available without forcing a re- 

draw. 
For those still hoping to XChange on 

their QLs, unfortunately XChange is not 

available and, unless one of the QL 
software houses is willing to inject a 

massive investment to the project, will 

never be available on the QL. 

Short XChange 

It is my opinion that this is a rather 

short-sighted marketing policy as, once 

users decide to move to another machine, 

their ultimate choice is very likely to be 

strongly influenced by the software to 
which they have grown accustomed on the 

machine from which they are moving. 

Having XChange on their current machine 

— i.e. a QL — is likely to ensure that they 

will look for a new machine which also 

supports XChange. 

Even so, XChange is, without doubt, a 

tremendous improvement on the 2.3 Psion 

software | have been using since its re- 

lease. In addition to the marginally 

interesting 3D graph capability of 

XChange Easel and the inclusion of a 

multi-tasking controller, the greatest Psion 

achievement lies in the improvements 

provided in XChange Quill. 
| feel that, having overcome the majority 

of the minor shortcomings of the QL and 

provided a more powerful working 

environment, the Thor is, without reser- 

vation, a superb machine. 
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If you would like a ‘love story’ of your own, 

a compatible partner to love and care for, 

and you are starting to wonder where you can 

find that special person, come to Dateline. 
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Pro Pascal for Sinclair QL 

Pro Fortran for Sinclair QL 

Professional quality for £99.95: 
Prospero Software specializes in programming 

languages for microcomputers. We recognized the 

QL for what it is - a powerful machine at a 

reasonable price - and immediately we produced 

full versions of our popular Pro Fortran and Pro 

Pascal compilers for the QL. We still think the QL 

is a very powerful microcomputer, even by 

today’s standards. Our compilers are now in 

version 1.17 and we are planning new 

implementations for the QL’s successors, such as 

CST’s Thor. 

If you want to do serious work with your QL, you 

need a serious compiler. Pro Pascal is for 

programmers - it is a full ISO-Pascal with many 

useful extensions. Pro Fortran is popular with 

engineers and scientists; it is full ANSI Fortran- 

77, again with extensions. Both compilers are 

supplied with a graphics library, generally 

equivalent to the Superbasic graphics. Both are 

supplied on 3 microdrives with an EPROM 

cartridge and a 250-page manual. They operate on 

128K or expanded machines, and can use disk 

drives. 

Prospero Software Ltd, 190 Castelnau, 

London SW13 9DH, England. 

Telephone 01-741 8531 Telex 8814396 

Fax 01-748 9344 

*Price for either compiler includes VAT. Postage free on UK 
prepaid orders. Export price £86.91 plus £6 postage. Send 

Eurocheque or credit card number and expiry date. Also 

available from software distributors. 

Prospero Software 
AANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS 

190 CASTELNAU, LONDON SW 13 9DH, ENGLAND TEL 01-741 8531 TELEX 8814396 

J 

TROMIFORM LTD. 

10 

£29.95p 
Transfers any ASCII file from Sinclair QL to any PC Compatible. 

Price includes software and cable 

Psion PC four + QL to PC £99.00p Psion Xchange + QL to PC £295.00p. 

5% Discount off Psion Organisers and accessories 

TRANSFORM LTD (DEPT. QL ) 

Mail order only. 24 West Oak, Beckenham, Kent. BR3 2EZ 
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software pro- 
ject was in- 
troduced last 
month to 
produce a 
three-dimensio- 

nal graph which could be 
used alongside and share 
data with the Easel 
graphics program bundled 
with each QL. The program 
was planned using the 
object-orientated design 
strategy. Objects are the 
result of processes carried- 
out in a program. Once all 
the objects required by a 

program have been identi- 
fied the most important or 
core object should be 
defined before the rest of 
the program is tackled. 

At first sight the core 
object of a graph program 
might be regarded as the 
data which the graph de- 
picts but that would be 
misleading. The data is 
input from which the 
graphics co-ordinates can 
be calculated and it is those 
co-ordinates which form 
the true core object of the 
program. Other objects 
which must be catered for 
include suitable storage 
structures for data input 
and the various options the 
user can select when dis- 
playing the graph. 

This month’s article deals 
with taking raw data to 
produce graphics co- 
ordinates. For the moment 
we are not concerned with 
how the data is obtained or 
how the user can select op- 
tions or with how screen 
dumps can be made. 
Because of structured pro- 
gramming techniques those 
elements can safely be left 
until later but before 3D 
graphics can be tackled the 

principles behind a 3D 
graph must be understood. 
Conventional two- 

dimensional block graphs, 
otherwise called bar charts 
or histograms, are best at 
plotting a single column of 
data. Each of the bars of a 
histogram represents one 
value from a column of data 
but each bar displays two 
pieces of information. First, 
the height of each bar 
represents the value being 
plotted converted to an 
appropriate scale. Second, 
the position of each bar on 
the graph indicates the 
position of the datum it 
represents in the data set. 

Trigonometry 

The height of the blocks 
in a 38D graph can be calcu- 
lated in the same way as for 
two-dimensional graphs 
but determining the precise 

ae 

Yertical 

SUPER 

BASIC 
Mike Lloyd penetrates further into the 

mystery of three-dimensional graphics. 

scale 

COLUMNS 

position of the block on the 
screen is more complicated 
and requires some know- 
ledge of trigonometry. 
There an extra co-ordinate 
with which to cope, for the 
third dimension, but the 
graph has to be translated, 
or mapped on to a two- 
dimensional screen so that 
some form of perspective is 
suggested. Readers unfa- 
miliar with sines, cosines 
and radians may wish to 
study the inset. . 

Listing @ 

15 REMark * 

25 Cmax = &: Rmax = & 
38 Angle = 18: 
SS DIM INFO (RKmax, Cmax? 

45 Titles = “Test data”: 

$5 FOR R = 1 TO Rmax 
68 Rnotes (KR) = "ROW 
63 FOR C = 1 TO Cmax 
7 INFO (R, 

85 Scalex: 
90 STOP 

1D RE Mar IEE 
TEST HARNESS * 

QO RE Mark HHI EE EE 

Elev = 1@: 

42 DIM Rnote® (Rmax, 10), Cnote*® (Cmax, 18) 

S@ FOR C = 1 TO Cmax: Cnotet (0) = "COL 

" & R 

€) = © *1@ + RND (-10 TO 1@) 

The basis of a 3D graphis 
an imaginary floor of a cube 
and a back wall. Unlike a 
conventional graph which 
has only two axes, the 3D 
graph has three axes, one 
for columns, one for rows 
and a vertical axis. Each 
block occupies a square on 
the graph floor. The floor 
therefore is divided accor- 
ding to the amount of data 
being presented. For a 5x7 
table of data the floor would 
be divided into five rows 

Cwide = i: Shade = @ 

PAPER @ 
“eC 



and seven columns. No 
matter how many blocks 
are drawn the total graph 
floor area remains the 
same. 
The problems associated 

with positioning each graph 
block are best introduced 
by imagining how one very 
large block might be drawn 
to cover the entire graph 
area. One of its corners 
would be at the graph 
origin where all the axes 
meet. That point is located 
near the bottom left of the 

system invented system invented | seec: | Circular functions 
For the moment, the 

exact units of scale used for 
the graph are not 
important. Assume that 
each axis is 100 units long. 

One edge of the block would 
run along the row axis to 
the point (R-100 C-0 V-0); 
another, hidden from view, 
would run along the 
column axis to (R-0 C-100 
V-0); and yet another edge 
would run up the vertical 

REMark CALCULATE SCALE MAXIMUM 
BiO ex = “INT {LOGI@ (Smaxn)) 
a2 FOR n = 

IF a *107ex 2s Smax 
bee Ay Se By 18 

Smax = n *10%ex: EXIT vn 
END IF 

340 END FOR n 
p= 4+ (1 = 5 OR mn = 10) 

 REMark DRAW SCALE 
 & @ TO Smax STEP Smax /Sstep 

 QURSOR#1, ~18, « *7@ /Smax +4, 0 
INK 4: PRINT xc INE 2 

HINT @, x #70 /Smax 
LINE TO Clen *COS (Cang), 
 #S1N (lang) 

2B END FOR x 
S58 INK 7 

END DEFine Scaiex 

screen and can be made to 
coincide with the QL 
graphics origin by using a 
SCALE command such as 
SCALE 300,-30,-80. 

Origins 

By labelling the graph 
axes as R for row, C for 
column and V for vertical, 
the origin can be referred to 
as (R-O C-0 V-0). Because 
the QL graphics origin has 
been moved to coincide 
with the origin of the graph 
the same points can also be 
described as (0,0) and high- 
lighted on the screen with 
the command POINT 0,0. 
Note that the graphics 
origin is part of the QL 
graphics co-ordinates 
system but the graph origin 
belongs to a _ co-ordinate 
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axis to (R-0C-0 V-100). The 
remaining edges run 
parallel to those to form the 
familiar cube shape. To 
draw those axes a method 
of translating the 3D graph 
co-ordinates to the QL 
graphics co-ordinates must 
be developed. Drawing the 
vertical axis is extremely 
easy with the command 
LINE 0,0 TO 0,100. 

The row and column axes 
are not so easy. Ever since 
Euclid we have been used to 
defining a straight line as 
the shortest distance 
between two points but this 
definition is not helpful in 
this context. Instead it is 
better to think of a line as 
having a starting 
point, a length and 
a direction which Y 
can be measured in 

ne source of 
confusion with 
computer 
graphics is that 
computers seem 
to associate 

sines and cosines with 
circles, whereas they were 
always related to triangles 
at school. The principles of 
trigonometry are perhaps 
simpler than _ school 
mathematics lessons make 
them appear. 

First, some family terms 
associated with circles. The 
radius of a circle is the 
distance between its centre 
and its circumference. Its 
diameter is twice its radius. 
The circumference of a 
circle is slightly more than 
three times the length of its 
diameter — this ratio is 
more accurately 3.141593 — 
or pi. It follows therefore 
that the circumference 
must be slightly more than 
six times the length of the 
radius, or the radius mul- 
tiplied by 2 * pi. 

If a piece of string were 
cut equal to a radius and 
laid on the circumference of 
the circle the angle between 
one end of the string and 
the other would be one 
radian. It is not surprising 
that there are 2 * pi radians 
in a circle. Because of this 
relationship between the 
radius and the angles of a 
circle, computers prefer to 
work in radians. 
Imagine a circle drawn 

on a graph so that the 
centre of the circle is at the 
origin of the graph, as in 
figure 1. The commands for 
this are: 

100 SCALE 2, -1, -1 
110 PAPER 2: INK 0 
120 CIRCLE 0, 0, 1 
The horizontal axis is 

labelled SIN short for sine, 
and the vertical axis is 
labelled COS for cosine. At 
the top of the circle its COS 
value is one and its SIN 
value is zero. The QL also 
assumes that this point is 
“zero radians’. To prove 
this, type these commands: 

Listing 1 

10@ REMark 
118 SCALE 200, 
12@ OVER -1 

13@ FOR x = @ TO 2 * PI STEP 
108 *SIN (x), 14@ LINE @,@ TO 

15@ END FOR x 

130 INK 7 
140 LINE 0, 0 to SIN (0), 

COS (0) 
Run the program and a 

white line will link the top 
of the circle with the centre. 
By changing the values in 
the brackets from zero to 
one a new line can be 
drawn at about 60 degrees 
to the first: 

150 LINE 0,0 TO SIN (1), 
COS (1) 
The co-ordinates plotted 

can be found by: 
PRINT SIN (1), COS (1) 
The distance between the 

ends of the two _ lines 
measured along the edge of 
the circle is exactly equal to 
the radius of the circle. 
About 1.57 radians around 
the circle the SIN value 
reaches one and the cosine 
value reaches zero as the 
circle bisects the SIN axis. 
The exact point can be 
found by using PI/2 as the 
function parameters: 

160 LINE 0,0 TO SIN (PI/ 
2), COS (PI/2) 

It should be no surprise 
to learn that the bottom of 
the circle can be linked 
with the command: 

170 LINE 0,0 TO SIN (PI), 
COS (PI) 

Here the cosine value is -1 
and the sine value is back to 
zero, as you would expect 
by examining the graph. 
The remaining part of the 
SIN axis can be drawn by: 

180 LINE 0,0 TO SIN (1.5 * 
PI), COS (1.5 * PI) 
By moving the zero to 

2*PI in very small steps 
circles can be drawn with 
the POINT command: 

190. for X = 0 TO 2 * PI 
STEP 0.02 

200 POINT SIN (X), COS 
(X) 

210 END FOR X 
To change the size of the 

circle a radius length must 
be included in the basic 
formula. The  accom- 
panying listing uses OVER 
to create a fascinating in- 
terference pattern. Any of 
the values can be changed 
to vary the effect. 

Demo Circle 

-108, ~100 

ot 

10@ *C0S (+) 



radians or degrees. The row 
axis can be said to start at 
the graphics origin. If it 
were to be 80 units long and 
angled two radians from 
the vertical it could be 
drawn with: 
LINE 0,0 TO 80 * SIN (2), 

80 * COS (2) 
The command contains 

the three components of a 
line — starting point, 
length and direction. If its 
construction is not clear 
refer to the accompanying 
inset. 
The front edge of the 

block can be drawn using a 
relative graphics command 
such as LINE —R to 0, 100. 
To complete the left face of 
the block the topmost point 
of this line must be linked 
to the topmost point of the 
vertical axis by the com- 
mand. 
LINE —R TO -80 * SIN (2), 

-80 * COS (2) 
Note that by using nega- 

tive values the graphics 
cursor has been moved 
back parallel with the row 
axis. The initial 
complexitites of using 

Listing 4 

414 FOR R = 1 TO Rmax 

432 FILL is 
ABA FILL Or 

446 END FOR C 

*LEN (Rootes (h)) 

452 END FOR R 

456 END DEFine Hox 

400 DEFine FPROCedure Box 
4@2 LOCal Cx, Cy, RX, RY, R, ©, color 
404 .O0Cal startX, startY, edgexX, edgeY, Boxtop 
A@6 Cx = 1 /Cmax *#Clen *£0S (Cang) *Cwide 
408 Cy = 1 /Cmax *#Clen *SIN (Cang) *Cwide 

410 RX = 1 /Rmax *Rien *COS (Rang) 
$12 RY = 1 /Rmax *Rlen *SIN (Rang) 

41S StartX = R *RX: startY = -R #RY 

ALS FOR C = Cmax TO 1 STEP - 1 
420 color = 3 + (£ MOD 2) 
422 edgex = StartxX +(C -1) *Cx /Cwide 

B24 edgeY = startY +({€ ~1) *Cy /Cwide 

$26 Boxtop = INFO (R, C) #78 /Smax 
427 IF Boxtap 
428 FILL. 1: INE color, Shade: Side 1 

4S@ FILL i: INK color, 7*({Shade=@): Top 
INK color: Side 2 
INK Shades Top: Side 2: INK 7 

435 END IF 
436 IF & = Rmax 
438 CURSOR#1, edgeX, edgeY +2, 12 
448 OVER 1: PRINT Cnote# (€): OVER @ 
442 END IF 
Bag IF KEYROW (1) = 8: RETurn 

448 CURSOR#1; startX -3, startY +Elev /18, -8 

‘458 OVER 1: PRINT Rnotes 

$54 AT @, i: PRINT Tities 

sines, cosines and radians 
are beginning to be 
appreciated. 
The block face parallel to 

the column axis can be 
drawn in a similar way and 
share two points and an 
edge with the left face of the 
block. The top of the block 
also shares edges with the 
other faces, which again 
eases the chore of calcu- 
lating its position. 

Solid faces can be drawn 
using the same commands 
but in FILL 1 mode. The 3D 
effect is enhanced by giving 
the faces different shades. 
This is best done by mixing 
the primary block colour 
with a block stipple for the 
shaded side and a white 
stipple for the top of the 
block. 

More blocks 

Having drawn one large 
block, the calculations can 
be developed so that any 
number of blocks can be 
drawn. Let us start by 
dividing each of the block 
faces into two to produce 
four blocks. The block in 
the first row of the column, 
like the big block, will have 
one point resting on the 
graph origin. Its bottom left 
edge will occupy half the 
row axis and is drawn with 
the command: 
LINE 0,0 TO 40 * SIN (2), 

40 * COS (2) 
Its direction is the same 

as for the row axis but it is 

(R): QVER @ 

a 

only half the length. The 
bottom left edge of the 
second block in the first 
column runs from this 
point to the end of the row 
axis and can therefore be 
drawn by the command: 
LINE 40 * SIN (2), 40 * 

COS (2) TO 80 * SIN (2), 80 * 
COS (2) 
The edges of the faces 

parallel to the column axis 
are calculated in a similar 
way. The bottom right edge 
of the first block in the first 
column is produced by: 
LINE—R 40 * SIN (2), 40 * 

COS (2) TO 40 * SIN (1), 40 * 
COS (1) 

Notice that this command 
draws to a point relative to 
the point first plotted. 

It is now time to move 
from the specific examples 
to the less predictable real- 
life situation with which 
the program must cope. 
The only constant is that 
the origin of the graph is 
always at the QL graphics 
origin. All other distances, 
directions and values can 
change and must therefore 
be referred to with 
variables. The variable 
naming conventions are: 

@ Variables beginning 
with R refer to rows. 

@ Variables beginning 
with C refer to columns. 

@ Rien is the length of the 
row axis. 

@ Rang is the direction of 
the row axis in radians. 

@ Rmax is the number of 
rows on the graph. 

@ Clen, Cang and Cmax 
refer to the column axis. 

@ Cwide is an additional 
variable which determines 
the width of blocks. 

Thus the row axis can be 
drawn by the command: 
LINE 0,0 TO Rlen * SIN 

(Rang), Rlen * COS (Rang) 
Two more variables, 

Angle and Elev, are used in 
the listings to represent the 
viewing position of the 
observer. Their use, along 
with that of Cwide, will be 
described later in the 
series. 

The procedures SIDE and 
TOP — listing 5 and 6 — 
draw the faces of each block 
under the control of the 
procedure BOX — listing 4. 
Before they are called some 
preliminary calculations 

Represent 

are necessary to determine 
where on the screen each 
box is drawn. BOX is the 
most important procedure 
in the program because it 
produces the core object, the 
screen co-ordinates of each 
block. It assumes that the 
data has been obtained and 
held in an array called 
INFO and that all the major 
variables have been 
assigned values, including 
the vertical scaling factor, 
Smax. 

No hang-ups 

One disadvantage of 
object-orientated design is 
that it can occasionally 
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impose a false emphasis on 
the production of objects. 
BOX was developed from 
two procedures, one which 
created an array of co- 
ordinates — the core object 
— and another which then 
drew the blocks. Conse- 
quently the program 
appeared to hang up while 
all the lengthy calculations 
were done before the first 
block appeared on the 
screen. By combining the 
two proecures it now 
appears as if the program is 
drawing constantly on the 
screen, which is far more 
satisfactory for the user. 

Each block occupies the 
same floor area as_ its 
fellows, taking up 1/Rmax 
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of the row axis and 1-Cmax 
of the column axis. The 
bottom left edge of the first 
block of the first column 
can be drawn by: 
LINE 0,0 TO 1/Rmax * 

Rlen * SIN (Rang), 1/Rmax * 
Rlen * COS (Rang) 

This formula can be seen 
in the assignments for the 
variables RX and RY in 
listing four and similar 
algorithms are used to 
calculate the equivalent 
variables CZ and CY. The 
listing uses nested loops to 
access each block in turn, 
starting with the one fur- 
thest from the viewer. 
Columns are coloured 
alternately red and green, 
governed by the variable 

Parts of the circle. 

Dual Discs 

color. The variables edge’x 
and edgeY hold the co- 
ordinates for the bottom of packages. 
the front edge of each block. 

Listing 5 — 

420 IF face = i 

This points is the start 
point for each block and all 
other lines are drawn 
relative to it. 

Auto Smax 

Listing three calculates 
some of the variables used 
but its main function is to 
calculate the vertical scale 
of the graph. Like Easel, the 
program does _ this 
automatically. The first 
requirement is to find the 
largest value to be graphed 
and place it in the variable 
Smax, which unfortunately 
means a sometimes lengthy 
examination of every value 
in the data array INFO. 
Smax is then rounded to 

a sensible value for a scale 
maximum. The LOG10 
function is used to cope 
with any order of value for 
Smax. The intervals in the 
scale, Sstep, are also calcu- 
lated, again the objective is 
to make the graph as 
readable as_ possible. 
Finally, the Scalex pro- 
cedure uses these values to 
draw and label the scale on 
the back wall of the graph. 
The remaining listing 

accompanying the article is 
a test harness which will be 
replaced eventually with a 
much more friendly control 
module later in the series. 
For now, though, it allows 
the other listing to be 
tested. You can change any 
of its variable values to see 
what effect they have. 
Having produced the 

heart of the program, the 
next stage is to obtain the 
data from files created by 
the Psion Easel and Abacus 

This awkward 
task is left to next month. 

5@@ DEFine PROCedure Side (face? 
$1@ LINE edgeX, edgeY TO edgex, edgeY tHoxtop 

530 LINE R TO x, Cy 
S46 ELSE 

S6@ END IF 
558 LINE_R TO -RX, RY 

570 LINE R TO @, —Boxtop 
580 LINE FO edgex, edgeyY 
S908 END DEFine Side 

Listing 6 

6@@ DEFine PROCedure Top 
61@ POINT edgexX, edgeyY +Boxtop 
620 LINE_R TO -RX, RY 
630 LINE RK TO Cx, Cy 
64@ LINE R TO RX, -RY 
65@ LINE TO edgex, edaeY +Boxtop 
46® END DEFine Tap 
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QL MODEM £49 (£45) 
* New printout software 

* 1200/75 e.g. PRESTEL, T/GOLD 
* Autodial 

* 3 metre cable 

* Plugs into SER2 
* Includes Viewdata software 
* Includes 80 column software 
* Not BT approved 

QL MODAPTOR £39 (£36) 
* New printout software 

MIRACLE SYSTEMS LIMITED 

QL 
MODAPTOR 

PLUS 

Interfaces QL 
to standard modem 

300/300, 1200/75, 1200/1200 

Autodials with DTR 

Plugs into SER2 
Terminated by 25 way D 
Includes Viewdata software 

Includes 80 column software 

* * 

+ + + + + 

QL EXPANDERAM 512K 
£99 (£89) 

* Increases QL memory to 640K 
Through connector for i/f 

Low power consumption 

Can speed up some programs 

Able to use larger Quill docs etc 
Black cover included 

QL TRUMP CARD £199 
(£175) 

768K RAM + DISC I/F 

+ + + + 

maaan | be Sa 
* Increases QL memory to 896K 
* Standard 312/5% inch disc i/f 
* Screen Dump 
* RAM Disc 

* Printer Buffer 
* Memory Cut 
* Toolkit ll 

QL CENTRONICS 
PRINTER INTERFACE 
£29 (£28) 

* Plugs into SER1 or SER2 
* Standard Centronics plug 
* Default baud rate 9600 
* 3 metre cable 

QL SERIAL CABLE £7.50 (£7.50) 
* 25 way D plug 
* 3metre cable 

QL JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
£4.99 (£5) 

* Atari/Commodore J/S to QL 

QL ACE CARD £149 (£131) 
* 256 Trump Card 

QL TREY CARD £149 (£131) 
* Adds to Expanderam to give 

Trump Card equivalent 

QL SINGLE DISC DRIVE £100 (£89) 
* 3'/2 inch, 720k, NEC 

TRUMP CARD Plus twin 
720K 312” Disc drive £349 

inclusive (£307) 

Tel: (0454) 317772 
Orders welcome by telephone or post 

MIRACLE SYSTEMS, 20 Mow Barton, Yate, Bristol BS17 5NF, UK 

Please send me 

Please find cheque enclosed to the value of £ made out to Miracle Systems 

or debit my creditcard { | | | | | | | | | | | | [| | [ J expiry date | | | | | 
ACCESS/MASTERCARD/EUROCARD/VISA 

Signature 

Send to: Name 

Address 

SQLW4 

MIRACLE SYSTEMS, 20 Mow Barton, Yate, BRISTOL BS17 5NF, UK 



MIRACLE SYSTEMS 
Tel. (0454) 317772 

TRUMP 
CARD 

@ 768K RAM making 896K total 
@ Disc Interface e@ Toolkit Il 
@ RAM Disc @ Screen Dump 
@ Printer Buffer @ Memory Cut 
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(THE TRUMP CARD IS SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH COVER) 

Price £199.00 inclusive (Export £175) 

MIRACLE SYSTEMS, 20 Mow Barton, Yate, Bristol BS17 SNF, UK 

Plug in the TRUMP CARD and you have a QL expanded 
to its maximum of 896K. Its Disc Interface is fully 
compatible with QDOS, Psion packages, Superbasic 
etc. To make maximum use of the 896K the ROM 
software includes both static and dynamic RAM discs 
and a Serial Port printer buffer. The Screen Dump 
enables the screen to be copied to a dot matrix printer. 
Memory Cut lets programs that used to run only on an 
unexpanded QL run with the TRUMP CARD. And Tony 
Tebby’s Toolkit Il provides a comprehensive range of 

Basic extensions. 



Technical problems had to sink or swim when Colin Opie went to 
sea, but now Paul Walton roars straight out of the sun. Not so mucha 

piece of cake as acurrent bun... 

ulian Barritt of 
Brighton asks 
how the volume 
of the BEEP 
command can be 

adjusted. The BEEP com- 
mand is one of the wonders 
of SuperBasic. Nothing 
sums it up better than the 
QL User Guide when it says 
“the BEEP command is best 
used experimentally rather 
than syntactically.” This I 
take to mean that it was 
never made to work 
properly either. One thing 
which is certain is that it 
offers no means of adjust- 
ing the volume. The sim- 
plest solution is perhaps to 
remove the cover — be 
careful about violating 

If you use a potentiometer 
— a variable resistor — and 
do not mind drilling holes 
in your QL case you can 
have a volume control as 
well. 

Printer drivers 

Barritt asks about 
configuring printers for 
Quill using the INSTALL— 
BAS program to specify 80 
characters per line if 

have the desired effect. 
Instead, the lines are only 
63 characters long. 
The INSTALL—BAS 

program is used to select 
the printer driver to cor- 
respond to the type of 
printer you intend to use. It 
has a selection of drivers 
ready for immediate 
installation and there is one 
for the OK Writer with 
a line width of 80 charac- 
ters. Your problem with the 

42 

printer sounds as if you are 
using a TV display, with 
which Quill defaults to a 
line width of 64 characters, 
the last of which is a space. 

Two line widths 

So why are there two line 
widths? The purpose of the 
80-character line width in 
the printer driver is to en- 
sure that whenever the 
printer is sent 80 characters 
with no carriage return, a 
carriage return/line feed 
pair is sent automatically to 
make sure that the printer 
is not trying to print beyond 
the width of the paper. 

On the other hand, the 
display width set by the 
Design command within 
Quill of 64 characters is 
used by Quill to justify the 
text by inserting carriage 
returns after every 64 
characters. Thus you will 
not get lines 80 characters 
wide on the printer because 
they have all been made 64 
characters wide by Quill. 

The simplest solution after 
first switching on the QL 
intending to run Quill is to 
select MONITOR by press- 
ing F1 as the display device. 
This defaults to a display 
width of 80 characters. 
Alternatively, use the 
Design command in Quill to 
select the width of 80. 

While on the subject of 
printers, S K Sen of 
Stevenage writes com- 
plaining of problems trying 
to obtain hard copy listings 
from the GST Macro 
Assembler or the 
Metacomco Pascal Com- 
piler. Using his Canon 
PJ1080A printer, lines are 
being printed separated 
only by line feeds and with 

Beeps, protection and display wobble examined 
no carriage return. 
Assuming that the printer 
has been configured 
correctly -—- check the 
printer manual — it would 
appear that the end of line 
character in the listings is a 
line feed ASC11 10. Try 
printing the files using the 
COPY — N command as: 

COPY — Nmdv2 — file- 
name TO serl 

If that does not work, the 
following program might: 

10 OPEN #5, ser1 
20 INPUT “Enter file 

name: ”’, filename$ 

30 OPEN—IN #6, 
filename$ 

40 REPEAT print—line 
50 INPUT #6, line$ 
60 PRINT#5, line$ 
70 IF EOF(#6) THEN 

EXIT print—line 
80 END REPEAT 

print— line 

90 CLOSE #5: CLOSE #6 
100 STOP 

Access code 

Tony Davies of St Helens 
writes to ask if there is a 
way to protect a program 
such that ‘‘the only access 
route is via a code at the 
beginning of the program.” 

The first thing to say 
about software protection is 
that the best routines in- 
variably inspire even better 
routines to overcome them. 

The best for which you can 
hope is to make life difficult 
for the unauthorised user. 

Protection can take two 
forms. It can be against the 
making and running of 
unauthorised copies or the 
protection of a user’s own 
data and/or programs. Let 
us look at the second case 
where you do not want 

people with access to you 
Microdrives to be able to 
run your programs without 
your permission. To protect 
a Basic program is difficult 
because the user can 
always use the COPY 
command to view the pro- 
gram. To prevent it, it is 
necessary to make it 
unreadable by the Qdos 
routines which handle the 
Microdrives. This implies 
producing alternative 
machine code routines to 
replace them. 

So we seem to need to use 
a compiler or assembler. 
That being the case, you 
may as well produce the 
program in machine code 
as well. If the program is in 
machine code it cannot be 
listed to the screen or to the 
printer. Also it 
relatively simple matter to 
include a line at the begin- 
ning of the program 
requiring the user to enter 
a password. 
To protect against un- 

authorised copying of pro- 
grams is much more diffi- 
cult but to explain how it is 
done would be helping 
others to defeat it. 

Wobble 

John Ennals of Bishops 
Stortford writes in res- 
ponse to the request in 
November Technical 
Helpline for help regarding 
wobbling of the top of the 
display: 

I had the same trouble 
— the culprit was the PAL 
TV signal generator chip, 
labelled IC28 on the QL 
circuit board. Once re- 
placed, the fault disap- 
peared. IC28 is a Motorola 
MC1377P available from 
Adman Services, 0952 55895. 
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New from Liberation Software 

LIBERATE YOUR 
‘ EPROM PROGRAMMER 

RPM — Resident Procedure Manager & Romable Program 

This powerful dual purpose utility makes creation of ee RESPR files or 
ROMs simple. The ideal compliment to your a mp ° ee 
RPM files can contain any or all of the fo 
Psion a Qload files 
Super IC extensions (in compiled BASIC or machine code) 
Executable programs (started by procedure call) 
a= ms rograms (QLIB Release 3.2 only) 

Tstrap programs. To start the aS ball rolling 
ROMS a be configured which cause BASIC progams or other jobs to start 
automatically as soon as the QL is turned on! 

A full function complier with free toolkit at a bargain price. Ideal for 128k systems 

The ultimate SuperBASIC development system for expanded QLs. Contains 
powerful facilities for creating modular a ‘ograms unmatched in competitive 
products. Release 3.2 is also the only BASIC compiler which is 100% compatible 
with the QPTR environment. Supplied with new looseleaf manual and binder 

Runtimes in ROM give extra speed. Suitable for 128k systems 

QLOAD ........040.+ 
Cut SuperBASIC loading times down to mere seconds with the only effective fast 
loader on the market. Everyone should have a copy! 

Resident interactive cross reference ~— for SuperBASIC. Makes debugging 
complex programs simple. Includes a FIND command for the SuperBASIC editor 

Save money, QLOAD and QREF TOGETHER ..............00:s0s0+++4. £15.00 
Upgrades from Budget to Release 3.2 .. £30 (£45 for ROM) 
Upgrades from 2.x or 3.x to Release 3.2 £10 (£20 on ROM) 

SAE for further information. Specify mdv or flp when ordering. Prices valid for all 
Europe. Send UK cheque or PO to: 

Liberation Software 
43 Clifton Road, Kingston upon Thames KT2 6PJ 

Tel: 01-546 7795 

THE BEST SOFTWARE... 
... AT THE BEST PRICES 

ISO PASCAL £29.95 

Exceeds the ISO standard! 

QL EXPERT £49.95 

Learn about and write expert systems 

@ Boolean, fuzzy and custom 
probabilities 

@ Multiple goal paths 

@ Trace, how, why, what-if, etc 

@ Very fast @ Easy to use 
@ Professional @ QL libraries 

SUPER SOFTWARE 
QL Mega Toolbox — Adds 170+ mostly new commands 
(demo £5, redeemable) ..... 
Task Swopper — The smallest ‘multitasking swooper — many useful features 
Pro-Monitor — Full debugger pilus assembler and symbolic debugging 
Monitor — Powerful full featured debugger — many unique facilities 
Assembier — The fastest Multitasking — Includes editor and linker 
Forth — Superb Forth 83 compiler. Very efficient. Many extensions 
Typing Tutor — Professional tuition in easy steps. Speed/accuracy shown 
Copycat —- Copies most protected programs 
Boot128K — Run “128K only’ progs in your expanded QL 
1 to 1 Dump — Undistorted screen dump to an Epson FX80 .... 
Multi Print — Multitasking program to print multiple copies of files 
Basic MDV Kit — Read/write microdrive sectors headers etc from basic 
Assembly MDV Kit — Assembly source code for microdrive 
header/sector access 

* * ASK FOR OUR DETAILED SOFTWARE CATALOGUE ** 

HARDWARE BARGAINS 
Parallel Printer \/F (inc cables) 
Serial printer cable 
Parallel printer cable 
QL ROM cartridge 
27128 (16kx 8) blank EPROM 
10 new mdvs (loose) 
10 used mdvs (loose) 
20 new mdvs in box 
20 used mdvs in box 

Sinctair QL (30 Day Warranty) 
Sinclair QL (12 month warranty) 
Trump Card (768K + disc I/F) 

512K Expanderam 
Cumana disc intertace 
Single 3.5in drive ~ 
Dual 3.5in drive 
CUB 14in monitor & stand 
One way mains filter 
4 way mains filter mdv storage box 

Astracom V21, V23 modem Ten 3.5in discs 
Astracom V21, V22, V23 modem 40 disc box 
Qualsoft Prestal & Terminal S/W 80 disc box 

* FREE SOFTWARE when you buy hardware — ask for details * 

@ Ask for full price list and product 
details 

@ Dealer and expert orders welcome 
@ Prices include UK VAT and delivery 

Compware, 57 Repton Drive, Haslington, Crewe CW1 1SA. Tel: (0270) 582301 
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DON’T BURY YOUR HEAD IN THE SAND 
TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT THE BEST! 

SCH6N STANDARD KEYBOARD 
The most widely sold add-on keyboard for the QlL-continues as the 
market leader now with a lower price and no key bounce. If you have 
intermittent problems with your old keyboard, or if it has simply failed 
altogether, try replacing it completely with a Schén Standard Keyboard. It 
replaces all the old keyboard unit (membrane, bubble mat etc) and even 
the QL housing! all 65 keys are full travel, two shot symbols and have 
positive touch. Installation is easy — no soldering — just a simple 
screwdriver operation (Installations avaiiable — please ring). 

ONLY £45.00 Full spec sheet available on request 

seems 

SCH6N PC KEYBOARD 
It must be said that the QL deserves better presentation and what better 
way to do it then by connecting a Schén PC Keyboard to your QL. In 
Schon tradition, simplicity and elegance come together to create the 
perfect upgrade for any QL User. With special key functions on board, 
speed of software operation is greatly increased. These special 
compound keys include delete keys, diagonal cursor controi, illuminated 
caps and num lock, extra function keys. The key layout has now been 
further refined with wide touch keys (as pictured above) on keys such as 
shift, return, break. The PC keyboard comes with intelligent keyboard 
interface PLUS a new housing for your computer. Again very simple to fit, 
no soldering. For superb British quality take a look at this keyboard. Spec 
sheet available. Over 1 year guarantee. "’.. . fantastic value 
at €£99.95...”. 
* Fine quality dustcover for Schén PC Keyboard. Black PVC with red trim 

and logo. Only £4.95 

* ANTI-BOUNCE DEVICE— Cures key repeat on the Schon Standard 

Keyboard and can help problems on the old QL keyboard. With full 
instructions. Only £6.00 

BARGAIN CORNER 
Superior quality computer and disk drive casing. Rid yourself of a 3ft QL 
and annoying cables and house it all in a rigid plastic/metal computer 
casing. Ring for details. Available for 3.5" or 5.25" format. (Not for the 

ay omy £50.00 
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery 

Northcote 
Crescent, West 
Horsley, SCHEIN F 

MARIS J ret: oes 

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING: 

Sch6n Standard Keyboard @ £45.00 
Sch6n PC QL Keyboard @ £99.95 
PVC Dustcover for PC Keyboard @ £4.95 
Anti-bounce device for QL Keyboard @ £6.00 
Mr/Mrs/Miss 
Address 

P&P £1.70 
P&P £3.00 

POST FREE 
POST FREE 

Amount Enclosed £ s “Sorry no plastic dosh 

OVERSEAS!! Deduct 15% VAT and add £4.00 extra for Standard 
keyboard. USA, UAE, Australia and other far reaching parts, 

please add extra £12.00 for Air Mail. Thank you 



If you have a program that is worthy of consideration, send it to ‘The Progs’, 

Sinclair QL World, Greencoat House, Francis Street, London SW1P 1DG. We pay 

for everything published at the usual page rates — £80 per thousand words. 

Program of the month 

OMPANDER by A. QUIGL 
ompander is a _ order which is that of a which can allow acount of taken in pairs, which can be 
machine code _ space-filling curve — 8th 15. The count will never be anadvantage in some cases 
utility routine for order Hilbert. This is done 0, so the spare code can be_ but is usually a disadvan 
the compres- to make good use of any used to indicate that the tage although it allows the 
sion of graphic 
screens into very 

small files. When the code 
is loaded using the BOOT 
routine it establishes the 
new keywords COMPRESS 
and EXPAND, which are 
then used from within a 
program in the form 
COMPRESS ‘mdv— 
filename’ or EXPAND 
‘mdv—filename’ to save or 
load a compressed screen 
design. 

The compression routine 
scans the screen in single 
pixels — in mode 8 — in an 

auto-correlation present, 
since successive pixels are 
packed together, giving a 
greater probability of them 
being the same colour. A 
repeat count is formed by 
the number of pixels of the 
same colour on successive 
pixels along the curve. This 
count is represented in a 
variable length record in 
the output file. 
Each pixel — pair of 

pixels in mode 4 — is rep- 
resented by a nibble for the 
colour and a repeat count. 
This count uses one nibble, 

next byte is to be used as 
the count. This count will 
never be less than 16, since 
the extra byte would not be 
present in that case. The 
spare codes can be used 
with the next byte to forma 
three-nibble count. If three 
nibbles are not sufficient to 
represent the count — 
unlikely — further records 
are generated, as before, for 
the remainder. 
The program is optimised 

for mode 8 but also gives 
excellent results with mode 
4. In mode 4 the pixels are 

same code to be used for 
both modes. The screen is 
not degraded in any way by 
the compression but the 
size of the file generated 
depends on the pattern on 
the screen. Screens with 
large plain blocks are 
greatly compressed. 

After booting from drive 
one type: 
COMPRESS ‘DEVN— 
FILENAME’ 
To expand a compressed 
file use: 
EXPAND ‘DEVN— 
FILENAME’ 

PRINT\'DONE* 

DEFine FuNction HH(A$) 

RETurn 16*(A$(1)INSTP. B$-1)+A$(2)INSTR BS$-1 
END DEFine 

DATA “7DU3FA000C34780110L E9270004E750002" 

DATA "U3001CO06455850414E4u400001 608434 Fup" 

DATA "1B5052U553530000000000000061064E75" 
DATA 1261544E75610000940C80000000006702" 
DATS “OOUET572FF/ 28341 FA033E70014E420C80" 
DATA '180000000067024E75227C00020000263c" 
DATA “6000001 FFFU29951CBFFFCU28342854U286" 
DATA "A324463F3C00013F3C00086100007E588F" 

DATA “8F7002UE424E7561420C80000000006702" 
DATA "64 4E7572FF760241FA02EE70014E420C80" 
DATA "FEQOO00000067024UE75U283428542862U46" 
DATA "D7264A3F3C00013F3C0008610000B26100" 
DATA "3101 FA588F7002U EU 2UE75226E00583478" 
DATA "5A01164E920C4 30001670470F14E753036" 
DATA "03980041 FA02A230C05489538010F69800" 
DATA "E2528951C8FFF842804E753E2FO00U0CK7" 
DATA “E300006768382FO0006D604444453473F04u" 

DATA "2F3F076100FFE6588F610000C8382F0006" 

mdvi_COMPANDER_bas 1988 Jan 09 

CLS 

RESTORE 

B¢='01234567389ABCDEF' 

F=RESPR(20000) 

G=0 

V=2h 

REPeat A 

IF EOF: EXIT A 

READ A$ 

ow f-~ 

VY ONOWFEWNPH 

VeaVe1 

E=HH(A$(1TO 2)) 

D=0 

FOR B=3TC LEN(A$)STEP 2 

C=HH(A$(B TO B+1)) 

D=D““c 

POKE F+G,C:GrGil 

END FOR B 

IF E<>D: PRINT'ERROR IN LINE 

END REPeat A 

SBYTES ‘MDV1_COMPANDER_BIN'’',F,G 

WWWWWWWW ND SAW eFWNPr 
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"C23E2FO0004960453473F0U3F076100FFCC" 

"08588F610000AE382F00063E2F00045347" 

"FE3FOU43FO76100FFB4588F382FO00063E2F" 

"6COOOUQEOUG1OOOOSCHUNAS53473FO43F07" 

"3861 00FF98588F382FO0006D604NE753E2F" 

"8300040C4700006768382F0006D6044444" 

"OF53473F043F076100FFE6588F610000D6" 

"313382FO0063E2F000U960453473FOU3F07" 

"586100FFCC588F610000BC382F00063E2F" 

"FQO0004U53"73FOU3FO76100FFBU588F382F" 

"6EQOOE3E2FOOOUDEOU61O0009ANUUU5 347" 

"LI3FO43FO76100FF98588F382F0006D604"" 

"CCUE75B4FCO000663C2F034281363CFFFF" 

"F870014E4336410C01000F6306E8093441" 

"5E602070014E430C01000F630434416012" 

"F7CF8A3E01E14F70014E431E0106470100" 

"O7CF8A261F340B534A20052206227C0002" 

"5 COOO0EF81D3C122000281000000030280" 

"QQOOQ0000FCE280D3C02002D281ED080282" 

"BOOODO0000CE90AE228E22A851981116100" 

Ah DATA 

45 DATA 

46 DATA 

“7 DATA 

48 DATA 

49 DATA 

50 DATA 

51 DATA 

52 DATA 

53 DATA 

54 DATA 

55 DATA 
56 DATA 

57 DATA 

58 DATA 
59 DATA 

60 DATA 

61 DATA 

62 DATA 

LBYTES 

CALL XSDRCSDEE 

PDATE: Two data lines 
off last month's the Month, 

2510 DATA 'Th 
2520 DATA 'A 

are: : 

XSDRCSDEE=RESPR(1024) 

'MDV1_COMPANDER_BIN', XSDRCSDEE 

"FEOOF64E7520052206227C00020000EF81" 
"CED3C122000281000000030280000000FC" 
"2CE280D3C0D28114191011E32AE3280202" 
"CTOOCOOZ0000COELO88400E80A0242000F" 
"74B4U4B6604528A600C6100001036422u7C" 
"B200000001610000A04E75B5FCOO0000000" 
"866F0000922F033638FFFFB5FCO0000010" 
"576C16C18AE988C18AD7CA220B7005U E43" 
"6824 7CO00000006060B5FC000001006c14" 
"59320B70054E43320A70054 E4324 7C0000" 
"ODO00006044320B70054E4395FC00000100" 
"97B5FCOOOOOFFF6F18123COOOF7005UE43" 
"481 23COOFF70054E4395FCOOOOOFFF6018" 
"A8320AE0U90201000F70054EU3320A7005" 
"724UEUZ247COOO00000B5FCO00000006E00" 
"E8FF7A261FUE75020300030C0300006604"" 
"56520560200C0300016604520660160C03" 
"63000266045305600C0C03000366065306" 
"5960000002U4E75" 

enu is a general- options using the left and right 
purpose FuNction 
routine to  pro- 
duce a menu 
block at the top 

of the screen which allows a 
user to step through a program 
under menu control. 
Two parameters are 

required when the FuNction is 
called, an array of menu op- 
tions and the number of op- 
tions. An option is selected 
either by scanning through the 

100 DIM x$(15,15) 

110 CLS #1:CLS #2:CLS #0 

arrow keys or the TAB and 
shift-TAB key and then hitting 
enter when the desired option 
is highlighted or by pressing 
the key equivalent to the first 
letter of the option required. 

It is not necessary to wait for 
the entire menu to be written, 
as the keyboard is scanned as 
each menu option is printed. 
The only criterion therefore 
when using this procedure is 
that all the options should start 

120 DATA “Erase”, “Header”, “Margins”, "Save", “Copy”, 
“Footer", “Justify” 

130 DATA “Print”, "Tabs", "Design", "Goto", "Load", "Qu 
it", “Other” 
140 RESTORE 120 

150 FOR i=1 TO 14:READ x$(i) 
160 option=menu (x$, 13) 
170 PRINT#O, option 
180 GO TO 140 

6000 DEFine FuNction menu (array_option$, options) 
6010 LOCal loop, key, first_let$%(options) ,newrow, 1x ¢ 
options),temp, temps 

6020 esc_flag=CODE ( INKEY$(0)) resc_flag=0 
6030 OPEN #9,scr_502x22a5x0:BORDER #9,1,6:PAPER #9 
sOsCLS #9:1x(1)=11 
6040 INK #9,6:PRINT #9, "COMMANDS: 
6050 FOR loop=1 TO options: first_let$=first_let$& 
array_option$(loop, 1) 

“3: INK #9,4 

with a different letter. The op- 1020 =65:REMark ‘a’ key 
tion is also provided to allow _ pressed 
the user to ae the ‘esc’ key _... carry out the following. . . 
and return the user to a : 
previous menu. This option is 1030 =72:REMark ‘h’ key 

sensed by returning a value 0 Pressed 
and also setting a global 1049 =0:REMark ‘esc’ key 
variable esc — flag equal to 1. pressed 

The function is used as follows: 

1000 optn = menu(choice$,12) 
then 
1010 SELect on optn 

6110 END FOR loop 

The example in the listing 
uses the menu from Quill. The 
routine is written for use in 
mode 4 but could be easily 
adapted for mode 8. 

6120 loop=1:AT #9,0,11: INK #9,6:PRINT #9, array_opt 
ions (1) 
6130 REPeat menu_sel 
6140 key=CODE ( INKEY$(-1)) 
6150 SELect key 
6160 

ms THEN loop=1 
6170 

=200, 9: temp=1 oop: loop=loop+i:IF loop>optio 

AT #9, 1%* (temp >=newrow) , 1x (temp) : INK #9, 
4:PRINT #9, array _option$ (temp) 
6180 AT #9,1*(1loop>=newrow) ,1x (loop): INK #9, 
6:PRINT #9,array_option$(loop) 
6190 

HEN loop=options 
=192, 253: temp=1 oop: loop=loop-1:IF loop<i T 

6200 AT #9, 1*(temp>=newrow) ,1x (temp): INK #9, 

4:PRINT #9, array _option$(temp) 
6210 AT #9,1*(loop>=newrow) ,1x (loop): INK #9, 
6:PRINT #9, array_option$ (loop) 
6220 

oop)):REMark return key 

6230 

=10:CLS#9: CLOSE#9:RETurn CODE (first_let$(1 

6060 FOR loop=1 TO options 
6070 temp $=INKEY$ (0): IF CODE (temp$)<>O THEN : IF 
temp$ INSTR first_let$ THEN CLS #9:CLOSE #9:RETurn 
CODE (first_let$(temp$ INSTR first_lets)) 

6080 IF loop>1 THEN 1x (loop)=1x (loop—1)+LEN(arra 
y_option$ (loop-—1))+2 
6090 IF 1x (loop) +LEN(array_option$(loop))>=82 TH 
EN AT #9, 1,021 (loop) =0: newr ow=1 cop 

6100 PRINT #9, array_option$(loop);"  "; 
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=27:esc_flag=1:CLS #9:CLOSE #9:RETurn O:RE 
Mark esc key 

6240 =32 TO 127:1IF CHR$(key) INSTR first_let® T 
HEN CLS #9:CLOSE #9:RETurn CODE (first_let$(CHR$(ke 
y) INSTR first_let$)):ELSE BEEP 5000, 45 
6250 =REMAINDER :BEEP 5000, 45 
6260 END SELect 
6270 END REPeat menu_sel 
6280 END DEFine menu 
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1: SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR 

| 

SPELLBOUND 
REAL TIME spelling checker for Quill or The Editor V1.17 

onwards on the expanded Sinclair QL. 

Spell Bound is a real time spelling checker for Quill or the Editor V1.17 

onwards on the expanded QL . Spellbound checks your spelling as you 

type with its 30,000+ word dictionary, with no discernible reduction in 

the operating speed of Quill. The dictionary is fully expandable to your 

memory/media limits. 

Available on disc or Microdrive at only £29.95 

Turbo Quill+ £14.0 
Turbo Quill £12.0 
Cartridge Doctor £13.0 
Eye Q £29.0 
Turbo £99.0 
The Editor (DP) £30.0 
Forth £34.0 
Toolkit 2 (EPROM) £34.0! 

Keydefine £10.01 

Talent Workbench £25.0! 
Psion Chess £17.01 
Better Basic (DP) £25.0! 

Home Finance £20.01 

WRITETURN £12.01 
Prints spreadsheets, 
documents and text files 
sideways on an Epson or 
compatible printer, no more 
taping two sheets together! 

THE ULTIMATE 
@ NOT JUST another multi tasking program, but a complete front end memory management 

system for the expanded Sinclair QL. 

@ ONSCREEN CALCULATOR with many features including delta percentage mark up. 

@ POWERFUL FILE MAINTENANCE of discs and Microdrives. 

@ NOTEPAD with word wrap and ‘send note’ feature. 

@ SOFTWARE RESET scans for, and warns of any vulnerable open files at close down. 

@ SERIAL PRINTER BUFFER user configurable up to 32K 

@ DUPLICATE CODE SHARING allows multiple copies of the same program without losing 

memory to additional code space e.g. 12 copies of Abacus with 230K free. 

@ COMMAND FILE MODULE easily creates files which will operate the machine in your 

absence. For example it could load quill, fill in your address, type a standard letter and 

print it.. You will, however, have to post it yourself. 

@ USER FRIENDLY It was described as “virtually idiot proof" by a major software reviewer. 

Available on disc or Microdrive and still only £25 

Don't even think about buying ¢ 
replacement keyboard until you kr 
how to use the one you already he 

Why type slowly when you can be typir 

professional speeds? Touch Typist is th 
fastest typing tutor available for the Sin 
QL. It will teach you to type at up to 211 

wpm. It is 100% machine code and ha: 

@ 3 teaching modes 

@ speed and accuracy targets 
@ results display graphs 

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTERS Z88 

-from Sir Clive Sinclair £287 

@ Built in screen QL-Z88 file transfer software £15 Customise any or all of the 200 les: 

@ Full size keyboard (QI-Z88 cable - £8) which can then be saved to create 

@ Built in word processor . library of custom lesson sets. Touct 

q spreadsheet and database Use the QL for storage and editing typist will run from disc, Microdrive 

@ 32K RAM of files, or use the Z88 as a portable ramdisc. Available on disc or Micro 

data terminal.Available on 3.5in. for only £12. 
@ Diary and Calculator 
@ Comms software 

@ All Z88 accessories available 

@ Runs for 20 hrs on 4 AA batteries 

@ Many more features 

disc or Microdrive. 

Purpose built Z88 Carrying case 

with room for six Eproms. Protection 

for your portable for only £10. 

“Succeeding admirably as a seriot 
course for beginners and experien 
typists alike... the professional poli: 
good quality software” - QL Work 

Pe Se nee ae EE Se reenn 
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WARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE | 

PAGE DESIGNER 2 
A comprehensive new desktop publishing program for the 

expanded Sinclair QL, written by Dilwyn Jones. 
Page Designer 2 i s a powerful new version of the program from the Quanta software library. Completely re-written 

and with a host of new facilities, it puts desktop publishing within the reach of everyone, at an affordable price. 

Page Designer 2 incorporates many featutes found on systems costing thousands of pounds. It provides full 
WYSIWYG, is easy to use and is supplied with a comprehensive manual. The program will run on a Thor or QL with 

at least 256K expansion memory and disc interface. A modular version will be made available for non-disc users. 

@ Create documents up to 9 pages 
@ Memory resident hires and text fonts 
@ Variable linespacing and all QL text sizes 

@ Cut & paste to memory and file for clip art 
@ Page size up to 3840x1600 pixels 

@ Load in Quill docs, lis and ASCII text files 

@ Full graphics with rotate/reflect. 

@ Taskmaster, Spellbound & Qram compatible 
@ Page magnify and preview facilities 

Edge detection 

IMAGE PROCESSOR ONLY £19 

Converts pictures from mode 4 to 8 and back again 

Computerisedimage enhancement 

Recolour/decolour. Invert black/white 

Brush for hand alterations 

Creates clip art for Page Designer 2 

SPEM Digitiser compatible 

Loads more features, write for full specification. Only £35. 

FLASHBACK 
An entirely new concept in fast information storage, 

retrieval and manipulation on the QI. 
M@ Flashback is a new kind of database which can find information in 

seconds compared with Archive’s minutes. 

@ Flashback can read a record one second after giving the program a 

person's address, telephone number, or any other detail. 

@ The ability to send details to another program at the press of a couple of 
keys, windowing, mind-blowing speed and the fact that it works ona 
standard machine put Flashback in a field of its own. 

Available now. Only £25 

39 WRAY CRESCENT, ULNES WALTON, 
LEYLAND, LANCS PR5 3NA 

Tel: 0772 454328, Prestel mailbox 772454328 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND P & P 

“TOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR S 

@ QL SPARES 
Service Manual - This is the most up to 
date book for repairing the QL. It contains all 
circuit diagrams, faultfinding charts and 
oscilloscope displays to enable you to repair 
your own QL or understand how it works. 
This is not the cheap photocopy offered by 
some firms £25.00 

QL Test Software - Including RS232 
loopback lead. Tests all major functions of 
the computer - sound, colour, keys, RS232, 
Micro-drive etc. Used by repair companies - 

£14.00 

Keyboard membrane £6.00 

Bubble mat £3.00 
JS ROM set £28.00 
ZX8301 ULA £12.00 
ZX8302 ULA 

m@ VARIOUS 
QL dustcover 
Microdive labels on tractor feed per 100 
20 Microdrives in Transform storage box 

modem 
Microvitec 1451DQ3 dedicated monitor 



SUPERIOR REPLACEMENT QL KEYBOARD LOWEST PRICES ON QL DISK SYSTEMS 

THIS HAS BEEN DESIGNED 

Complete with Communicaions Software® ® BT APPROVED® ® 

SPECIAL OFFER: 20 3.5" DISKS + FREE STOR 

® NEW® QTYPE SPELLING CHECKER COMPATIBLE WITH GRAM .... £19 ACCESSORIES 

2000 Sheets Fanfold Paper (Supplied with printer) ..-eeeeee ee eees 

SPECIAL OFFER: SEIKOSHA SP180A PRINTER INC PARALELL INTERFACE 

THE ASTRACOM 1000 MULTISTANDARD INTELLIGENT MODEM....-++-+++e8> 

MIRACLE SYSTEMS PARALELL INTERFACE... ~~~. - =o a ane £ 29 Serial Printer Cable 

Spo Nc Connor rk Sysrems 

BRYN COTTAGE, PENIEL, CARMARTHEN, DYFED SA32 7DJ. TEL: 0267-231246 

QUALITY PRINTER STAND Suitable for any 80 Col Printer ONLY ....----+++++> 

SET OF 6 BOOKS 2. cicccccccccsceves £19 MCS MULTIROM......--+-+s-s 

10 DS/DD 3.5" DISKS IN CASE £ 16 SCHON. KEYBOAR Docs ceonsaixis 

AGE BOX FOR 40 DISKS ........ 

MONITORS (Cables Included) 
RIBBONS 

Microvitic Cub 1451/DQ3 Colour ..-seeeercrerrerrrrresscrcres £249 BROTHER M1009 

Microvitic Cub 1451/DQT3 with Swivel Stand «--++eeerrrereccercs £269 QUEN DATA 

Swivel Stand for Mictovitic ...seeeceeeesssccsceessersccscrs 
Ex25 1 AXAN/CANON 

Phillips BM7502 20MHZ Green (RECOMMENDED FOR THE QL) . eee te 4 LPSON | X80 

BUSINESS 

Baits he ene Sie Software 
FRONT PAGE .....cccncccccescceccss £22 

FRONT PAGE EXTRA 2 .....02 eee eeeee £39 LANGUAGES 

TALENT TECHNIQL ..... cee eee cece nce £44 METACOMCO ASSEMBLER «++++eeeeees Pay | 

TALENT CAD 3-D £35 METACOMCO BCPL ....-- +e eee eeeees £49 

RUBICON VIEWPOINT ART/DISK ..ccccce £19 ME TACOMCO LISP... ee ee eee een eeeee i 4g 

DIGITAL EYE @ 2. cccnesescncvcsvece £24 ME TACOMCO PASCAL ..-----e eee cece i 69 

QDRAW .ccccccceccsevevenvcicesesee £14 METACOMCO 'C'. wee eee eee ere ee reee £79 

PACIOLI £25 PRO FORTRAN ....eceeeccecreccees i 89 

SPEEDSCREEN ... eee cece cere eeereee £20 PRO PASCAL ..- cece eee eee eer reeee i 89 

PRO ASTROLOGER CART/DISK......+-++- £49 DIGITAL TURBO ....c eee e ec eceecces £89 

PRO ASTOLOGER + ASTONOMER ......-- £59 TALENT WORKBENCH ....-22 eee eens £1 

QL SERVICE MANUAL... . 2-2 e ee ee eeee £19 QL LIBERATOR 2... cece eee eer eee eeee £59 

DESK TOP PUBLISHER CART [DISK sccvsce £69 FORTH + REVERS] 2... eee ee ener eeeee &s5 

LEISURE 
BRIDGE PLAYER Wow. eee ee ee eee eens & i 

TALENT WEST wc cece cecresrcceece £12 WAR IN THE EAST COMPLETE ...-++-- a 

TALENT ZKUL «cece eee e rece eercees = ve WAR IN THE EAST (SCEN. 1) «---e eee £ 20 

TALENT COSMOS ..2.ccsccccvccess E12 WAR IN THE EAST (SCEN. 2 OR 3) ..--- £ 43 

TALENT THE LOST PHAROH ......... £13 PSION ‘CHESS. <.o.c dis:6:6) jee v's nie bial, oi7.6 i 16 

TALENT JUNGLE EDDI .... cece seces £15 PSION MATCHPOINT ....-.-20eee000% ‘AZ 

TALENT NEMESIS... - 2-2 eee eee eeeee { 13 RUBICON DRAGONHOLD ....-2eeeee08 £14 

PUZZEL MANIA £12 LEISURE GENIUS SCRABBLE ..---+++++> £12 

TALENT STRIP POKER ...--cccccces £13 HYPERDRIVE .. 2-2 e cere eee eeerereee ay. 

DIGITAL SUPERBACKGAMMON .......- £11 DIGITAL DROIDZONE ...--- ee eee cece ie J 

DIGITAL BLOCKLANDS .....-- +2220 a. 2 THE TALISMAN (NEW ADVENTURE) ..---- £19 

£14 
TALENT HOVERZONE ...-- eee eeeees £14 TALENT DEATHSTRIKE....--+-++-eee0 

BEST PRINTER BUY 

VISA ] ALL PRICES 
a INCLUDE 

VAT & CARR. 

FOR THE FUTURA MEETING bie POMS = GNI sesame creer £199 
THE HIGHEST SPECIFICATIONS TRUMPCARD + QRAM + DUAL3.5” 

NEC DRIVES + 10 DS/DD DISKS ..-ccsescsvsevsvnmeneesnensensenn £379 
CUMANA INT. SINGLE DRIVE + 10 DISK £179 

ceneeiinimeael SQB + SINGLE DRIVE + 10 DISKS «0.00: £199 

ah aS a A CUMANA INT. + DUAL DRIVE + 10 DISKS " g239 
rey ai DUAL NEC DRIVES + 10 DISKS «0-0 gig 
Li SINGLE NEC DRIVE + 10 DISKS. “eit 

ee oe > shell a £ 79 

SEIKOSHA SL80AI LQ PRINTER .....s:-- £389 
FEATURES 

Ha bhegcosi AT ¢ 24 PIN HEAD GIVING LETTER QUALITY 
ERGONOMIC DESIGN © 10 FUNCTION KEYS © CERPECT LEFYER QUALITY 50 CPS 

* NUMERIC KEYPAD ¢ ANTI BOUNCE © DRAFT QUALITY 150 CPS 
® FULL TRAVEL KEYS ® EASY FITTING © tee ORG PARALLEL INTEREACE 

QL REPAIRS 7 DAY SERVICE .. £28 

EMERGENCY SERVICE...-..---- £38 

QL KEYBOARD MEMBRANE.... £ 6 

UIIVA) ZXS IOUT ao.0, oje.010, n:6: 019 0:60 605 00 £10 

ULA ZX8302 ..-eeereveeveevecs £10 

2 AMP 5 VOLT REGULATOR .. £ 4 

68008: CPU ie coals Seow a8 £25 

PLEASE CALL FOR OTHER SPARES 

® NEW® GPTR POINTER INTERFACE 222 eee ee ee ee ee eee es £ 29 $250 WATT MAINS FILTER .occccccccccccccrcrsccrereeenes £ 36 

PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE MIRACLE SYSTEMS INTERFACE MIRACLE SYSTEMS MODAPIOR ..---eeecceeeecerrrrrecerece £39 

CARON PW10BUe: . steele ce cc cle te aw i ere OP Spee F. 4s Ce £299 MICROSTICK JOYSTICK WITH ADAPTOR ..--ee eee errr rere rrrcs £ 16 

SEIKOSHA 1300Al 300CPS (colour option £100 extia) . 1... 22 ee eee £399 20 CARIRIDGES WITH TRANSFORM BOX ..--eee eee eeerrrecees £ 40 

DAISYWHEEL MP26 (26 CPS) QUMt COMPATIBLE ...--e-ececerecece £299 10 CARTRIDGES WITH TRANSFORM BOX ...eee cece cece er rrees £ 23 

2000 Sheets Famfold Paper Micro Perf --++++++eeerrrrrrrrrrrs £19 4 Mircrodrive Cartridges .---++-- £8 Transform Box...-.-++s £ iS. 

£ 16 Joystick Adaptor ....+-e-+-+eeee £5 Para Cable for SQB £10 

10 DS/DD 5.25" Disks... 

Sate! 4 a) £5 MT80 or Shinwa .....-.£ 6 

a a £6 SP1000A (Sinclair) ....++ £7 

» Smile auale {8 EPSON RX/MX/FX ..2+++ £6 

wie Tidie que £5 CITIZEN 120D ..-+-++-+£ 6 

UTILITIES 

DIGITAL MEDIA MANAGER .-- ee ee eee eee £35 

THE EDITOR ON CART (128K VER.) ----- + £24 

THE EDITOR ON DISK (640 VER.).- +++ eee £39 

TALENT TECHNIKI] «- ee eee eee eee eee £24 

GRAM CART/DISK..- eee eee reer eenee £29 

QTYP SPELLING CHECKER «.-++eeee eee £29 

DISK & PRINT SPOOLER.««-+eeeeeeeeeee | 

TALENT SIDEWAYS «.e eee erence eeeeeee £19 

DIGITAL SPRITE GENERATOR ..-- ee ee eee £29 

LOCKSMITH 2c cece rere een e nee enrene Liz 

A MATTER ccccccccccesescrssvcscses £12 

QMON MONITOR/DEBUGGER.. +++ eee eres £18 

TALENT CARTRIDGE DOCTOR «..--+eeeee £13 

TASKMASTER 22 c eee eee e nner cree eeee £25 

TALENT HORRODAY .. 2-0 eee ee eeeeeee £14 

TALENT FARMER... eee ee eee eee eeeee £14 

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER.--++++eeeeer £l 

SELLASOF 1 TANKBUSTERS «..-+++eeee £ i 

TALENT HOVERZONE «+--+ eee ee eerere £1 

STONE RAIDER Il «eee ee errr eerree £1 

SQUADRONS... -- eee eee err eerrrere a 

TOUCH TYPIST .---eceeecceerereee eq 

DATALINK 3D SLIME ..-eeeeererrrre ae 

HEART OF GERN (NEW ADVENTURE).... £ 1! 

DIGITAL SUPER ASTROLOGER ..-+++++ ce 

TALENT TYPE 22 (TACTICAL).----+--- zs 



SANDY QL SPECIALS 
NEW — NEW — NEW — NEW — NEW — NEW — NEW— NEW — NEW— NEW — NEW 

At last a high-tech answer to QL power regulator problems and overheating. New from SANDY - Q-POWER -is a plug in 
replacement for the 5 Volt internal regulator wHich generates all the heat behind the microdrive housing and causes 

lock ups on expanded systems. Fitted in minutes with just a screwdriver it provides high frequency switching output for 
cool trouble-free running — a must for every serious QL user. 

STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS - MEGABOARD - STOP PRESS -STOP PRESS 
The ultimate hardware development for all versions of the QL. MEGABOARD is a single plug in expansion board with 

these incredible facilities making all other interfaces obsolete! 1 MEGABYTE RAM - FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE 
-PARALLEL PRINTER PORT - HARD DISK INTERFACE - MOUSE PORT -BATTERY BACKED REAL TIME CLOCK 

-TOOLKIT Il - SPEEDSCREEN -DYNAMIC RAM DISKS - MULTI TASKING SPOOLER -NETWORK FILE SERVER - 64K ROM 
OF SUPER ROUTINES. 

20 and 30 Megabyte Hard Disk Drives with optional built in 3.5” Floppy Disk Drive with integral Toroidal PSU and all 
connecting cables. 

Built to our usual high quality standards and fully supported with warranty and technical backup the price and facilities 
will amaze you! Call today for the full specification data sheets. 

SUPER QUALITY SANDY DISK DRIVES IN EVERY FORMAT 
QL Multi has a 3.5’’ Double Sided Density 1 Megabyte Disk Drive combined with a 5.25” Double Sided, Double Density 1 

Megabyte 80/40 Track Drive in 1 small casing with integral super smooth power supply. Mains use and front panel 
mounted illuminated power switch — comes complete with cable to plug in and run with any Disk Interface. 

SANDY SUPER KEYBOARD - SANDY SUPER KEYBOARD 
Separate keyboard with real moving keyswitching in a custom moulded body with 10 Function Keys, Full Numeric Pad, 
Single Key Underscore, Hotkey, standard QL key layout QWERTY section. Superb light positive action with no repeated 
characters, fold-up tilt feet, fitted in 10 minutes and completely compatible with ALL QL soft and hardware. Fit the best — 

there’s no comparison! 

HARDWARE 
SINCUAIEION SMA QB. 6, ..20506s00.00:0-.. cd ae £120.00 
Si SET Me) Sp Spe ae ee ene £130.00 
SUIS C OT EY |= ce Tiel | C16” 4 GR a £185.00 
SLU MEN ETO, OES i501, QS a ae £195.00 
THRU-CON 512K RAM CARD... cece cececcececeseeeeeeeeens £90.00 NEC DUAL 3.5 DISK DRIVE ...........0.0.c.0.ccecccsscsssesseseeees SUMERDISIOINTERFACE ©... di. 03:.525-.tetcnlilés.-cocteivie. £80.00 MITSUBISHI SINGLE 3.5 ..0.......0 uc cccccscccssesecsssesecsscscceees 
SUPERQBOARD OK RAM .............cccccccsceceseceeseceseeeeees £100.00 BARE NEC 3.5DSDD DRIVE ...0.......eeceeccesscccecesesseeesees 
SUPERQBOARD 512K RAM i ioc.....c.c. cecvesccdosneesseceezecee £179.00 BARE MITSUBISHI 3.5 DRIVE ....0.......cccccccccesecececeeeseeeees 
SQB + MOUSE COMPLETE OK ...............scccsseseceseseees £150.00 QLMULTI 3.5/5.25 DRIVE ...........cccccccccccscesecssecesesceeees 
SQB + MOUSE COMPLETE 512K o.0......cccescscsceseseees £240.00 5.25 40/80 SWITCHABLE DRIVE 
SQB RAM UPGRIIE SIDK ito oisscescccncececeecacococcecsensecs £90.00 SERIAL PORE CABEES i8i.gil....c.c..cstecenscstecctiec..cctteibs 
QIMI INTERNAL MOUSE EYESF ...0.0...c.cccccceccccceeeeeeeeeeees £29.50 5.25 1 MBYTE 40/80 BARE DRIVE 
QIMI WITH REAL TIME CLOCK ....0.0.. ccc eceeececcseseeeeeeeees £39.50 JOYSTICK PORT CABLES ...0.......cccccccccesesesceccscseeseseeceeees 

MONITOR CABLES 
PHILIPS 14°’ COLOUR MONITOR .....0......ccccccsesceeeeeseees £274.00 QEP EPROM CARTRIDGE ...............ccccccccccsccsceceseseceeeeeee. £5.99 PHILIPS 12” GREEN MONITOR ....... pevncsss ect ttats «as cuamscns £84.00 MOUSE MAT ANTI/STATIC ...........cccccccescsssscssscescscecesceces £8.50 
Seni SEPARATE KEYBOARD .......................ecceceseeees £90.00 OL DUST COVER eis och titel esaiticsincns cetera. £5.00 RMR SPIT SSTEIMMD FGI T ...5..500.c2.scscsesesececececcosesererace £110.00 MDV STOPINGIE BON ie ooops fecsecstectnclisei nn. £5.00 
SPEM QEPROM 3x27512 BOARD ............ccccsceccscseeeseeees £40.00 OL POWERIBUPREY: risen ti civcccnseccsicctcoctecenioteatisoies. £25.00 CHZENLSPOLANIER .............................. £170.00 

10 VERBATIM 3.5” DSDD DISKS 
25 VERBATIM 3.5" DSDD BULK 

QL JOYSTICK 

50 VERBATIM 3.5” DSDD BULK ..............0ceeeccceeeeeeees £66.00 QTYP SPELLING CHECKER .................cccccccssscsescesoceeees £29.90 SOLS ul Sc Ne Ce tier ae £6-:69.  OPTR POINTER TOOURIN ....cicccsetcscttceseria-s.-<osossaiidockers £29.90 AIC OEEINE 90 CHIEN 28, ITs, sl SPN 2, ccs. cascviiead £16.65 QRAM FROM QUUMP 0..c.i..........ccccsscssssccecesscscescecsesececs £29.90 POWER UT OPS clare cvicasapievovseecBaccdecdeicecesentanes £1D.95 QL: CP-M EMUBATOR Grer.28 2 cnc snconnnncenteccdaaseseceseel £44.95 QEPIII EPROM PROGRAMMER ..............cccccccscsceeeceeeee %126.00. RAM DISKgsis nsec oc, os. cee £7.50 

QL spares and keyboard membranes always in stock 
SPECIAL OFFER — Superdisk Interface + Single Disk Drive only £170.00 

SANDY (UK) PCP LTD 
Garfield House, 44a Stanley Street, Bedford MK41 7RW 

a] 
VISA 
eae 
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Tel: (0234) 273000. Fax: (0234) 270133 
Prices include VAT and carriage. Export enquiries welcome 



£2 OFF QL REVISOR 
“Viewed for the first time, it evokes a feeling of impressed astonishment” (QL World Review Feb 87). 

future 

je porterai 
tu porteras 
il portera 

nous porterons nous avons porte 
vous porterez vous avez porté 

ils ont porte 

An indispensible revision aid, RE- 

VISOR is a framework upon which you 

can build a specific study system, 
applicable to your needs. It is 100% 
multi-tasking and will operate suc- 

cessfully with any other multi-tasking 

program. 

condi tional past historic 

je portais je porterais j'avais porte je portai 
tu portais tu porterais tu avais porté 
UL portait 

Supplied on cartridge with a 

fourteen page manual and five 

example files, REVISOR automatically 

marks multi-choice questions and can 

print the results. An excellent feature is 

its ability to provide associated expla- 

nations which greatly enhances its 

teaching capabilities. 

Suitable for students and teachers at all 

levels. 

hey are all Lines 
joining places with 
am equal value of 
some element 

isohyet = rainfall 

isobar = pressure 

isoneph = average 

£12.50 pect & isobath = points on 
the sea bed with 

(+ 75p post and packing) 
L_depth 

VERSATILE MINI-VAC 
The most efficent way of 
cleaning those awkward 

places where dust 

accumulates, damaging 
delicate components. Com- 

plete with assorted nozzles. . Z 

£5 OFF PSION CHESS! 

CHESS 
for the Sinclair QL PlsiilolN 

£7.95 (P&P £1) 

1.2 KEYBOARD 

CONTROLLER 

CHIP 
Complete with full instructions, easy to fit, this little 

chip gets rid of the annoyance caused by "roll over 

effect’ which means that when you accidentally 

touch an adjacent key, your target letter prints 

twice. If you have found this a problem in the past, 

then the keyboard controller chip is just what you 

need. 

£7.50 (including post & packing). 

a 
SN 

— | 
World Champion 

* Spectacular 3D Chess Normal Price £19.95 

Game... Special Price £14.95 
p&p 50p * Suitable for all ages and 

levels 

* Easy to use, a pleasure 

to play 



Price only £9 
2 Cartridges 
150 Descriptive and imaginative locations. 
Problems mazes traps and puzzles 
Extensive Vocabulary 

50 Objects 
Intelligent characters to carry out tasks. eOOooe 

LINKED EFFICIENCY from | 
METALOGIC 
The remarkable new ML8000 is an 8K computer, | 
designed for your desk (but slipping easily into your 
briefcase). It can replace your address and 
telephone book and stores up to 8000 alphabetical 
or numerical characters. It can also replace yeu: diary 
and with 16 alarms that can be programmed up ‘o a year 
in advance, you need never forget an appointment or 
birthday again! The time mode can be set to display time 
and date, and the the your function calculator can be 
used without disturbing any data in the memory 
replacing your calculator as well! The directory scrolls 
through files or offers instant recall, and you can code 
your personal data to keep files secure. j 

The 8000 also comes in credit card size, which slips into 
your wallet, and has the same functions as the desktop 
version. 

If you can’t make your mind up between the two, why not 
have BOTH and take advantage of the FREE CABLE 
(normally £9.95) which pypgaes the two and allows you to 
copy data from one to the other! 

PAL 8000 DESKTOP SIZE £29.95 

PAL 8000 CREDIT CARD SIZE £24.95 

POST & PACKING £1.50 

Sinclaix/QL World April 1988 

Special Readers 

ORDER FORM 
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LICE |> £26.95p 

+ Choice Multitasking Program 
£14.95p 

" 

+ Toolkit especially for ICE users 
£14.95p waked T BA CK!! 

great version of an 

ICE is a ROM based utility program that turns your QL intoan ICON controlled “state of the art” computer Not only does it add a number of 

functions not found on a standard QL including calculator and 
calender, it also makes all basic functions a dream to use 

ICE + MOUSE 
was £79.95 NOW £59.95p 

The Eidersott mouse combined with the above ICE rom gives your QL the power of the Apple Macintosh or GEM. Mouse control is 

implemented on all packages that use the ICE system, which gives a very smooth and fast response that will not be outrun If you 

already have ICE we offer a £10.00 trade in if you return your existing ICE. 

ARTICE + MOUSEART 
£14.95p 

A keyboard or mouse controlled graphics program The features include circle, line, box, free hand draw paintbox colours and brushes, copy 

transfer and save image. Epson printer dump, undo, spray can, recolour, text, mode 4 and 8 operation 

old favourite 

One to five players, 
4 skill levels, 12,000 word 

dictionary 

Only | 4.95 

BJ RETURNS £10.95p 

is the excellent sequel to QL caverns incorporating many of the excellent 

features and graphics of the original game 

BJ IN 3D LAND £10,95p 
Bu is lost again! This time in a 3D maze that will pose a challenge to all (70 

screens). 

KARATE was £19.95 NOW £14.95p 

Incredible graphics, 18 different movements including kicks, punches and 

somersaults. Multi screen action, large flicker, free sprites, multi player option, 

sound effects, keyboard or joystick control 

SPOOK £10.95p 

Probably one of the best versions of Pacman for any Micro computer. 

GAME PACK £16.95p 

Comprising of ZAPPER, the classic arcade game. Eagle, a defender type game 

and Citadel where you must unravel the secrets of a giant city as you steer your 

craft through 50 screens of danger and excitement and, finally, BJ returns. 

ICICLE 
£14.95p 

A multi-tasking utility that allows you to set up your own ICONS for the control of programs, including QUILL ABACUS and a host of other 

programs. As well as a full CON editor it includes a printer spooler and printer manager 

DRAWING OFF-ICE 
£24.95p 

3D screen designer aimed at producing true 3D images on your screen. The perspective is automatically calculated to a given vanishing point This 

is not some complex co-ordinated program which requires you to work out every point of the 3D object in advance. Requires 3’ disk drive. This 

program now includes an enhanced version of mouse arts. Expanded memory required 

NEW PUBLISHING OFF-ICE £24.95p 

Incorporating an enhanced version of mouse arts. Everything you need to 

design your newspaper or publication. 

Disk + Expanded Memory only required 

UNTS AND IMMEDIATE ADVICE 

ORGANISER ||> 
The machine that thinks with you 

-FARE 
trom 

ren: _TREIZE +s Tuer 12.38 8 
LENT: 5-28) 242 TUE I2-°8 logs TUEEI seincei/4? 
— ALARM ye at Psion ) ee 544i 227 

ie ai ALARM K DIARY a 

ESS membership — £9.95 

BIG DISCO 

UTILITIES \[> 
QKICK £14.95p 
Multi-tasking utility program including DESK, CLOCK FILES, NOTES and TOOLS, similar to SIDE KICK on 

PC available only on disk 

GRAPHICS CONSTRUCTION KIT £14.95p 

A set of utilities that allow you to construct your own pulldown menus in SUPER BASIC 

Q WRITER 
£14.95p : 

A marvellous utility for anybody who wants something different from their printer Includes 29 different P8000 Op 

character sets of Epson compatible printers 
i : CIA E ODiary 

Alarm 

Q-SWITCH £14.95p Calculator 

Multi-tasking that permits a quick switch from ARCHIVE to ABACUS, QUILL or EASEL. suspending tasks 
Address Book ........ : 

while jumping to another task. Written by the author of ICICLEand KEYDEFINE this is a very popular 
Organiser Il CM am £99.95p 

package 

Or ganiser Il XP £139.50p 

Finance manage ............ £29.95p 

QSPELL 
£24.95p Dictionary ..... £29.95p 

A spelling checker for Quill, supplied with a dictionary of 25000 words and checks an A4 page in 24 secs 
Comms link £59.95p 

Spreadsheet ... £39,95p 

Q-FLASH RAM DISK £14.95p 16k datapak ... £19.95p 

Allows the user to define ram disk; programs can then be instantly saved and re Joaded. A print spooler is 32k datapak ...... .£34.95p 

also included to allow you print whilst using other programs 
64k datapak £79.95p 

128k datapak ...... sessesesssessns LOOSOD 

QL to PC 
£29.95p 

Book on Organiser ..... £9.95p 

Transfer your existing files to a PC for use within XCHANGE, PC FOUR or any standard DATABASE 
QL to Organiser cesesneensee £39.95 

SPREADSHEET or WORDPROCESSOR. Price includes software for both machines and cable 

QL to ORGANISER £39.95 

Transfer both ways your existing QL files within exchange. Complete with software and cable 

QL TECHNICAL BOOKS (Set of 7) Special price to clear £15.00p 

PC FOUR for IBM compatibles Our price £69.00p ex VAT 

Microdrive Storage Box 
Microdrive Storage Box with 10 cartndges £22.45p 

Microdrive Storage Box with 20 cartndges 

FIDERS Cra = 

86 COMMERCIAL ROAD, PADDOCK WOOD, KENT TEL: 0892 83 
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_ The QUUMP Pointer Interface software ita Said of she: teuvetianae pana doc he QL. This is the new : 
environments. It gives you mouse, cursor key or single keystroke control of your QL. Only QUUMP brings you a 

environment for your expanded QL, . windows for any well written {and most badly written ones tool: * 
menus to set up, no silly limitations, just CTRL C itch between programs. This is tha tay fared for Qu usaiasonhe ienks acetate il 
work with it, the best of the new software will not work without it. Three other QL software suppliers have already adopted it. 

Q)exw is the basis for any QL Pointer Interface system. 

QRAM is the RAM based utilities package designed to get the best out of any QL 

with RAM expansion. QRAM has a range of facilities unparalleled by any other QL 

front end or control system. The QRAM menus pop up at the touch of a key to 

provide instant access control of your QL’s FILES, PRINTER, JOBS and 

CHANNELS, and instant screen dumps to a wide variety of printers. 
ey 

% Ol" PRINT Buffer wet 

QTYP can check as you type, or you can run your 
(almost!) finished document through it as a final 
check. Pop-up windows advise you of unknown words, 
suggest correct spellings given partial words, and 
warn you about difficult words (do they get easier 
with practise or practice?). You can even use QTYP’s 
dictionary from within your own programs. QTYP has a 
45,000 word English dictionary, which you can extend 

f ry wit FILES = er ALL Info Bort 
= veLP re 

, ae ; Usoger PRT : sot : 
ie Minos. Copy _j Seine 2 Reve ete Reed AU RETR oesicas Sot or edit. Deutsch version is now available. 

xe Tau fipi_ Copiess! Sorti' 
i Froas fip2_ Tos PRR PEF Tumedes 

- eS [6 @ 2 am © o 6+ o = avenue 02 

oiPet_CHP_COHIN REL 16137 19 Jan 88 2 oes press rq (RE 

F | |) Reet CHA CRIN SEL 16139 19 Jon 68 2 238 | sist laaasti ans] sacdhanasiacasssenaksana 2 
{ qrom_chan_\ ib 16:48 19 Jon 83 @ 2398 | 
| | epeacphansencc pee 55s LETRAS eRe Res | 

ORE CAA_PEM REL 16:38 19 Jon 6821049 | 

SUEDCHANNELS om Cemnly == DUMP 
spellbinding 

om aoaseay a 
CON_256x18200%26 Super BASIC | ou 
fea agislane te | Rendon Inert Hode 8 spel tbinds 

CON_SI2x18200%26 Super BASIC ° a 
COM 25442025214 SuperBRSIC es Gol 1 bist verde in Gctiorory iE 

Key for control senu: CTRL T 

eS eR 

Orr ie the ultimate QL windowing toolkit. 

QPTR gives programmers the chance to use the QJUMP Pointer Environment, a 

set of utilities and extensions to the QL’s screen driver, that provides pointer 
input, non-destructive windows, graphics objects and menu support. A 
150-page manual documents how to use all these facilities, from both 

SuperBASIC and machine code programs. Four demonstration programs are 

provided, giving examples to study and modify. One is written in both 

SuperBASIC and assembler (source supplied), showing how a program may be 

“hand compiled” once you have it working in SuperBASIC. There is a Paint 

program, written in SuperBASIC so you can add to it yourself; for a program 

written to test the Pointer Toolkit, we think it compares rather well with some 

of the other painting programs available! You don’t need a mouse to use QPTR, 

menus can be used with the cursor keys or by single keystrokes, but you can 

add QIMI to your system at any time without having to alter any of your 

software. SuperBASIC programs using QPTR may be compiled using 

Q_Liberator. 

SERL ic } - - > - 

— i Prantar| (arse } 

Other QJUMP Products 

QTK Il is the SuperToolkit II. The “clear market leader” (QL World) in Toolkit ROMs. 

Why buy separate keydefine programs, job control utilities, default directory 

utilities etc. when QTK II has them all and more? “Jedem ernsthaften QL-Anwender 

zu empfehlen” (Computer Kontact). 

QMON II is the QL Monitor/Debugger with single line assembler/disassembler, normal 

as well as conditional breakpoints, trace and backtrace, search, macro commands, 

transient windows and full window memory editor and much much more. “Das absolute 

Spitzenproduct” (68000er), can we say more? 

QEP III Is the “Rolls Royce” (Sinclair User) of EPROM programmers; “the finest 

EPROM programmer I have used” (Sinclair QL World) and many QLs have been bought 

just to use QEP III. Programs EPROMs 2716 to 27512, NMOS or CMOS. Features high 

‘and low voltage verification. Too many facilities to describe here, it puts £1000 

EPROM programmers to shame. 

QFLP disk driver upgrade ROMs are available for Medic System cartridges (gets 

round many of the faults on some of the early Medic disk drives) and 

MicroPeripherals, version 3 or version 5 (provides compatibility with the rest of the 

QL world, improves performance and adds many Toolkit commands). 

QIMI is the Internal Mouse Interface from QJUMP. 
The QJUMP Pointer Interface automatically detects 
the Internal Mouse Interface so no changes are 
needed for any programs which use the QJUMP 
Pointer Interface. QIMI is the only mouse interface 
which leaves all of the QL’s expansion facilities free 
for other peripherals. QIMI fits right inside the QL 
and is supplied with tools. QIMI works with ATARI 
compatible mice, which we can supply. 

+RTC is now available for keep the QL’s Real Time 
Clock running when your QL is turned off. Not just 
the simple battery as supplied by others: that was 
too unreliable for Sinclair to give away! +RTC 
incorporates a turn-on glitch suppression circuit 
which has been shown to improve the reliability of 
“pad” clocks by more than 50 times. Only available 
with QIMI or as an upgrade to QIMI. 

Please add £1.00 post and packing (UK) or £2.00 (Europe). 
Payment by UK cheque or PO; direct transfer to Barclays 
Bank, Benet Street, Cambridge. Code 20-17-19, account 
30744557; Access / Mastercard / Eurocard / Visa; 

Eurocheque in Pounds Sterling (<£200) with the card 
number on the reverse; International Girocheque in 
Pounds Sterling. Personal cheques drawn on a non-UK 
bank should be in local currency and should include an 
additional £3 to cover the bank negotiation fee. 

QRAM available on Mdv/3.5/5.25 £29.90 (£26.00 export) 
QTYP available on Mdv/3.5/5.25 £29.90 (£26.00 export) 
QPTR available on Mdv/3.5/5.25 £29.90 (£26.00 export) 

QTK II available on ROM / Mdv/3.5/ 5.25 £29.90 (£26.00 export) 
QMON II available on Mdv/3.5/5.25 £19.95 (£17.35 export) 

QFLP for Medic, MP ver3 and ver5 £14.95 (£13.00 export) 

QeEP Ill £129.95 (£113.00 export) 

QIMI £29.90 (£26.00 export) £39.90 (£34.70 export) 
QIMI+mouse £69.90 (£60.80 export) £79.90 (£69.50 export) 
QRAM+QIMI £54.90 (£47.75 export) £64.90 (£56.50 export) 
QRAM+QIMI+mouse £89.90(£78.00 export) £99.90 (£86.85 export) 

RTC upgrade for QIMI (exchange) £19.95 (£17.35 export) 

24 King Street 
Rampton 
Cambs 
CB4 4QD JjJUMp 
Tel 0954 50800 
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THE PROGRAMS 
1. Giles Todd B DIY £5 

Assembler 

Featured in the March to June 1985 issues of QL User, this 
complete two-pass assembler will assemble all 68008 code 
and support the assembler directives DRG, END, EQU, DC 
and DS. 

2. Richard A+O Mini Monitor £3 

Cross 

Using approximately 3K of RAM, this utility multi-tasks on 

your QL, leaving plenty of room for other programs. Com- 
mands include dumping registers, memory and ASCII 
machine code frace, register store, memory move, memory 
store — byte, word and long — and jumps. QL User, October 
1985. 

4. Shergold & B Golf £2 

Tose 

With up to 50 courses of varying difficulty, lakes, rivers, 
bunkers and trees. You decide the power and direction of 
each stroke, striving for a birdie, eagle or even an albatross. 

Your scorecard may be saved. QL User, May 1985. 

A+O Paladin £5 5. Williams 

& Holliday 

Written completely in machine code, this excellent Space 
Invaders game was the basis of our games programming 

series, started in April 1985. 

7.Steve Deary B Pacman £1 

Almost 20 screens of increasing difficulty, including an 
invisible maze, make it a very versatile rendition of the 
arcade favourite. QL User, March 1985. 

8. Andy B Family Tree £3 
Carmichael 

An Archive program and database for setting-up and dis- 
playing large family trees. QL User, August 1985. 

9.JamesLucy L Composer £3 

Completed in QL User, October 1985, this QLiberated pro- 
gram will allow you to compose, play and edit music. The 
program will handle sharps, vary tempo, and specify 

staccato and legato playing styles. 

13. S J Ackers Ss Touch Type £4 

This program has a 13-lesson course for typing letters, 
words and phrases, a 700-word vocabulary, an interactive 
keyboard display and a fingering chart as more than 30K of 
code. Scores are based on the speed and accuracy of typing. 
a reduced version was printed in the August 1985 issue. 

17.Tony Quinn §S CAD QL £4 

CAD design programs are particularly suited to the QL. This 
version includes rubber-banding and a_ user-definable 
symbol library. QL World, September 1988. 

~MICRODRIVE 
19. Karl Jeffrey M+B Starport2001 £3 

Fast machine code action in this version of the Ga/axians 
arcade game. QL World, November 1986. 

24.JF Tydeman S$ Design 3D £4 

3D screen designs with the minimum of fuss and 

aggravation. QL World, March/April 1987. 

25.DCarmona 8B Stellaris £4 

This is an extensive real-time space adventure game against 

the computer, including economic simulations, lunar landing 
and superb graphics. QL World, June 1987. 

29. Peter B Bridge £4 
Etheridge 

An excellent version of this popular card game. Features 
include accurate computer bidding, automatic or manual 
play, replay hands, correct scoring, save and load positions 
and more. 

31. B Otridge 

Originally a commercial program, this is the perfect aid for 
crossword fanatics: access by word length to a dictionary of 
about 12,500 words, to help solve those elusive clues. This 
program requires two Microdrive cartridges. 

32. Phillip B Advent2 £4 
Sproston 

SuperBasic arcade adventure with a humorous slant. A 
variety of rooms, robots and problems will keep you on your 
toes. Full instructions included. 

33. Leslie B Clock £3 

Fahidy 

This is a complete version of the clock program, described in 
the June and July 1987 issues of our QL Education series. an 
on-screen clock can be used to set or read the time. 

34. E Bamber QLConverson/ £2 
Calculator 

Crossword £5 

Weights and measures units, conventions and reverse Polish 
calculation, this utility will convert almost anything to any- 
thing. Completely menu-driven, it is very easy to use. 

35. John B Qwhist £3 
Wakefield 

Designed for one player (south) who partners a computer 
hand (north) against the computerised east and west 
opponents. QL World, August 1987. 

36. Stanley B 
Sykes 

Mail Merge £1 

This cartridge contains very handy utilities providing a mail 
merge and labeller for Quill files. Includes a demonstration. 
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ia and Object Code 
machine code and Basic Loader 

EXCHANGE \ 
37.P Gives B The Double £4 

A large strategy game in which you manage a football team 
through four league divisions; features buying and selling, 
team line-up, morale, and so on, through the league and F.A. 
Cup season. Includes full instructions. 

38. Leslie B Education £2 

Fahidy 
As part of our series of educational programs, this is 
designed to help teach the solution of simple linear equa- 
tions. It is aimed specifically at the 11-plus age range. 

39. JF =) Design 3D £4 

Tydeman 

A large suite of graphics and filing utilities for the production 
of 2D and 3D graphics, with instructions in the form of a Quill 
document. QL World, March 1987. 

40. Santiago B Roulette £3 
Rubio 

A Spanish/English version of the traditional gambling game; 
includes the Leigh Pattern, a system to break the bank. QL 
World, September 1987. 

41. Leslie B Money £2 
Fahidy 
An educational shopping expedition, calculating prices from 
shopping lists and trying to determine what coins you will 

receive as change. 

42. Neil A+B+O Life £2 
Davidson 

A machine code version of the classic simulation of a colony 
of living cells which survive, reproduce or die according to 
mathematical rules. Quill instructions included. 

43. Alan Ss lan Swinton 

Glassbrook Qsquidge £2 

An arcade hunt through an 8x8 grid expandable series of 
rooms for the nine parts of Squidge’s rocket. QL World, 
October 1987. 

44. David March B Compress £2 

Utility to compress SuperBasic program files into a more 
compact form without losing the structure of the program. 

M+ B SuperBreakout £2 45. Ronnie 

Davidson 

A fast machine code version of the classic wall game where, 

using a bat and ball, you must try to break through the wall of 
bricks. Optional double bats and/or balls. 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 

A+B+O = Assembler and Basic Loader and Object Code 
s = Supercharged 
L = QLiberate 

46. Norman B Navigator £2 
Marks 

To calculate the distance and direction for travel between 
longitude and latitude positions on the Earth. The program 
includes an expandable list of locations. The calculation 
formulae can be seen from within the program. 

47. Richard B 3D Maze £2 

Clements 

Chase round the generated maze, shown in three dimen- 
sions, searching for the key to the next level before going 
through the exit. Extra points can be gained by passing over 
Point Squares but do not be carried away because it is all 
against the clock. 

48. Jason B Yahtzee £2 
Price 

The popular dice game. On-screen graphics make the two- 
player program enjoyable and easy to use. QL World, 

November 1987. 

50 Jay B 
Lewington 

A menu-driven program to keep track of a number of bank 

accounts, including credits and debits, dated standing 
orders, printed statements and more. 

Bank £4 

THE ALL-NEW MICRODRIVE EXCHANGE 
Microdrive Exchange has always been a popular feature of 
Sinclair QL World and in our constant efforts to improve the 
magazine we are expanding the Exchange to bring you even more 
quality programs at budget prices. 
To achieve those results we have altered the format of the 

Exchange. Rather than calculating the number of sectors 
required by each program and sending the appropriate number of 
cartridges, we have now made it a one-program, one-cartridge 
system. So if you would like, say four programs, then regardless of 
length you will need four cartridges. 
There are a number of advantages to the system. First, the 

service will be much faster, because programs can be copied in 
advance. Second, rather than having to ensure having the article 
for documentation we will be able to supply Quill documents on 
the Microdrive, if needed for future programs. 

Finally, for all new programs on the Exchange, rather than just 
receiving the machine code version, the Supercharged version or 
whatever, we will be able to supply assembly listings, hex loaders 
and original Super Basic versions on the same cartridge, so that 
you can look at and amend programs. 

Naturally this service will require the transfer of more than the 
usual number of Microdrives but bear in mind that the number of 
Microdrives you send will be returned with the software. We have 
reduced the price of Microdrives to £2 per cartridge. 

With the new system, we have started to include programs 
which have not necessarily been featured in the magazine, either 
because they were too long or because we already had too many 
listings. Consequently we are now looking for quality programs of 
any length to feature in Microdrive Exchange. If you have any 
programs which you feel are good enough please send them for 
review. 

See over page for order form 
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56. Paul 

Mckinnon 

A very fast, very challenging version of one of the best- 

known arcade games. Includes Quill instructions, ugly 

descending aliens and protective shields. 
i ee ME A eS = 

52. Simon “+R SpacaPods: os St Tmeteld = apes 
Guinn Acomplete spelling checker. The system works on Quill —lis 

files, checking them against its dictionary of more than 7,500 

A machine code arcade game. Your lone ship must protect words. The dictionary can be expanded automatically as new 

six central energy pods against marauding aliens. QL World, words are found. This program requires a 512K expansion 
December 1987. and occupies two Microdrive cartridges. 

ET 

53.SMWalker B Graphic Writer 

M Space Invaders £3 £1 51. A Didcock B Perspective 

: Space is big. This program aims to prove it, with a graphical 

: guided tour of the earth, the solar system, neighbouring 

suns, galaxy and the whole of creation. 

£3 

£2 58. Nigel Ford B Radar £2 
As Control, you must monitor a radar, watching the skies, 

acknowledging aircraft, scrambling jets to intercept UFOs, 

mn sn i sn  e *m—E O_O LC LL OO T 

A graphic design program. In addition to the usual design 

commands, your picture can be saved as a series of 

SuperBasic commands for use in programs. QL World, 

December 1987. 

a 

54. L Miles M+B Zapman £3 

This fast-action, machine code game is of the classic 

Pacman genre. Variable skill levels and a wide variety of 

maze formats will keep your interest high. 60. William B Speed Mind £3 

Hendannon 
a on the old Master Mind game played with coloured 

55. Alan B Adventure £3 pegs, the game gives you 12 attempts at breaking the code, 

Pemberton Playtime and times your guesses. QL World January 1988. 

An extensive adventure where you must complete tasks for 

the inhabitants of a strange and unusual land. A Quill 

document gives details of the possible commands and some 

help in the form of a series of coded messages. 

ORDER 

lining your sights and shooting down enemy aircraft. 

59. Geoffrey B 
Evelyn 

Dungeons 

As Wizard, Mega-Hero, Super-Hero or Elf, you must explore 

the Dungeons, fighting monsters and collecting treasure in 

this expansive one- to four-player game. Requires two 

Microdrive cartridges. For expanded QLs only. 

61. A. Quigly M Compander £1 
A utility which compresses screen designs into the 

smallest files we have seen for any similar routine. QL 

World, April 1988. 

FORM 
No. of programs required TotalcostofprograMS —E sssessssessensenee 

No. of drives required Drive cost (£2 each) TE eveweiseneuinnen 

No. of drives sent [] Sub-total agile = 

Program ID Numbers Postage & packing £0.75 PE See ear 
TOTAL Cheiereeenal 

QL GOLD CARD NUMBER —10% DISCOUNT FOR QL 

(IF ANY) GOLD CARD HOLDER © éoveonsnninntntin 

TOTAL TO BE SENT aon pecans 

Name 

Address. 

Please copy on to Microdrive the programs 
above which | have indicated by their ID 
numbers. | enclose a cheque/PO to the value 
of £...... made payable to Sinclair QL World. | 
understand that Sinclair QL World 
undertakes to supply only these programs = 
copied on to Microdrive = and accepts no 
liability for their operation as defined by the 
author. Neither can Sinclair QL World supply 

additional information about any of the 

programs other than that originally printed 

or supplied. Any article reprints must be 

ordered and paid for separately at £2 each 

inclusive of post and packing = £3 overseas. 

Please send order form to: Mike McKenzie, 

PO Box 74, Tonbridge, TN12 6DW. 

Tel: 089 283 4783. 

£4 



EEC Ltd 

ICRO Cartridges 10 for ..........s:00+0+. £16.00 
(£15.00 if bought with MD) 

Wallets of 4for . 

® massive software library (mostly free) 
* supports for local groups 

* printer hotine £7.50 

Further detalts from Brian Pain, 24 Oxtord St, Stony Strat- 
Printer Centronic ford, Mitton Keynes, MK11 1JU Tel: (0808) 564271 
Brother HR 5 
PSU £5.95. I/F £14.95 

Data Format Conversion Service 

Between QL, IBM, CPM Formats from £5.75 plus media 
Also File Recovery — From £8/hr — Phone for quote DATA INTERCHANGE SOFTWARE that 

will allow you to copy QL files to and 
from Floppy Disks that are in either 

IBM (PCDOS/MSDOS) format, or a 

wide variety of CPM _ formats. 

IBMCOPY £12, CPMCOPY £15, both 
from £20 or send A4 sized SAE for 

futher details. Available from: D. J. 
Walker, 22 Kimptons Mead, Potters 

Bar, Herts EN6 3HZ. 

Orders: Printers add £8.00; orders under 
£20.00 add £2. Overseas £4.00 (£10.00 
for Printers). Terms — CWO or Visa to 

EEC Ltd 
18/21 Misbourne House, Chiltern 
Hill, Chalfont — St Peter, Bucks 

SL 9 SUE Tel: (0759) 888866 

+ Postage £8.00 

KRAM SOFTWARE — Al! progs include screendump and job control keywords 
£10 SIDEWAYS PRINTER — Full QL char set — also works early Epsom/compatibles 
£8 FUNCTION KEY DEFINER — 20 definitions — works with most packages inc! Psion 
£8 FILE COMPARER — Compares and highlights differences, allows realignment 
£25 QL USERS TOOKIT — All above plus machine code single key utilities spoole 
copier, basic trace, memory display and capsiock status plus others. Works with 
Psion programs and user configerable. Also RESET MEM SIZE & TRANSLITERATOR 

CPM PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE ON QL, IBM & CPM FORMATS 
JRT PASCAL — excellent + 200p tutorial manual 
ZSMALL C — v. useful, inc! Z80 assem. Has Z80 + ‘C’ source 
XLISP — similar Lisp, incl Z80 + ‘C' source 
FORTH — Luxon & Perry F83, assem, multitask, decomp 
FORTH TUTORIAL — requires L&P Forth above 
DDTZ — essential 8080/Z80 debugger 
68000 XASM — cheap 68000 assembler 
CROWE CPM — excellent ZX80 assembler 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & UK POSTAGE 

£3.25 each or 

all for £16.00 
Prices plus 

FOR SALE 
QL (JS) 512k Expansion, 

Microvitec QL Colour Screen. 
Psion Packages and Quality 
Games. Spare Power Pack. 

Manuals and Books. All in original 
packing. £300 

Chris Barrand 
Tel: 01-301-2951 

PROBLEMS 
WITH YOUR QU 
FOR FAST, RELIABLE AND PROFESSIONAL 

REPAIRS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 

Contact: 

P M ENGINEERING 
UNIT 8, NEW ROAD, ST IVES, paz 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE PE17 48G HL" 

ST IVES (0480) 61394 

SAM the little spaceman. 57 rooms, 

30+ objects to move, many colourful 

enemies, full sprite animation, 100% 

machine code, only £13 — Aholasoft, 
Kirjurintie 3, SF-05400 Jokela, 

FINLAND. 

media 

Peter or Mark MANSELL, BESTMALT LTD 
Nantyreglwys, Llanboidy, Dyfed SA34 ODL. Tel: (09946 370) 

QL POOLWINNER VERSION 2.0 

@ IMPROVED MASSIVE DATABASE Poolwinner 
is a sophisticated pools prediction aid and 

took over 4000 man hours to compile. It comes 
complete with large database with all matches 
played since 1960. All English and Scottish 
team names are included 

FORECASTS Score draws and no score 
Graws with built in perm generator — mark 

your coupon direct from screen/printer 

SUCCESSFUL We guarantee that 
POOLSWINNER performs considerably better 
than chance. If you can prove otherwise 

we shall reinburse you 

UNIQUE The prediction formulae calculates 
the efficiency of every team with present and 

past results. We have yet to see a predictor 
that uses this method. No tedious typing — 

uses single key team entry 

ONLY £14.99 (On Microdrive Cartridge) 
Same day despatch from 

Xenon, 24 Warncliffe Street, Barnsley, 
South Yorkshire S70 6BP 

AAD DINK 
FABRIC RIBBON CASSETTE RE-INKING 

Price £2 per ribbon 

Post used cassette(s) with payment to 
ALLADINK (Dept QL10), 4 Hurker Crescent, 

Eyemouth, Berwickshire, TD14 5AP 
Tel: 08907 50965 

QL SMALL TRADER’S PACK 2 
Accounts, VAT. Stock Control, Mailing List. Label 
Printer plus utilities. All for £24.95 on two mdvs. 
‘Simple to use, a good deal for the money.” (OL 
WORLD) “Fully menu driven & Epson-compatible’ QL 
WNVOICER: prints smart invoices & statements on 
plain/headed paper. Only £14.95 (£9.95 with pack) QL 
BANK ACCOUNT £9.95, QL FILER (4 progs} £9.95. 
Programs Customised/Designed at reasonable cost 
Add £2 pp (abroad) Cheques. POs or SAE for details 

SD MICROSYSTEMS (DEPT QL) 
PO BOX 24, HITCHIN, HERTS, U.K. 

U.K. Tel: (0462) 675106 

QL REPAIRS 
ANY FAULT £27.95 INCLUSIVE OF P&P, VAT 
INSURANCE AND 3 MONTHS GUARANTEE. 

FOR REPAIRS ON OTHER MICROS 
PHONE FOR DETAILS. 

TRANSFORM YOUR DOT-MATRIX PRINTER FOR £12.00 
INKWELL DELUXE 2.8 prints out QUILL & ASCil files in 100's of ways. Powerful font 
designer and print utility. Works with any Epson compatible dot matrix. Has 16 fonts 
and new fonts can be designed easily on a 16 x 16 grid. Extensive design 
commands such as shadow (‘unbelievabie’, S. Bhatti QUANTA 1987) squeeze rotate, 
flip, outline and angle. 3 heights, 9 widths, proportional or equal spacing, adjustable 
print density. Preview option let s you see document as it will be printed! Special offer 
was £16.00 now only £12.00!!! To upgrade old version of INKWELL send £4.00 + 
cartridge. Price includes p&p and comprehensive manual. Font cartridge with 10 new 
fonts only £5.00. Send Cheque/PO/Cash to 

PALANTIR PRODUCTS, 78 Leighton Road, Badminster, Bristol BS3 1NU 

UNIT 6, STANLEY HOUSE 

STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY 
Telephone: 01-902 5218 MIDDX. HAO 4JBQ 

QL TURBOQUILL + 3.5 DISKS ONLY |QL SPY THE FASTEST QL EDITOR £14.95 
: | * Written in optimised assembler, the SPY is faster than ALL other editors tested QL Turboquill described as ‘absolutely Prices include VAT. postage labels * Multi-file SPY can quickly switch between any stacked memory resident files 

essential by QLWorld now hgas a new even Quantiiy DS/DD Ss/D0 * Universal SPY can read, write and investigate any file type from binary to text 
faster version. QL Turboquill+ for expand 10 11.50 10.95 * Configurable SPY enables you to customise the SPY to your own specification 
ed memory QL’s only. TQ+ drastically 30 32 00 31 40 * At 20K the SPY executes in 5 seconds from disk and needs NO extension files 

5 f b 5 1002 50 52.90 49 90 * Lazy screen and optional split screen technology enable fast cursor positioning 
improves screen handling by ove ° * Blocks of lines are manged Globally (between) and Locally (within) files 
this plus the added features of a glossary 190 100.05 94 30 * All the main SPY commands are available with a single or combination keypress 

* The ideal editing tool for use with multi-tasking front ends like QRAM Utilities (keydefine) and capslock indicator turns 

quill into a slick, fast, professional word 
processor 

OL Turboquill + £13 50 inc VAT PP 

QL Turboquill £11 50 
Taskmaster £25 00 

Spellbound £29 95 

OL Turboquill + and Spellbound £41 50 
QL Turboquill + and Taskmaster £37.00 

Please state required on MDV or 3 5 disk 

Also your quill version (ie 2.3 or 2.35) 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 

Call for the iowest priced quality 3.5 Disks 
in the UK. Lifetime guarantee 

Plus a 14 day money back guarantee. 
Express same day dispatch 1/10 disks 
Storage box (10 disks) £1.50 inc. 

ChequePO to: Athene Consultants. 33 
Holly Grove, Fareham Hants PO16 7UP 
Tel: 0329 282083 

ARCHIVIST £29.95  CARDFILE128 £14.95 
MAILMERGE £9.95  CARDFILE256 £19.95 

MAILFILE 128 £14.95 LIBRARIAN 128 £19.95 
MAILFILE 256 £19.95 LIBRARIAN 256 £24.95 

CHEQUES: London Sterling payable to ARK DISTRIBUTION 
KN POSTAGE: UK Free, Europe £2, World £4, Swiftair + £2 

REVIEWS: Please send in a stamped addressed envelope 

APPLIED RESEARCH KERNEL 
Richard Howe & Angela Hammett (Tel: 0983 79 496) 

ARK Distribution, Corve Farmhouse, Chale Green, VENTNOR, PO38 2LA, U.K. 
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HARDWARE QL. World Readers Offers 

ectroni Wave 

ABC Electro —
 

0229 44753/29109 

cat | SERVICES _| i 
0923 67102 

| Chromagraphica 

| ‘one Adman Services 
' CS.1. 

0952 55895 

| cman: ee 
i 4 

61364 

ii ae ae aghast Suredata 

: Digital Precision 
01-902 5218 

' 
01 527 5493 

Disks, interfaces, drives. keyboards, RAM 

expansions 

Tony Firehiman Serview® Athene Consultants 
. 

03: 

Miracle Systems Best Malt Ltd 
ss 370 

a Byteback 

Sandy (U-K-) PCy, 
— Data Systems (UK) 

Schon Keyboards Ltd a 

Strong Computer Systems Compware 
Task Swopper (Version 2), Computer One 

Professional Monitor, Mega Toolbox, 

i T.K. Computerware 

i 
0303 812052 

Expert System Shell and others 

Tandata CPC 

' 
06845 68421 

0772 555034 

i Transform Ltd Datanet Systems 

} 089 283 4783 
PO Box 121 Luton Beds 

QL JOYSTICK — £7.99 — plugs directly into CTRL 1/2. 2 firing but- 

tons “Probably the best | have seen” QL World 2/87 

QL HOUSEWIFE — £5.99 — “A genera! planner for shopping and 

meal control. . Interesting and useful QL World 2/87 

PREMIER GAMES — €6.99 — QLuck (the five dice game) & 

Qodebreaker (guess the hidden code) 

INVESTMENT MONITOR — £19.99 — The ideal method for control- 

ling all your investments 

For further details send S.A.E. for DJW News 

HOME BANKER — £14.95 — The finance management program for 

the QL available soon. Write for details 

NEW MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGES — 10 for £16.65. 

ll 
Es 
Ith 

Order direct from: DJW Software (QLW4), 

11 Pound Close, Bramley, Hants RG26 5BL 

or ’phone (0256) 881701. 

Overseas orders please add £2. 

FOR YOU FROMITALY 
QL STRATEGY GAMES 

A trilogy with 

CONNECT 4— BLACK — GENIUS 

Difficult strategies to beat 

£25.00 on disc or mdvs 

Send money directly to: 

Sandro Del Bello — Via Biga 21 /12 

16144 Genova — ITALY 

c Tk fie ht 

Digitrix 
0326 40529 

Digital Precision 
01 527 5493 

Turbo Basic compiler, desktop publisher, 

Editor, Eye-Q graphics, Sprite generator, 

Super forth, Better basic, Professional 

and super Astrologer. Media Manager. 

Supercharge, Blocklands, Droidzone, 

Arcadia, Reversi, Backgammon, Master 

Bridge Tutor, CPM emulator 

DJW Software 
0256 881701 

Eidersoft QL 
089 283 2552 

The mouse and everything else you need 

for the QL 

Escape Software 
01 478 8281 

Intek Software 
01 500 8534 

Gap Software 
01 552 5452 

Javid Systems 
041 552 0759 

Liberation Software 
01 546 7795 

Maxtronics R & D Ltd 

(New Zealand) 
63-3 325-546 or CHI SOFT (London) 

01 458 7249 

Metacomco 
0272 428781 

Micro Anvika 
01 636 2547/580 6382 

Microdeal 
0726 68020 

MPC Software 
0602 820106-455114 

Okoloko Engineering 
(USA) 

021 233 3042 

General business and Arcive Utilities and 

applications 

Pyramide S/W 
089 283 
The Best Games and lots more! 

Quantum Computing (USA) 
201 328 8846 

0772 454328 

QL and 268 software and hardware 

SD Microsystems 
0462 675106 

Our range of low cost business and 

practical programmes includes small 

traders pack 

Smiling Software 
061 427 5245 

Talent Computer Systems 
041 552 2118 

TK Computer Systems 
093 924 621 

0534 813 392 

Q.L. World Reader Offers 
01-834 1717 

Zeataline Projects Ltd 
~ 0622 792378 

ADVERTISERS’ INDEX 

Byteback 

Care Electronics 

Compware 

Creative Codeworks 

Digital Precision 

Eidersoft 

Liberation Software 

Maxtronics 

Miracle Systems 

Schin Keyboards 

Sector Software ........ 

Strong Computers 

S.ULB. ....sceceessserereeeeees 

TK Computerware 

eeeeeneeeeee Prrtrert 

eeceeseccscccecsnssccocssssessesussses
es 

Tony Firshman Services 

Transform 

Sinclair/QL World April 1988 



ABC Electronic 
Andreas Budde 
Hogelsh, 10 + 12 tel: 0521/890381 
D-4800 Bielefled telex: 932974 budde d 

West Germany telefax: 0521/61412 

1. POINTER’S TOOLKIT 
Pointer's Toolkit is intended to be a complementary toolkit for QUUMP’s Super Toolkit Il and/or QRAM or for Sandy's SuperQBoard with 
mouse. Naturally you can use it also without any of this hard software. It contains a background string-exchange command, for example, a 

command to kill all currently running jobs, a function which works like INPUT, but you may give a pre-defined text to edit (like the input 

used by PSION), a new RESPR which never returns not complete, even if there are jobs running, a monitor-save-job, and, if you have a 

command called POINTER or a file called PTR-IMI or PTR-KBD (from QRAM), there are commands which give you access to the pointer 

and real pull-down-windows from SuperBASIC! 

WRITER’S TOOLKIT 
Writer's Toolkit gives you new fonts (no normal QL Fonts), which you can use to write anywhere to the screen (with the new command 

WRITE). The new fonts include Old English, Antiqua, Helvetica, (and more) in different sizes. Fonts with a height of 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32 etc. 

are also possible. Now you can forget the ugly CSIZE 3, 1 QL fonts; Writer's Toolkit gives you beautiful fonts which you can use for 

example to make overlays for disk-labels. All fonts are defined as proportional, so Writer's Toolkit gives you not only nice looking fonts but 

also a nice face. 

PRICE: 15£ PREIS 45,- DM 

2. QL-BUS 
Plug in your QL-Bus buffercard and the Expansions Port of your Sinclair QL enlarges from one to five slots with the possibility of an 

aditional power supply. Apart from the Miracel Trump Card it can be used with 

* CST Floppy Disc interface 

* CST SCSI — Floppy interface 

* Sandy Super QBoard 

Sandy 512k memory expansion 

Miracel 512k memory expansion 

QEP II| E-Prommer 

and all interfaces using the QL-Standards 

PRICE: 98£ PREIS: 298,- DM 

3. DOT SCIENCE + SCREENCOPY 
This program, which enlarges your QDos, is usable for all scientifical and mathematical texts. It can be used with all standard software 

programs even your own basic programs. You need no special codes to work with it because the BOOT program loads all files and 

programs after checking the necessary parameters. The possibility of using several characters — for example greek letters, chemical and 

mathematical formulas is no longer a problem. All additional and of course the normally used characters can be printed on a EPSON 

compatible printer. 

Screencopy enables the screen to be copied in four forms and different grey colours to a dot matrix printer. It is unimportant in which 

application you work, any pixel of the whole screen (512 256 pixels) is printed without loosing any contents! You have to press CTRL»S 

only! 

PRICE: 29£ PREIS 89,- DM 

Order form Floppy = 31/2” 2x 80 Track 

Pointer's Toolkit 
Writer's Toolkit 

Dot Science 
Screencopy 

Cheque, credit transfer to Postgirokonto Dortmund Nr. 90283—-469 

C.0.D (only in Europe (not UK, Spain, Greece, Northern Ireland) 

- - - = — —- — a es 



Do 
you 

ever 
need 

some 
help? 

* 
k Do 

you 
ever 

feel 
that 

you 
need 

someone 
who 

can 
look 

at 
that 

nagging 
problem 

with 
your 

QL 
system 

another 
way, 

and 
can 

help 
you 

to 
understand 

irritating 
gaps 

in 
the 

manual... 
Yes? 

Read 
on! 

Find 
out 

more 
about 

us 
n
o
w
!
 

‘ 
kWle 

are 
not 

just 
an 

anonymous 
address, 

with 
an 

anonymous 
voice 

} 
on 

the other 
end 

of 
the 

phone. 
We 

are 
happy 

to 
discuss 

specific 
requirements 

and 
we 

are 
on 

first 
name 

terms 
with 

m
a
n
y
 

of 
our 

} 

members... 
Phone 

Richard 
about 

your 
technical 

needs, 
or 

Julie, 
for 

details 
about 

products 
and 

services 
that 

we 
provide. 

We 
can 

help! 
We 

are 
affiliated 

to 
the 

British 
Assosciation 

of Computer 
Clubs 

too, 

§ 
kYou 

do 
not 

have 
to 

join 
without 

knowing 
exactly: 

what 
we 

can 
do. 

We 
offer 

an 
introductory 

c
o
p
y
 of 

our 
monthly 

magazine 
to 

help 
decide 

whether 
our 

service 
will be 

beneficial 
to 

you. 
Even 

if you 
do 

not 
think 

that 
we 

offer 
anything 

for 
you, 

then 
you 

may 
still 

be 
interested 

to 
read 

the 
introductory 

we 
which 

some 
of 

our 
$ 

members 
have 

described 
as 

the 
ideal 

introduction 
to 

QL 
computing! 

_} 
W
e
 

do 
not 

have 
enough 

space 
to 

list 
all 

the 
benefits 

of membership 
}
 

; 
here, 

but 
briefly 

we 
offer 

a 
monthly 

40 
page 

magazine, 
discounts 

; 
on 

most_QL 
products 

to 
members, 

personal 
advice 

in 
writing, 

or 
y
 ; 

phone. 
Prestel 

MBX. 
Telex, 

or 
even 

FAX. 
We 

also 
offer 

a library 
of 

| 
public 

domain 
QL 

and 
CP/M 

software, 
bulletin 

boards, 
and 

/ots 
more! 

If I decide 
to 

pin, 
how 

much 
is 

it 
and 

how 
do 

I p
a
y
?
 

$ 
Membership 

is 
a
 
annual 

subscription 
to_ 

“QL 
S.U.B.” magazine. 

+x Home 
user, 

in 
the 

UK, 
£15.00, 

abroad, 
£20,00 

paid 
in 

sterling. 
* k Business 

user 
in 

the 
UK, 

£30.00. 
Enquire 

for 
foreign 

costs. 
+k Send 

60p 
for 

an 
introductory 

copy 
of 

“QL 
S.U.B.” 

magazine. 

| SU
PP
OR
T 

AT
 

UN
DE
R 

29
p 

WE
EK
LY
! 

| 
1
 
* S

H
i
e
L
i
k
 

d
e
n
t
 professional 

support 
for 

all users 
of the 

d
t
 

WHY 
series, and all 

compatible 
pachines. 

service 
for 

users 
of 

t
h
e
 C
O
P
D
 

and 
Kerlin O

N
T
O
!
 
Call? 
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Q)UPER 
U
J
 SER 

|
 i
g
 

:
 

e 
& 

& 

k Genuine 
i
 
a
y
 
professional 

support 
for 

all users 
of the 

service 
a
k
 
j
y
 
s
i
e
 F
H
 
a
i
 K
e
r
l
 in ‘ 

f
e
 A
n
e
,
 
:
 

Do 
you 

need 
a 

QL 
product? 

| 
}* Do 

you 
need 

something 
for 

s
c
a
 QL, 

and 
you 

don’t 
know 

where 

CA OADM IIE OLED 

to 
get 

it? 
Do 

you 
know 

what 
you 

want, 
but 

don’t 
know 

whether 
it will 

work 
on 

your 
machine? 

you 
just 

want 
a 

good 
deal? 

Allow 
us 

to 
earn 

your 
trust! 

| 
§ 

Are 
you 

wondering 
if we 

stock 
that 

item 
you 

really 
want 

?
 

tile 
cannot 

stock 
everything, 

but 
we 

can 
get 

almost, 
anything !

 
kile 

stock 
or 

supply 
products 

from 
all 

the 
leading 

QL 
companies. 

Q 
SANDY, 

OIGITAL 
PREDSION 

SECTOR 
CHP, 

AP SORTRARE, 
Liberction 

Software, e
h
 e
S
 ISies D

A
T
 

SYSTEMS, 
Creative 

Codeworks, 
PDQL, 

Spem, 
Qualsoft, 

METACOICD, 
| 

GST, 
Pyramide,. 

TALENT, 
CARE, 

7510,', 
Microdeal, 

and 
many 

more... 
 § 

tile 
stock 

or 
supply 

all 
the 

latest 
products 

and 
advise 

on 
them. 

: 
Our 

list 
of 

products. 
is 

far 
too 

large 
to 

display 
here, 

and 
we 

also 
{
 

have 
special 

prices 
for 

members, 
and 

export 
customers. 

Send 
us 

a 
} 

S
A
E
 

for 
a 

copy, 
or 

contact 
us 

for 
a 

quote 
on 

what 
you 

require. 
} 

}kVle 
stock 

or 
supply 

many 
of 

the 
old 

favourites, 
and 

c 
supply 

% 
‘programs 

that 
you 

thought 
were 

no 
longer 

available 
for 

the 

k
e
 

can 
supply 

other 
hardware 

and 
computer 

supplies 
gackly 

too! 
We 

stock 
or 

supply 
famous 

name 
printers, 

modems, 
discs, 

ribbons, 
and 

computer 
supplies 

including 
power 

filters, 
cables, 

and 
stands. 

Now 
how 

do 
I contact 

S
U
R
 

about 
my 

needs 
or 

order 
n
o
w
?
 

‘ 

Write 
to 

us_at 
t
h
e
 
a
d
d
s
 
s 

below. 
Phone 

us 
on 

0388) 
773737, 

send 
us 

a 
FAX 

on 
2
5
)
 467164, 

send 
us 

a 
mailbox 

on 
Prestel, 

| 
(mbx 

219998590) 
or 

934999 
TXLINK 

G (Ref 
219998590), 

Cheques 
or 

postal 
orders 

should 
be made 

payable 
to 

"S.U.B.” 
x 

> 
Foreign 

payments 
are 

best 
made 

by Eurocheque, 
or 

Postal 
Order, 

| 
} 

Sorry, 
we 

cannot 
accept 

any 
credit 

cards 
at 

present. 
(Soon!) 

§
 

;
 Please note, 

§.U.B. 
is 

a 
completely 

independent 
full 

time 
support 

grou 
4
 

‘SUB. PO BOX 3, SHILDON, DL4 2K) 
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